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ABSTRACT 
In the process industries batch processing plants are attracting attentions because of 
their suitability for the manufacturing of small-volume, high-value added products. 
Pipeless batch plants have also been developed and built to increase plant flexibility 
to adapt to fast market change. Scheduling batch plants by using computer-aided 
systems is important for improving the plant productivity since it harmonizes the 
entire plant operation efficiently to achieve production goals. However, the current 
scheduling approaches for batch plants are inadequate, particularly for pipeless plants. 
The main objective of this study is to develop a general-purpose methodology to solve 
a common class of scheduling problems for batch plants including pipeless plants. 
This research involves the creation of a general scheduling model based on constraint 
satisfaction techniques (CST) and the development of a scheduling system that 
applies the model. The model comprises of three parts, which are concerned with 
production scheduling, integrating routing and scheduling in pipeless plants, and 
rescheduling. Production scheduling considers many process constrains on time and 
resource allocation. One of the novel aspects is to consider finite wait time constraints 
that limit the unstable intermediate materials to stay in the storage and processing 
units to a finite time. Another novel aspect is to consider integrating routing and 
scheduling in pipeless plants. A planning process is applied to generate a possible 
route between two stations and the feasibility of the route is checked by the 
scheduling process in which the transfer time and track allocation constraints are 
imposed. If conflicts take place, the system backtracks to find another route. 
Recovery-based rescheduling constraints are also proposed in the model to deal with 
resource breakdown and they can ensure the failed resource cannot be used during its 
failure period and what has been done before the failure remains unchanged. Plant 
layout is considered when a pipeless plant is rescheduled. 
A prototype scheduling system, Batch Processing Scheduler (BPS), was developed in 
C++ to apply the constraint model based on CST. A number of examples are devised 
to investigate the performance of the constraint model and BPS, and their feasibility 
and limitations are demonstrated by the results. 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 General Description of Batch Processes 
Batch processes are a kind of production processes where products are produced in 
batches rather than in a continuous or discrete mode. Batch processing plants are 
attracting attention because of their suitability for the production of small-volume, 
high-value added products, which are becoming increasingly important due to the fast 
market changes. Batch processes are typically used in the pharmaceutical, polymer, 
food and speciality chemical industries because they provide the necessary flexibility 
to accommodate various production requirements using the same processing facility. 
In general, batch processes are characterized by (Liu, 1996): 
" Manufacturing processes involving a set of operations, which are executed 
independently and in batches. 
" Sharing of resources (operator, steam, electricity or auxiliary equipment). 
" Presence of intermediate storage to separate operations and mitigate the effects 
of process variations or upset. 
" Multi-purpose equipment, e. g. a piece of equipment may be used for 
processing or as a storage unit. 
" Flexibility in configuration, since the equipment can often be connected in 
different ways. 
" Cleaning of equipment before producing another product or batch. 
" High quality specifications 
Batch processing often requires multiple operations such as mixing, blending and 
separating etc., and the multistage configuration is considered widely. The staged 
nature of a processing network, comprised of a number of units in series, allows 
several different storage policies (Datta et al., 2001; Yu et al., 1998; Kim et al., 1996; 
Grau et al., 1996; Reklaitis, 1982). Storage units can hold intermediate materials so as 
to reduce idle time by freeing processing units to process other batch materials and 
thus increase the equipment utilisation. 
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The most appealing feature of batch processes is their flexibility in producing multiple 
products using a single plant. Batch operations are economically desirable, especially 
when small amounts of complex, high-value added products are produced. Since time 
and resources are shared it is necessary to coordinate factors such as raw material, 
resource restrictions, storage availability, maximum allowable utility loads and so on 
to arrive at an overall optimal production schedule (Ku et al., 1987). 
Since plant flexibility is so important to improve productivity, a great deal of effort 
has gone into developing batch plants with further flexibility. Within this context, 
pipeless batch plants have been developed and built. Pipeless batch plants are a kind 
of batch plant in which material is transported from one processing stage to another in 
moveable vessels (MVs) and material processing takes place at a number of fixed 
processing stations. The same vessel is normally used to transfer material and hold the 
material being processed at each station (Realff et al, 1996). Niwa (1993) draws an 
analogy between a pipeless batch plant and a chemical laboratory to make it easier to 
understand. In the laboratory, a beaker or flask is a "mobile vessel", and the 
laboratory's stationary equipment consist of a number of "processing stations", such 
as weighing balances, mixers and Bunsen burners. To synthesize a product, the 
chemist generally uses a single flask, moving it to the appropriate processing station 
to carry out a specific operation: whether weighing, formulating, mixing or reacting. 
Pipeless batch plants have been built and used to produce a number of products such 
as lubricant oils, paints and inks (Niwa, 1993). Since pipeless batch plants have only 
appeared recently, batch plants that use a pipe network to transfer material are 
referred to as traditional batch plants. Without the maze of a pipe network, pipeless 
batch plants permit a wide range of products to be handled with frequent changeover 
to meet market demands and opportunities efficiently. The concept has been 
successfully demonstrated with a number of production plants that are in operation, 
mainly in Japan (Niwa, 1993). 
The manufacture of a diverse range of products in varying quantities poses a big 
challenge to batch processing plants. The resulting competitive pressure calls for 
better use of existing facilities and provides an incentive for the application of 
computer-aided scheduling systems (Egli and Rippin, 1986). In batch plants, detailed 
requirements for the various products may be specified on a day-to-day basis. A 
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production schedule must specify the sequence and manner in which the products are 
to be produced and the times at which the process operations are to be carried out. 
There is no doubt that the overall productivities and economic effectiveness of batch 
plants depend critically on the production schedule as it harmonizes the entire plant 
operation to achieve production goals. The flexibility of batch plants improves the 
plant productivity, but also makes plant scheduling a challenging work. In the past, 
the plant scheduler frequently communicated face-to-face with co-workers to gather 
the information necessary to perform a task. Producing a schedule manually is time 
consuming and cannot meet the requirement of fast market changes. This is being 
countered in many batch plants by the replacement of manual approach by computer- 
aided scheduling and operation. 
Goldman and Boddy (1997) indicated that batch manufacturing was a challenging 
domain for computer-aided scheduling systems and posed unique challenges to 
schedulers. The manufacturing processes are unpredictable, the environment is 
dynamic, and the required task and resource models are complicated. In batch 
manufacturing, the scheduling problem changes with each new set of orders. Once an 
initial schedule has been constructed, the scheduler needs to support rescheduling 
when the situation changes. 
1.2 Limitations of Current Scheduling Approaches 
Although there are plenty of papers reported on the scheduling of batch plants and 
some of them have considered different storage policies, finite wait (FW) storage 
policies have not yet been considered properly due to modelling difficulties. FW 
storage policies determine how long intermediate materials can wait in storage units 
or in processing units temporally. It is important to chemical batch plants in which 
unstable or corrosive intermediate materials may be produced, and they will damage 
the machines or people if they are not processed within a finite time period after they 
are produced. 
Scheduling of pipeless batch plants is also a neglected area in the scheduling research 
of batch plants. Although a few papers are reported, the main work that has been done 
is only concerned with developing mathematical algorithms to solve scheduling 
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problems involving the allocation of shared resource such as stations and vessels over 
time. Compared with traditional batch plants, the scheduling of pipeless batch plants 
is more challenging since it needs to consider the layout of a plant. In a pipeless batch 
plant, material is transferred by using moveable vessels instead of a pipe network. The 
routes that moveable vessels pass along have significant influences on the transfer 
time of material between processing stations, so route planning and scheduling need 
to be taken into account simultaneously. One of the obvious dangers associated with 
moving vessels in a pipeless batch plant is the possibility of vessel collision. It is 
essential to find conflict-free routes for moveable vessels, but current scheduling 
systems associated with pipeless batch plants have considered neither the routing 
problem nor the integration of routing and scheduling. 
There are similarities between pipeless batch plants and AGV (Automated Guided 
Vehicle) served manufacturing plants where automated guided vehicles (AGVs) are 
used to deliver loads to different machines. The scheduling and routing problems of 
this kind of plant have been investigated for decades and many papers have been 
reported. However, due to the complexity of the problem, most of the proposed 
approaches only solve either the scheduling or routing problems, and no published 
papers had been found to solve the integrated problem successfully of joint scheduling 
together with AGV routing (Qiu et al, 2002). In addition, there are some differences 
between pipeless batch plants and AGV-served manufacturing plants, which will be 
discussed in detail in Chapter 3. 
Rescheduling is necessary when process disturbances such as resource failure take 
place. This is true especially for batch processing plants where the processes are 
unpredictable, the environment is dynamic, and the required task and resource models 
are complicated. When a problem is rescheduled due to process disturbances, it is 
necessary to ensure what has been done before disturbances remains unchanged. This 
can be achieved by using the original solution as a guide. A few papers are reported 
on rescheduling of batch plants, but the proposed approaches are inadequate 
particularly for pipeless batch plants, where the plant layout should be taken into 
account. 
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Many researchers have investigated the scheduling of batch processing plants and a 
number of scheduling constraints on batch processes are considered. However, these 
constraints described in the literature are not comprehensive and also fragmented. 
There is no comprehensive gathering, analysis and categorisation of these constraints 
particularly for scheduling of pipeless batch plants. 
1.3 Project Overview 
The previous section has outlined the limitations of the current scheduling approaches 
for batch plants. The main objective of this project is to develop a general-purpose 
methodology based on CST (constraint satisfaction techniques) for the scheduling of 
batch processing plants including pipeless plants. A general constraint model 
representing a common class of scheduling problems for both traditional and pipeless 
batch plants is proposed, and a prototype scheduling system, Batch Processing 
Scheduler (BPS), is developed based on the model. Three areas of research are 
addressed: 
" Production Scheduling 
Production scheduling is important for plant production as it harmonizes the 
entire plant operation to attain the production goals. It allocates time slots for 
processing, waiting and transfer, and it also allocates resources such as feed 
materials, stations and moveable vessels. Intermediate storage and finite wait 
policies are considered. Different scheduling problems under variety of 
requirements of different processes and products can be solved based on the 
proposed constraint model. 
" Integrating Routing and Scheduling in Pipeless Plants 
For the scheduling of pipeless batch plants, route planning presents a new 
challenge to the research field of process scheduling. In addition to production 
scheduling, this project also needs to consider the transfer time of materials 
between processing stations in relation to the layout of a plant. The routes 
moveable vessels will take need to be planned to avoid vessel collision. The 
feasibility of routes needs to be checked by the scheduling process in which 
the tracks, which make up the routes, become resources that need to be 
allocated over time. The plant layout and route planning become inseparable 
within the scheduling of pipeless batch plants. 
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" Rescheduling 
It is also important that plant operations can be rescheduled. Since unexpected 
disturbances such as the failure of a resource may take place, a scheduling 
system needs the ability to reschedule. Rescheduling a problem completely is 
not encouraged in industry as the new schedule may differ considerably from 
the old one and many decisions such as assignment of personnel, delivery of 
raw material and the subsequent processing in other facilities may be severely 
disrupted. A good approach is the recovery-based reactive rescheduling that 
can make sure what has been done before disturbances remain unchanged. 
For rescheduling pipeless plants, the plant layout needs to be taken into 
account. The considered disturbances include the breakdown of a resource 
such as a station, track or moveable vessel. 
Although there are many scheduling techniques available, many of them have only 
been applied to traditional batch plants. Modification and extension are needed before 
they can be applied'to pipeless batch plants. These techniques are reviewed in detail 
in Chapter 2. CST is better at representing problems naturally and accurately, and can, 
therefore, represent problems that have many constraints, which are very common in 
scheduling of batch processing plants including pipeless plants. This technique does 
not require complicated mathematical formulae to represent a problem, but requires 
the problem to be stated in terms of its constraints. Recently, it is being widely used to 
solve problems ranging from resource allocation to scheduling, probably because it 
can search for solutions efficiently due to applied methods on consistency checking, 
backtracking and constraint propagation. Therefore, CST is adopted in this project. 
1.4 Research Contributions 
This project comprehensively reviews the better-known scheduling techniques and the 
scheduling applications on traditional batch plants, pipeless plants and AGV-served 
manufacturing plants, and identifies the limitations of current scheduling systems. The 
main contribution of this research is the creation of a general constraint model for 
scheduling of batch processing plants including pipeless plants. This model brings 
many scheduling constraints together, adds new constraints, and categorizes them 
according to their functions, plant types and activity groups respectively. The 
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comprehensive constraint-based scheduling model, including the constraints for 
pipeless plants, has never been presented in the literature. 
In this model, the consideration of finite wait policies for production scheduling is an 
important contribution in scheduling chemical batch plants. Another novel aspect of 
the scheduling model is to consider the routing of moveable vessels and to solve the 
integrated problem of routing and scheduling in pipeless batch plants, which has 
never been addressed properly before. The recovery-based rescheduling model for 
batch processing plants including pipeless plants is also considered. The novel aspect 
of rescheduling pipeless batch plants is that the plant layout is taken into account and 
layout-related resources and constraints on vessels, tracks and buffers are considered. 
Pipeless plants in different layouts can be rescheduled by the proposed approach. The 
proposed model uses an original solution as a guide when rescheduling a problem and 
can make sure what has been done before process disturbances remains unchanged. 
A prototype scheduling system, BPS, was developed in C++ to apply the constraint 
model based on CST. After the user inputs required information to describe a 
problem, a specific scheduling model is produced by BPS to represent the problem, 
and then the solution will be searched for. A route planner was developed within BPS 
to help find the routes between two stations. It is found by this research that the 
flexibility of CST to add constraints dynamically during solution search is very useful 
to solve the integrated problem of planning and scheduling. Based on this feature, 
BPS is made to allow dynamic addition and deletion of constraints during run time 
and makes it achievable to solve the integrated problem of route planning and 
scheduling in pipeless batch plants. This dynamic aspect of the integrated problem 
cannot be solved using techniques that require a complete specification of the problem 
prior to run time. A number of examples were devised to investigate the performance 
of the developed system and the results have demonstrated its feasibility. It is found 
that CST-based BPS can find a feasible solution quickly, even for complex and large- 
size problems, meeting all imposed constraints including some tight ones such as 
finite wait constraints and constraints on integrating route planning and scheduling. It 
is also identified by these examples that it needs a large amount of running time even 
exponential time to solve complex and large-size problems optimally. 
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1.5 Structure of the Thesis 
This thesis has eight chapters and two appendixes. Chapter 2 reviews a number of 
better-known scheduling techniques and compares their features. Chapter 3 introduces 
batch plants including pipeless plants and gives a comprehensive review of 
scheduling applications in batch processing plants and AGV-served manufacturing 
plants. The scheduling problem of batch plants is defined here, and the difference 
between batch process scheduling and discrete manufacturing scheduling is indicated. 
The similarities and differences between pipeless batch plants and AGV-served 
manufacturing plants are also described. Chapter 4 introduces Object-Oriented 
Programming, Constraint Programming, and the mechanisms of ILOG, which is a 
CST-based commercial software tool adopted by this project. A general constraint 
model is proposed in Chapter 5, which can represent a common class of scheduling 
problems of batch processing plants including pipeless plants. The developed 
prototype scheduling system, BPS, is described in Chapter 6. Examples and 
discussion are given in Chapter 7 to demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed model 
and BPS, and a number of scheduling problems are designed to investigate the 
behaviour of the developed system. Chapter 8 concludes the whole thesis and 
suggests future work. The summary of the constraint model is given in Appendix 1 
and Appendix 2 shows how to run BPS. 
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CHAPTER 2 SCHEDULING TECHNIQUES 
During the last two decades, there has been considerable interest in the scheduling of 
production plants with the aim of improving productivity and a vast amount of 
literature exists. Many scheduling techniques have been considered in the literature. 
This chapter enumerates some of the better-known techniques, and their features and 
developments are reviewed. These techniques are: 
" Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) 
" Mixed Integer Non-Linear Programming (MINLP) 
" Branch and Bound (B&B) 
" Tabu Search (TS) 
" Simulated Annealing (SA) 
" Genetic Algorithms (GA) 
" Constraint Satisfaction Techniques (CST) 
This chapter is constructed as follows: Section 2.1 describes classical scheduling 
techniques including MILP, MINLP and B&B. The broadly used intelligent 
optimization techniques such as TS, SA and GA are considered in Section 2.2. 
Section 2.3 introduces constraint satisfaction techniques and Section 2.4 reviews the 
approaches for integrating planning and scheduling. Rescheduling approaches are 
reviewed in section 2.5 and Section 2.6 gives some references to the commercial 
software in scheduling. Section 2.7 summarizes the features of the scheduling 
techniques and concludes the chapter. 
2.1 Classical Scheduling Techniques 
2.1.1 Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) 
In the MILP approach, a scheduling problem is formulated as a MILP problem and 
solved by available optimisation packages. A MILP problem defines a linear objective 
function and the associated constraints. In general, a simple MILP problem can be 
formulated from the completion time algorithms. 
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Completion Time Algorithms 
Short-term scheduling involves sequencing the production of N products across M 
processing units to optimise a performance criterion. This problem can be looked 
upon as a combination of two interlinked sub problems: sequencing and timetabling. 
Sequencing determines the order in which the products are to be processed to obtain 
the best possible schedule. Timetabling determines the start and finish times of each 
product on all processing units. In the MILP approach, for a given production 
sequence, a detailed timetable is calculated using completion time algorithms. 
Completion time algorithms apply a set of expressions recursively to generate the start 
and finish times of each product in all processing and storage units. For complex 
batch processing plants, if batch transfer times, unit set up times and so on are 
considered, the relations will be very complicated. However, for a simple batch plant 
in which unlimited intermediate storage is assumed, the relations are simple: 
Cu = ß[C(1-1)J'C+(J'1)]+tu i=1,2,..., N j=1,2,..., M, (2-1) 
co f= 0 j=1,2,..., M 
C, o =0 
(2-2) 
(2-3) 
Where Cj is the completion time of processing the ith product on thejth unit and tU is 
the processing time of the ith product on thejth unit. Here, processing a product on a 
unit is called a job. The recurrence relations indicate that the completion time of a job 
is its processing time plus the time at which processing starts. The start time of a job 
is the larger of the following two times: the time at which the previous product in the 
sequence finishes processing on this unit and the time at which this product finishes 
processing on the previous unit. In this formulation, the transfer time and unit set up 
time are assumed to be negligible. 
Applying the above formulation recursively, the completion times for the entire 
sequence of all jobs can be calculated. As the complexity of a plant increases, the 
recurrence expressions become more complex to formulate. Several workers (Ku and 
Karim, 1986; Wiede and Reklaitis, 1984) have developed recurrence expressions for 
different plant configurations with negligible transfer and/or set-up time. 
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MILP Formulation 
The MILP problems include integer or binary variables. Binary variables are defined 
as: 
X; ý =1 if the ith product is in the jth position (onjth unit) in the sequence 
Xy =0 if the ith product is not in the jth position (onjth unit) in the sequence 
If makespan (i. e. the latest completion time of all production activities) is used as the 
performance criterion and C. is used as the completion times, the objective function 
is: Minimize CNM . 
The first set of constraints ensures that a product is assigned to only one position in 
the processing sequence: 
M 
Y XY =1 i=1,2,..., N 
J=t 
(2-4) 
The second set of constraints ensures that a position is assigned to only one product: 
txu=1 
j=1,2,..., M (2-5) 
The following constraints ensure that the completion times of a product sequence are 
correctly calculated. 
For unit 1 (j=1): 
N 
C; l ý C(i-I)l +Etk1X i=1,2,..., N 
(2-6) 
k-I 
For units 2 to M (j = 2,..., M): 
N 
Cy ý C(i-l)j + tkj Xki i=1,2,..., N (2-7) 
k-I 
N 
Cy C; (J-I) +E thj Xkl i =1,2,..., N (2-8) 
k-I 
N 
Note that since only one of Xk, for each i will be one, the term tkjXkj in the above 
k: l 
constraints will pick up the processing time of an appropriate product. With the 
objective function of minimizing CNM, a simple MILP formulation for optimal 
scheduling of batch plants is constructed using equations 2-4 to 2-8 and it could be 
submitted to a MILP solver to find the solution. Compared with the above MILP 
formulation, the MILP formulation for complex batch plants is much more 
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complicated (Ku et al, 1987). Rich and Prokopakis (1986) proposed an optimal, but 
less general formulation. The formulation was based on a serial, processing structure 
with no mixing or splitting of batches allowed. Ku and Karimi (1988) used MILP for 
scheduling multiproduct plants with intermediate storage. Tsirukis and Reklaitis 
(1991) and Zentner and Reklaitis (1991) reported alternative formulations of resource 
constrained scheduling, the latter using an interval processing procedure to reduce the 
dimensionality of the problem. In the context of the optimal short-term scheduling of 
batch operations, Kondili et al. (1993) proposed a general and rigorous algorithm to 
deal with complex processing networks while accommodating a wide variety of 
technical constraints. The mathematical formulations of the problem leads to a large- 
scale mixed integer linear program (MILP), which, for typical industrial problems, 
may involve several thousands of binary variables. Techniques that reduce search 
time for problems of this scale have been described by Shah et al (1993). Kim et al 
(1996) presented the detailed completion time algorithms batch plants considering 
various storage policies. Vin and Ierapetritou (2000) proposed their MILP approach to 
solve rescheduling problems of batch plants. Some modifications have also been 
made based on previous MILP approaches to solve pipeless batch plant scheduling 
problems (Pantelides et al, 1995; Realff et al, 1996). 
The MILP approach is a kind of mathematical programming method based on a linear 
mechanism. Simplifying assumptions are necessary to formulate problems because 
scheduling problems are nonlinear in practice. Although models to deal with more 
realistic chemical systems have been proposed (Bok and Park, 1998; Lee et al., 2001), 
they still require complicated mathematical formulations and much computation time 
to find a solution. A main difficulty a MILP approach has to face is that as the 
complexity of a plant increases, the scheduling problem becomes very hard to 
formulate properly. Many case studies have indicated that MILP is only suitable to 
solve small-scale problems. 
2.1.2 Mixed Integer Non-Linear Programming (MINLP) 
MILP is applied to solve linear problems and MINLP is applied to solve non-linear 
problems. A simple example is given here to explain the difference between a linear 
and a non-linear problem. Suppose an objective function "x+y+z" is required to be 
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minimized and the constraints are "x, y, z are variables with integer values; x+y=1; 1 
<=x, y, z<=10", this is a MILP problem. If the objective function remains the same, 
but the constraints are changed to "x, y, z are variables with integer values; x*y=1; 
1<= x, y, z<=10", the problem becomes a MINLP problem since the constraint 
"x*y=1" is non-linear. 
In the above section, a scheduling problem is formulated as a MILP optimisation 
problem with a linear objective function and constraints with the assumptions that the 
transfer time of a job from one unit to another and the sequence-dependent setup time 
of units are negligible. However as the number of products and units gets larger, the 
importance of transfer and setup times increases. Therefore, a completion time 
algorithm with transfer and setup time for various storage policies has been studied. 
As the setup time for a unit depends on the production sequence, the scheduling 
problem becomes non-linear and is formulated in MINLP form. Because of the 
nonlinear nature of many process system problems and the development of efficient 
nonlinear codes, some MINLP formulations have been proposed. 
Kim et al (1996) suggested an optimal scheduling strategy for multiproduct batch 
processes and the objective function is to minimize the makespan. The strategy is 
formulated as MINLP for various storage policies with considerations of nonzero 
transfer and setup times. An algorithm that calculates the process completion time is 
developed for each storage policy. Wellons and Reklaitis (1989c) produced a rigorous 
MINLP formulation for a scheduling problem with a single-product production line. 
The resulting M1NLP problem was found to be highly degenerate with many different 
sets of paths leading to identical performance. In their second paper, Wellons and 
Reklaitis (1989d) demonstrate how a set of dominant unique path sequences may be 
identified. This procedure can be used to enumerate all sequences explicitly, selecting 
the one with the best- objective function value and it may be employed within the 
context of the MINLP formulation in order to reduce the time to find the solution. 
After two years, Wellons and Reklaitis (1991a) proposed another MINLP formulation 
for the single product problem. In this case, the grouping of the equipment item, and 
the assignment of the groups to the production stages are determined as part of the 
optimization. The resulting MINLP is solved using a decomposition approach, i. e. the 
number of parallel equipment groups at each stage is decided by a master system, 
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while a sub-system determines the precise composition and utilization of these 
groups. In another paper, Wellons and Reklaitis (1991b) extend the procedure and 
formulations to generate a set of dominant campaigns involving multiple products. 
Similar to MILP, MINLP is a kind of mathematical programming approach. While 
MINLP can represent scheduling problems more realistically than MILP, it faces the 
same difficulty as MILP: as the complexity of a plant increases, the scheduling 
problem becomes very hard to formulate properly. 
2.1.3 Branch and Bound (B&B) 
Another way to solve scheduling problems is to employ the Branch and Bound (B&B) 
approach. Ku et al (1987) described the approach in detail and indicated that the 
procedure is basically a heuristic-based partial enumeration of the set of all possible 
sequences. The basic idea is to branch from a point in the search space into an 
exclusive sub part of the search space, for example all the possible permutation 
sequences can be branched into N subgroups with subgroup i (i = 1,..., N) which 
contains all sequences starting with product i. The next step is to assign a lower bound 
to the objective function value that can be obtained from each sub problem. 
If the current best solution to the problem and the corresponding objective function 
value are known, the lower bounds can be compared with this value. If a group has a 
lower bound that is greater than the current best objective value, there is no need to 
examine any sequence from that group since it cannot produce a sequence better than 
the current best solution. This is called "fathoming" of a branch. If a branch is not 
fathomed at a node, this sub problem will be branched further until either all 
sequences in the sub problem are examined or it is fathomed at a node i. e. the lower 
bound is obtained. For example, if group 1 is not excluded, it could be divided into 
(N-1) subgroups with subgroup i (i = 2,..., N) which contains all sequences starting 
with products 1 and then i. The key to the efficiency of a B&B procedure is to exclude 
as many branches as possible. This is critically affected by the ability to get lower 
bounds as high as possible and a trial solution as good as possible (low objective 
value). If a lower bound can be calculated with 100% certainty, the final solution 
computed by the B&B algorithm is the optimum; otherwise, it may be suboptimal. 
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Clearly, there is a trade-off between the certainty and the closeness of a lower bound 
value. A guaranteed bound may have very low values and may be ineffective in 
fathoming branches, while heuristic bounds may be high but may not be the lower 
bounds in all cases. Several lower bound calculation methods based on heuristic ideas 
have also been proposed. Although they cannot guarantee an optimal solution, 
simulation studies indicate that these approximate lower bounds give excellent 
solutions in many cases (Ku et al, 1987). 
Several algorithms have been proposed to calculate the lower bound. As an example, 
the lower bound calculation procedure described here was produced by Ignall and 
Schrage (1965) for a simple batch plant in which unlimited intermediate storage is 
assumed. Suppose a group with N products in which products in the first p position in 
the sequence have already been assigned, a partial sequence 1,2,..., p, with p-N 
unsequenced products. The earliest time at which any of the unsequenced products 
can begin processing on unit j is given by the completion time of p on unit j: Cps . The 
total time required to process all the unsequenced products on unit j is given by the 
sum of their processing times on unit j: 
N 
Rj _ tu 
i p+l 
(2-9) 
Suppose q is the last product among the unsequenced jobs. After it finished 
processing on unit j, the minimum time that it will take to pass through the remaining 
units is 
M 
Ui =E tim 
m=J+1 
(2-10) 
Therefore, the earliest time at which products can finish processing on the last unit is 
given by Cpl + R1 + U,. Since the last product could be any of the remaining 
unsequenced products, a lower bound based on unit j is 
DD = Cps + Rj + MIN U, i= p+l ,..., N (2-11) 
Then, by considering all units, j=1, ... , M, a lower bound to the makespan is the 
largest value of D, over all the units, 
B= MAX D, (2-12) 
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Ku et al (1987) used a simple example to show how the above algorithm works. In 
this example, four products are produced by being processed in the unit sequence 1-2- 
3-4. The processing time matrix is showed in Table 2-1: 
Table 2-1: Processing times reauired for a simple scheduling problem 
Unit l Unit2 Unit3 Unit4 
Productl 10 20 5 30 
Product2 15 8 12 10 
Product3 20 7 9 5 
Product4 13 7 17 10 
Consider the partial sequence with Product! in the first position. Clearly, 
C=10 and R, =15+20+13=48. 
The U values for the unsequenced products are: 
U2=8+12+10=30 
U3=7+9+5=21 
U4=7+17+10=34 
So, D1= 10 + 48 + MIN [30,21,34] = 79. 
Similarly, the D values for unit2, unit3 and unit4 are: 
D2=(10+ 20)+(8+7+7)+ MIN [22,14,27] =66 
D3= (10 + 20 + 5) + (12 +9+ 17) + MIN [10,5,10] =78 
D4=(10+20+5+30)+(10+5+ 10)=90 
Therefore, the lower bound is B= MAX [79,66,78,90] = 90. The procedure used to 
compute the lower bound predicts that no sequence that starts with Product! in the 
first position will have a makespan lower than 90. 
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Level 0 Root 
Level1 1 90 2 90 3 91 4 92 
Level 22 81 3 90 4 90 
Level3 3 92 4 90 
Level 43 
Makespan 90 
Fig. 2-1: Branch and Bound 
Fig. 2-1 shows how the B&B algorithm searches for a solution. At the start of the 
procedure, no products have been sequenced and four alternatives are possible for 
sequencing the first product. The lower bound values are computed for these branches 
and they are 90,90,91 and 92, respectively, for products 1,2,3 and 4 in the first 
position. Since it is more likely that a branch with the lowest lower bound will lead to 
a better solution, we first choose to explore that alternative. Products 1 and 2 have the 
same value and 1 is arbitrarily selected. With Product 1 in the first position, there are 
three possibilities for which product to be placed in the sequence. The lower bound 
values are again computed as: 1-2(81), 1-3(90), 1-4(90). Choosing the branch with the 
lowest bound that is product 2, we evaluate the lower bound for the two alternatives: 
1-2-3 and 1-2-4. The values are 92 and 90. So continuing with the branch 1-2-4, we 
complete the sequence with product 3. The makespan for this complete sequence 1-2- 
4-3 is now evaluated and is 90. This is the current best solution and the corresponding 
objective function value is 90. 
Backtracking is performed by returning to a decision point where alternatives can be 
explored. Any node with its lower bound greater than 90 will not be explored again. 
For example, the lower bound for the sequence 1-2-3 is 92, hence, this branch can be 
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removed from consideration since it will not result in a sequence better than our 
current best solution. Both branches 1-3 and 1-4 can be fathomed as their lower bound 
values are equal to the current best makespan. Similarly, all branches starting with 
Product 2 can also be fathomed. However, the other branches starting with Product 3 
and 4 will not be fathomed as their lower bound values are greater than 90. 
The B&B algorithm is effective only if there exists a good lower-bound procedure for 
the problem since the role of the lower bound is to allow elimination of branches in 
the search tree, but a lower bound must also be easy to compute. Unfortunately, most 
of the procedures proposed so far have been for simple scheduling problems with 
simplified assumptions such as unlimited intermediate storage available (Ku et al, 
1987; Ku and Karimi, 1990). Some of them give guaranteed lower bounds while 
others are just approximates. Although these procedures could be used to solve more 
complicated problems, the lower bounds are too conservative and the B&B procedure 
tends to be complete enumeration. Therefore, none of the pure B&B procedures are 
suited to solve realistic problems of batch processes, which cannot assume unlimited 
storage available. 
2.2 Intelligent Optimization Techniques 
2.2.1 Overview 
Many scheduling problems are so complex that they cannot be formulated easily as 
mathematical programs. The fact that they are not easy to formulate makes it difficult 
to apply classical techniques such as Branch & Bound (B&B) and mathematical 
programming approaches (e. g. MILP and MINLP) (Lee et al., 1997). With the advent 
of fast and inexpensive computing power, researchers have experimented with other 
techniques. These scheduling techniques generally fall into two camps: repair 
methods and constructive methods (Zweben and Fox, 1994). Some intelligent 
optimisation techniques such as tabu search (TS), simulated annealing (SA), and 
genetic algorithms (GA) are typical repair methods. Constraint satisfaction techniques 
are typical constructive methods. 
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Tabu search (TS), simulated annealing (SA) and genetic algorithms (GA) are also 
referred to as neighbourhood heuristic search techniques (Lee et al., 1997; Jones et al., 
2002; Pham and Karaboga, 2000; Tsang, 1995). The neighbourhood heuristic search 
techniques are based on the concept of local improvement. Given an existing solution 
of the problem at hand, a (typically minor) modification is made in order to obtain a 
different solution, which is called a neighbour of the current solution. These 
techniques are based on iterative search algorithms and they are repair-based 
approaches by which initial solutions will be generated (or provided) first to trigger 
the improvement of solutions. Compared with traditional neighbourhood search 
techniques such as hill climbing, tabu search and simulated annealing have enhanced 
ability to escape from local optima (Tsang, 1995). The design of the different 
neighbourhood search techniques tends to be similar in many respects and the 
acceptance-rejection criterion for a new generated solution is probably only the point 
that simulated annealing and tabu search are different from each other (Lee et al., 
1997). The acceptance-rejection criterion is closely related with the neighbourhood 
search process. Whenever a solution within the neighbourhood is selected, a decision 
has to be made. The acceptance-rejection technique of simulated annealing is a 
stochastic process while that of tabu search is a deterministic process (Michalewicz 
and Fogel, 2000; Lee et al., 1997). Both techniques need settings of parameters that 
affect the search process significantly (e. g. the cooling parameters in simulated 
annealing and the length of the tabu list in tabu search). 
Genetic algorithms have one important aspect that is different from simulated 
annealing and tabu search. The result of each iterative step of genetic algorithms is a 
number of different schedules and all are carried over to the next step. But in tabu 
search and simulated annealing, only a single schedule is transferred from one 
iteration to the next. In genetic algorithms, the neighbourhood concept is therefore not 
based on a single schedule, but rather on a set of schedules (Lee et al. 1997). 
2.2.2 Tabu Search (TS) 
With roots going back to the late 1960's and early 1970's, TS was proposed in its 
present form by Glover (Glover, 1986; Glover, 1993; Glover and Laguna, 1997). TS 
is a kind of iterative search and is characterized by the use of a flexible memory. It is 
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designed to escape local optima in order to find the global optimum. The process with 
which TS can escape local optima is based on an evaluation function. At each 
iteration, among the neighbour solutions the function chooses the next solution with 
the highest evaluation value to move towards. This means that the selected solution 
can produce either the most improvement or the least deterioration if no better 
solution is available at all in the neighbourhood. Since moves not leading to 
improvements are also accepted, the search process can prevent being stuck in a local 
optimum. However, it is also possible for the search process to return to previous 
solutions and this might cause looping, where the search will oscillate between a local 
optimum and its neighbour. The tabu list is designed in TS to overcome this problem. 
A tabu list is employed to store the characteristics of previously accepted moves so 
that these characteristics can be used to classify certain moves as tabu (i. e. to be 
avoided) in later iterations. A strategy called the forbidding strategy is employed to 
control and update the tabu list over time. If the length of the list is too small, the 
probability of looping is high. If it is too large then the search might be driven away 
from good solution regions before these regions are completely explored. So, it is 
important to set a suitable length for the tabu list for the purpose of finding good 
solutions. An aspiration criterion can also be used to accept a tabu solution, if this 
solution is of sufficient quality and can prevent cycling. Applying an aspiration 
criterion, the flexibility and efficiency of TS algorithms can be improved. While an 
aspiration criterion has a role in guiding the search space, tabu restrictions have a role 
in constraining the search space. A solution is acceptable if the tabu restrictions are 
satisfied (i. e. it is not in the tabu list). However, a tabu solution is also assumed 
acceptable if it can satisfy the aspiration criterion. Therefore, the power of TS comes 
from the definition and maintenance of the tabu list and the aspiration criterion. Since 
there is no limit to how that is done, TS is a very general strategy. In TS, a 
termination criterion is used to stop the search, which is usually a reasonable amount 
of search time, or a specified number of iterations either in total or since the current 
best solution were found. Although a near-optimal solution can usually be obtained 
when the system stops, there is no way for TS to guarantee a global optimal solution. 
(Pham and Karaboga, 2000; Tsang, 1995). 
Applying TS to solve a problem involves many parameters that include 
neighbourhood, initial solutions, search strategy, tabu list, aspiration criterion and 
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stopping rule etc. (Ponnambalam et al., 2000). This fact is a disadvantage since the 
solution is sensitive to these parameters in many cases; hence a number of executions 
with different parameter sets are needed before a good solution is produced. This 
means TS heuristic my be difficult to apply when only a single run is allowed due to 
time or other pressure. Sometimes, previous experience is essential to find a suitable 
set of these parameters (Jones et al., 2002). 
TS has become very popular in solving scheduling problems since the last decade and 
the number of reported papers are vast (Nowicki and Smutnicki, 1996; Weintraub et 
al., 1999; Ponnambalam et al., 2000; Negenman; 2001; Lee, 2001; McMullen, 2001; 
Lee et al., 2002 etc. ) Nowicki and Smutnicki (1996) presented a fast and easily 
implementable TS algorithm for a complex problem of finding a minimum makespan 
in a job shop. A specific neighbourhood definition is proposed that employs a critical 
path and sets of operations. A substantially small neighbourhood is defined by this 
way. Computational experiments show that the developed algorithm not only finds 
shorter makespan than other known heuristic algorithms but also runs in shorter time. 
Their technique is treated by Jain and Meeran (1999) as one of the most powerful TS 
approaches allowing good solutions to be achieved very quickly. However, although 
their algorithm is very good in solving some kind of scheduling problems in job shop, 
the run time presented for the proposed algorithm did not include the time required for 
generating the initial solution. The process of tuning the parameters and finding the 
initial solutions is complex and they require a lot of time to generate. So, their results 
are somewhat misleading (Jain and Meeran, 1999). 
Ponnambalam et al. (2000) presented a tabu search technique for solving job shop 
scheduling problems and the performance measure considered is the makespan. The 
authors explicitly presented the parameters in the paper, which is good since many 
papers do not. The neighbourhood structure used is adjacent pairwise interchange. 
The number of solutions in the neighbourhood is (n-1), where n is the problem size. 
The initial schedule is generated randomly and the tabu list is set as 10 iterations, 
which means that in the next 10 subsequent iterations the last visited solution is 
forbidden to be visited again. The aspiration criterion is also set in this paper. A 
solution is treated above the aspiration level if it is better than any solution met 
before. The termination condition used in this paper is the number of iterations, which 
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is set at 100. The performance of the proposed tabu search algorithm has been 
compared with Genetic Algorithm (Jawahar et al., 1998b) and Simulated Annealing 
(Ponnambalam et al. 1999) by using twenty-five problems. Out of these 25 problems 
considered, for 6 problems the proposed TS algorithm performs better. For the 
remaining problems, their results are very close. However, this paper did not show 
how much run time is used to get these results, and why and how the above 
parameters are selected for the proposed algorithm. 
Several researchers solved their scheduling problems by using different approaches 
including tabu search, simulated annealing and genetic algorithms, and compared the 
results. In most cases they found better solutions using TS. Negenman (2001) used 
different search algorithms, which were found in 'the literature, to solve the 
multiprocessor flow shop scheduling problem. In addition to these approaches, they 
also implemented variable-depth search and simulated annealing with a 
neighbourhood function proposed by Nowicki and Smutnicki (1996). The test results 
show that the tabu search and variable-depth search with the neighbourhood function 
proposed by Nowicki and Smutnicki (1996) are superior to the other algorithms. Lee 
(2001) evaluated several artificial intelligence search methods for multi-machine two- 
stage scheduling problems with due date penalty, inventory and machine costs. The 
evaluated methods include tabu search (TS), simulated annealing (SA) and genetic 
algorithm (GA). One of the objectives of the paper is to identify the best search 
method for the problem based on extensive computational experiments. A simulation 
system was developed to examine 18 problems of varying sizes. The parameters 
values for TS, SA and GA were derived empirically through extensive preliminary 
tests. For the tabu search, the neighbourhood was defined by pairwise exchange. The 
author indicated that since the performance of the tabu search procedure was sensitive 
to the tabu list length, the tabu list length needed experimental tuning, and finally the 
tabu list length was set to 12 based on the preliminary test. The tabu list was updated 
based on FIFO rule (i. e. first in, first out). The aspiration criterion was set such that 
the tabu status of any move could be overridden if the move can lead to a better 
solution than the best solution found so far. The parameters such as the cooling 
parameter for simulated annealing and the parameters such as crossover and mutation 
rates for genetic algorithm were also set based on preliminary tests. This fact indicates 
that not only TS, but also SA and GA need to set good parameters based on 
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preliminary tests in order to get good solutions finally. After the set of parameters for 
TS, SA and GA, results were calculated and evaluated using consistency of solution 
quality and computational time. The results show that the solution quality of the tabu 
search was better, with less computational time than that of the simulated annealing 
and genetic algorithm. The paper concluded that the solution quality of the genetic 
algorithm deteriorated rapidly as the number of production orders increased. 
2.2.3 Simulated Annealing (SA) 
The idea of simulated annealing (SA) originates from an analogy with the way metals 
cool and anneal (Ku and Karimi, 1991; Pham and Karaboga, 2000). Annealing 
involves cooling a substance slowly to allow ample time for the redistribution of 
atoms so that a minimum energy state is achieved. SA is very different from some 
"greedy" methods such as the hill climbing method (Tsang, 1995), which is analogous 
to the process of rapid cooling or quenching. Quenching involves cooling a substance 
quickly and the system ends up in a metastable locally optimal state, which has a 
somewhat higher overall energy than the minimum energy state. The greedy methods 
begin from a starting point and always move towards a better solution. These methods 
often result in a suboptimal solution by reaching a local minimum. However, the 
process of annealing is different. Instead of being fixed in one energy state, a physical 
system in thermal equilibrium at temperature T has its energy stochastically 
distributed among different energy states E. So even at low temperatures, there is a 
chance, however small, of a system being in a high-energy state. The probability 
distribution describing this is known as the Boltzmann distribution: 
P(E) = exp [-E/(kT)] (2-13) 
Where k is the Boltzmann constant relating temperature (T) to energy (E). The 
consequence of a system having such an energy distribution is that from a given state 
it can go downhill as well as uphill, i. e. can go both to a lower or a higher energy 
state. Occasional uphill steps would prevent the system from being stuck in a local 
minimum and would allow it to search for a better solution. Metropolis et al. (1953) 
were the first to simulate the physical process of annealing in solving optimization 
problems. 
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The basic idea behind a simulated annealing algorithm is to consider the various 
solutions of a numerical optimization problem as different configurations of a 
physical system and the objective function values of these solutions as the energies of 
the analogous states (Pham and Karaboga, 2000). The SA algorithm starts with an 
initial solution. At each step (i. e. iteration) of the algorithm, a new candidate solution 
is generated from the current solution by means of random perturbations. Let El be 
the objective function value of the current solution and E2 be that of the new solution. 
If E2 
_S 
El, then the new solution is accepted and made as the current solution, and 
then the process continues. If E2 > El, the new solution, which is worse than the 
current solution, may be either discarded or accepted. The probability of accepting the 
new solution as the current one is random, which is given by P= exp [-(E2-Ei)/(kT)]. 
A random number, uniformly distributed in the interval [0, I], is generated and 
compared with P. If it is less than P, then the new solution is made as the current 
solution. Otherwise, it is discarded and another solution is generated. The algorithm 
continues until a certain termination criterion, such as a specified number of 
iterations, is met and a near-optimal solution may be obtained. In the SA method, the 
temperature T is also called the cooling parameter, which is reduced as the number of 
iterations increases. This means that as the cooling process continues, the temperature 
is going down and the probability of accepting a worse solution as the current solution 
is also going down. The way to reduce the temperature T is called a cooling schedule. 
In order to implement the SA method for a problem, there are four principal choices 
that must be made (Pharr and Karaboga, 2000). They are: 1) Representation of 
solutions; 2) Definition of the cost (or objective) function; 3) Definition of the 
generation mechanism for the neighbours; 4) Designing a cooling schedule. In 
designing the cooling schedule, four parameters must be specified: an initial 
temperature, a temperature update rule, the number of iterations to be performed at 
each temperature and a stopping criterion for the search. Like the tabu search method, 
many parameters need to be carefully selected for the SA method in order to find 
good solutions. For example, the cooling schedule plays an important role. If the 
temperature is reduced too rapidly, it may not increase the probability of finding 
better solutions. On the other hand, the slower the temperature is reduced, the longer 
the time that a SA algorithm will take to terminate (Tsang, 1995). 
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Simulated annealing (SA) has also been popular since the last decade. Many papers 
have been reported to solve scheduling problems by using SA methods (Crabtree, 
1995; Ponnambalam et al., 1999; Rodrigues, 2000; Van Bael and Rijckaert 2000; 
Datta et al. 2001). Compared with the tabu search (TS) method, SA was the earlier 
one to appear although TS is currently more widely used than SA in production 
scheduling research (Lee et al., 1997). Crabtree (1995) compared the performance of 
simulated annealing with that of constraint programming in solving problems of 
resource scheduling. The paper attempted to determine which technique is best under 
which circumstance. SA is selected for the experiments iii the paper as representative 
of solution-based approaches and the authors also agreed that genetic algorithm would 
be a good alternative candidate for solution-based approaches. Six hundred and forty 
problems were designed in this paper. The generated results clearly indicated that the 
precedence constraints had the most impact on both the constraint and SA approaches. 
As the number of constraints increases, the constraint approach can exploit its 
knowledge of these constraints to the best advantage. With few constraints, it is more 
effective to use simulated annealing. This fact demonstrates that if many constraints 
are imposed for a scheduling problem, the alternatives are small and the schedule 
needs to satisfy many requirements, a constraint approach is effective. If few 
constraints are imposed for a scheduling problem and the alternatives are large, it is 
better to use a solution-based method such as SA to find a good solution from many 
available solutions. 
Rodrigues et al. (2000) applied several techniques including SA method to solve 
heavily constrained problems. The results indicated that SA generated a large number 
of infeasible candidates in heavily constrained situations. A previous planning phase 
is essential to filter out these infeasible candidates in order that the second scheduling 
phase can focus on generating feasible solutions. Datta et al. (2001) made a 
comparative study of several annealing methods for batch scheduling problems in the 
processing industries. According to the results of examples, the paper concluded that 
SA is not a good methöd in solving complex batch scheduling problems because of 
several major drawbacks: 1) There is no way to know that the true global optima has 
been reached; 2) For a poor initial guess an acceptable solution may not be obtained; 
3) SA can escape from local optima at high temperatures but once the temperature 
anneals to low values there is not sufficient excitation available to do so again. As a 
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consequence the search is prone to be stuck in a local optimum in particular for 
complex landscape problems. 
2.2.4 Genetic Algorithms (GA) 
A genetic algorithm (GA) is a random search technique used to seek for the global 
optimal solution in a complex multi-dimensional search space (Holland 1975; Davis, 
1987; Pham and Karaboga, 2000). The metaphor underlying genetic algorithms is that 
of natural evolution. In evolution, the problem each species faces is one of searching 
for beneficial adaptations to a complicated and changing environment. The 
"knowledge" that each species has gained is embodied in the makeup of the 
chromosomes of its members. Operations are applied to alter chromosomal makeups 
when parents reproduce; among them are random mutation, inversion of 
chromosomal material and crossover, which is the exchange of chromosomal material 
between two parents' chromosomes. Random mutation provides background variation 
and occasionally introduces beneficial material into a species' chromosomes. 
Inversion alters the location of genes in a chromosome, allowing genes that are 
coadapted to cluster in a chromosome, increasing their probability of moving together 
during crossover. Crossover exchanges corresponding genetic material from two 
parent chromosomes, allowing beneficial genes from different parents to be combined 
in their offspring. Crossover is the key to genetic algorithms' power. Without 
crossover, it is impossible for an individual to acquire unlikely but beneficial 
mutations from both parents. With crossover, beneficial mutations on two parents can 
be combined immediately when they reproduce. If the most successful parents 
reproduce more often than less successful parents and crossover occurs, the 
probability of benefiting from both parents is high. This feature of natural evolution - 
the ability of a population of chromosomes to explore its search space in parallel and 
combine the best findings through crossover - is exploited when genetic algorithms 
are used (Davis, 1987; Pham and Karaboga, 2000). 
A genetic algorithm to solve a problem must have 5 components (Davis, 1987; Pham 
and Karaboga, 2000): 
1. A chromosomal representation of solutions to the problem, 
2. A way to create an initial population of solutions, 
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3. A fitness evaluation function that plays the role of the environment, rating 
solutions in terms of their "fitness", 
4. Genetic operators that alter the composition of children during reproduction, 
and 
5. Control parameters that the genetic algorithm uses (population size, crossover 
rate, mutation rate, etc. ) 
Representation 
Chromosomes are commonly represented as bit strings - lists of 0's and 1's. Bit 
strings have been shown to be capable of usefully encoding a wide variety of 
information, and they have been shown to be effective representation mechanisms in 
unexpected domains (function optimization, for example). Some researchers also use 
vectors of integers or real numbers, with each integer or real number representing a 
single variable value (Davis, 1987; Pham and Karaboga, 2000). 
Initialisation 
At the start of optimization, a GA requires a group of initial solutions. There are two 
ways of forming this initial population. The first consists of using randomly produced 
solutions created by a random number generator. This method is preferred for 
problems about which no a priori knowledge exists for creating the initial population. 
The second method employs a priori knowledge about the given optimization 
problem. Using this knowledge, a set of requirements is obtained and solutions that 
satisfy those requirements are collected to form an initial population. In this case, the 
GA starts the optimization with a set of approximately known solutions and therefore 
converges to an optimal solution in less time than with the previous method (Pham 
and Karaboga, 2000). 
Fitness Evaluation Function 
The fitness evaluation function acts as an interface between the GA and the 
optimization problem. The GA assesses solutions for their quality according to the 
information produced by this function. In the case of a GA, this calculation must be 
automatic and the problem is how to devise a procedure that computes the quality of 
solutions (Pham and Karaboga, 2000). 
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Genetic Operators 
There are a number of common genetic operators: selection, crossover, mutation and 
inversion. The aim of the selection procedure is to select individuals for reproducing 
the next generation, whose fitness values may be higher than the previous ones. As 
described above, crossover is used to create two new individuals (children) from two 
existing individuals (parents) picked from the current population by the selection 
operation. In the mutation procedure, the bit values of an individual in the population 
are randomly changed according to a specified rate. In the inversion procedure, two 
points are randomly selected from an individual and the values of the part of the string 
between those two points are reversed. It is not necessary to employ all of these 
operators in a GA because each functions independently of the others. The choice or 
design of operators depends on the problem and the representation scheme employed. 
A good part of the engineering and art involved in applying genetic algorithms to 
industrial problems lies in choosing a chromosomal representation of solutions and a 
set of operators that would move successive populations rapidly towards the 
promising parts of the search space (Davis, 1987; Pham and Karaboga, 2000). 
Control Parameters 
Important control parameters of a GA include the population size, crossover rate and 
mutation rate. The effect of these parameters on the performance of a GA has been 
studied before (Pharr and Karaboga, 2000) and a number of conclusions are drawn. A 
large population size means the simultaneous handling of many solutions and 
increases the computation time per iteration; however since many samples from the 
search space are used, the probability of convergence to a global optimal solution is 
higher than when using a small population size. The crossover rate determines the 
frequency of the crossover operation. It is useful at the start of optimization to 
discover a promising region. A low crossover frequency decreases the speed of 
convergence to such an area. If the frequency is too high, it leads to saturation around 
one solution. The mutation operation is controlled by the mutation rate. A high 
mutation rate introduces high diversity in the population and might cause instability. 
On the other hand, it is usually very difficulty for a GA to find a global optimal 
solution with too low a mutation rate (Pharr and Karaboga, 2000). 
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In short, the basic principle of a genetic algorithm is to generate an initial population 
of solutions, each solution has a `fitness' value. Pairs of individual solutions are then 
randomly combined in an attempt to produce better (fitter) solutions. After each 
round, the least fit individuals are excluded from the population to keep the number of 
individuals in the `breeding' pool constant. In this way it is hoped that, after many 
breeding cycles, the pool will contain a population of solutions with much improved 
fitness values from which the best can be chosen. 
Some researchers have applied genetic algorithms to scheduling problems (Löhl et al, 
1999; Shaw, 1999; Ponnambalam et al. 2001; Liaw, 2000; Maturana, 1997; 
Jozefowska, 1998; Lee, 2001; McMullen, 2001; Hall et al., 2002 etc). Löhl et al, 
(1999) presented their application of a genetic algorithm to a scheduling problem 
from the polymer industries. Although genetic algorithms have proved to be efficient 
in solving the optimization problem used in their paper, the authors admitted that it 
was difficult to include more complex constraints into the internal representation to 
ensure the feasibility of the generated schedules. In the paper, the quality of the result 
and its numerical performance was discussed in comparison with a mathematical 
programming algorithm. It is concluded that the quality of the solution obtained by 
the genetic algorithm was not as good as the mathematical approach. However, the 
authors claimed that if a feasible solution was required within a relatively short 
computation time, the genetic algorithm is the method of choice. 
As mentioned before, applying GA to solve a problem involves many tasks, which 
include specifying the representation scheme, generating the initial population, 
defining the evaluation function, defining the genetic operators and setting the control 
parameters. Ponnambalam et al. (2001) made a comparative study to evaluate the 
effect of different representation schemes on the solution quality when job-shop 
scheduling problems are solved. The performance measure considered is makespan, 
which is the final complete time of the whole production process. The results indicate 
that the solution quality is sensitive to the representation scheme used and the biggest 
difference found is more than 50%. In this paper, except the representation schemes, 
other parameter values are assumed to be the same. It is reasonable to predict that if 
the other aspects of the GA are also different, the difference in solutions may be even 
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bigger. So, it is not very easy to apply GA since it involves many parameter selections 
and the solutions are sensitive to them. 
Compared with TS and SA, GA was the earliest optimization technique to be used to 
solve scheduling problems, however according to some comparative studies 
(Jozefowska, 1998; Lee, 2001; McMullen, 2001 etc. ), TS and SA usually perform 
better than GA. Jain and Meeran (1999) also indicated that pure GA implementations 
are very poor and many GA methods are unable to converge to an optimal solution. In 
the light of this, some researchers (Liaw, 2000; Mantawy 1999) reported the hybrid 
GA integrating TS and/or SA in some procedures in order to improve GA's 
performance. Liaw (2000) presented a hybrid genetic algorithm (HGA) incorporating 
a local (i. e. neighbourhood) improvement procedure based on tabu search (TS). The 
general structure of the HGA includes six steps: 1) Initialization; 2) Improvement: 
apply the proposed local improvement procedure to replace each solution with a local 
optimum one; 3) Recombination: recombine the solutions in the current population 
using genetic operators, crossover and mutation, to generate offspring; 4) Apply the 
proposed local improvement procedure to replace each offspring with a local 
optimum one; 5) Selection: select some solutions from the current population and the 
new solutions generated in step 4 to form the next generation; 6) Iteration: Repeat step 
3-5 until an optimum solution is found or the maximum number of generations is 
reached. The incorporation of the local improvement enables the proposed algorithm 
to perform genetic search over the subspace of local optima. GA is good at 
performing global search to escape from local optima, while TS based local 
improvement is effective for conducting fine-tuning. The authors claimed that the 
proposed algorithm performed extremely well in solving some randomly generated 
problems and some benchmark problems from the literature. Although the hybrid 
method incorporating TS, SA and/or GA is a promising approach that is worth 
further research, one objection to develop this kind of hybrid approach is how to 
select suitable parameters. Compared with individual SA or TS method, the hybrid 
method needs a lot of effort in selecting suitable and compatible parameter values. In 
Liaw's paper (2000), for deciding each operator or parameter e. g. selection criterion, 
crossover and mutation, and neighbourhood of the local improvement procedure, 
further iterative multi-step sub-procedures were used. These processes need time and 
experience. 
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2.2.5 Strengths and Weaknesses 
Tabu search (TS), simulated annealing (SA) and genetic algorithms are three 
optimisation techniques that are often put forward for solving scheduling problems, 
and according to their features, they are also treated as multi-objective neighbourhood 
search heuristics. These techniques have their advantages and disadvantages (Tsang, 
1995; Lee, et al. 1997; Pham and Karaboga, 2000, Jones et al. 2002). One of the 
advantages is that the programming effort and computation time required to 
implement such techniques are often modest. The structural knowledge needed with 
regard to the problem is significantly less than the knowledge required for a 
mathematical programming approach. Another advantage is their flexibility. The 
range of models capable of being solved by these techniques is far greater than that by 
classical methods such as mathematical programming. This flexibility has broadened 
the range of problems to which these techniques are applied (Tsang, 1995; Lee, et al. 
1997; Jones et al. 2002). 
However, there are a number of disadvantages related to these techniques. As 
optimisation techniques, they cannot guarantee to find optimal solution and actually 
their purpose is only to seek and find good solutions to the problem. So, if a model is 
relatively simple as to allow classical methods to be able to produce an optimal 
solution, there seems little point in using these techniques. Another disadvantage is 
that there exist a number of parameters to be set and the solution is sensitive to these 
parameters in many cases, hence a number of preliminary executions of the proposed 
heuristics with different parameter sets are needed before a good solution is produced. 
Finally, heuristic methods based on these techniques are known to struggle with 
tightly constrained models. Unfortunately in industrial practices, it is common that 
many constraints need to be considered and this fact makes these techniques 
unsuitable for solving real and complex problems with a large number of constraints 
(Tsang, 1995; Lee, et al. 1997; Jones et al. 2002). 
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2.3 Constraint Satisfaction Techniques (CST) 
Constraint Satisfaction Techniques are methods of expressing and solving constraint 
satisfaction problems (CSPs). A CSP is represented by constraints and constrained 
variables. Each variable has an associated domain that is a set of its potential values. 
A constraint can be a mathematical relation between possible values of variables. For 
example, "n +m= 15" is a constraint on the integer variables n and m. A typical CSP 
consists of a number of variables and a number of relations (i. e. constraints) on those 
variables. The solution of a CSP is defined as the assignment of values to the 
constrained variables of the problem in such a way that all the constraints imposed on 
the variables are satisfied simultaneously. The set of all possible assignments of 
values to the variables is known as the search space, so one way to think about 
solving a constraint satisfaction problem is to imagine systematically searching that 
space for a solution. 
CST is being more widely used to solve various problems ranging from resource 
allocation to scheduling recently. These techniques do not require elaborate 
mathematical formulae but requires a problem to be stated in terms of its constraints. 
Therefore, one advantage of CST is ease of implementation. Another advantage of 
CST is that rather than searching blindly the entire space for a solution, they exploit 
the constraints themselves to reduce the effort in the search. Constraints are exploited 
in constructive ways to deduce other constraints and to detect inconsistencies among 
possible solutions (i. e. so-called constraint propagation and consistency checking). 
Unsuitable values due to the inconsistency in the domain of variables will be removed 
in the search. A backtrack free search is possible by using these constructive ways. 
The following simple example illustrates how CST works. Suppose there are two 
variables "n" and "m", and their domains are [0,1,2... 10] and [5,6,7] respectively. 
Two constraints "n<10" and "n +m= 15" are imposed. Unsuitable values are 
removed from the domains when the constraints are set. For example, when "n<10" is 
set, 10 is removed from the domain of "n" and it becomes [0,1,2... 9]. When the 
constraint "n +m= 15" is set, unsuitable values are removed from both domains and 
they become [8,9] and [6,7]. Therefore the search space has been greatly reduced 
before the start of search. To search for a solution, a choice point (also called a node 
sometimes) is set by assigning 6 or 7 to "m". If 6 is assigned to "m", then constraint 
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propagation will remove the value 8 from the domain of "n" and bind "n" as 9, and a 
solution is found. After that, the system can backtrack to the solution "m=7" and 
"n=8". If the criterion is to minimize "m" then the latter solution will be discarded 
since "m" will be larger. From this simple example, it can be seen that finding a 
solution includes two stages: 1) the preprocessing stage where some constraint 
satisfaction techniques such as consistency checking methods are applied to reduce 
the search space before the search, 2) the search stage where the search space is 
explored using some constraint satisfaction techniques such as backtracking methods 
to find different solutions. 
A simple CST backtracking algorithm is described by Wang and Liao (1997): 
Given: a set of variables, each of which has a range of values as its domain, 
and a finite set of constraints imposed on the variables. 
Find: assignment for all the variables with values in their domains such that 
all the given constraints are satisfied simultaneously. 
The algorithm is to repeat the following steps until all the variables are instantiated 
Stepl: choose an uninstantiated variable X for the next instantiation. 
Step2: choose a value E from the current domain of X. 
Step3: instantiate X with E, and make constraint propagation to reduce the 
domains of the remaining uninstantiated variables. 
Step4: if inconsistency occurs then backtrack to Step2. If there is no 
backtracking point, i. e. the search is exhausted, then no solution is 
found for this problem. 
Step5: if no inconsistency occurs and not all variables are instantiated, then go 
to Step 1. If no inconsistency occurs and all variables are instantiated, 
then output the solution. 
Unlike linear programming methods, variables in CSPs are not limited to numerical 
variables. They can be of enumerative type (e. g. John, Mary, Peter, etc. ). There is no 
limitation on the kind of constraints that CST can deal with. For example, constraints 
need not be linear inequalities or equations, and they can be any function. These 
advantages make CST very flexible and therefore, have a wide domain of application 
(Brailsford et al., 1999; Tsang, 1995). 
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Constraint satisfaction techniques are also different from neighbourhood search 
techniques such as tabu search, simulated annealing and genetic algorithms. CST does 
not attempt to find an optimal solution, but mainly seeks to find a feasible solution. 
Most of constraint satisfaction techniques developed so far are used for satisfaction 
problems i. e. to find solutions that satisfy all the constraints simultaneously (Lee, 
1997; Tsang, 1995). However, CST can be adapted to find an optimal solution 
(Brailsford et al., 1999), for example, after a first solution is found, a new constraint 
can be introduced specifying that the value of the objective variable in the next 
solution must be better than that in the first solution. This is done repeatedly, 
tightening the constraint on the objective variable as each solution is found, until no 
further solution can be found: the last solution found is then an optimal solution. 
However, finding an optimal solution is not the nature of CST and the process is time- 
consuming sometimes. Kelleher and Cavichiollo (2001) also indicated that a CSP- 
based approach might be able to find "better" solutions but finding an optimal 
solution is rarely possible. This is the weakness of CST. 
Compared with neighbourhood search techniques, which are repair methods 
iteratively modifying a complete solution to remove conflicts or to further optimise 
the solution, constraint satisfaction techniques are constructive methods that focus on 
partial solutions and attempt to incrementally extend the partial solutions until a 
complete solution is obtained that is feasible. At the beginning of the search an 
attempt is made to satisfy the more stringent constraints; the less stringent constraints 
are left for the final part of the search process. Many techniques have been developed 
for managing the constraints and speeding up the search (Lee, 1997; Tsang, 1995). 
Among constraint satisfaction techniques, tree search techniques combined with 
backtracking and consistency checking are widely used for solving CSPs, and 
constraint propagation is mainly used to restrict the size of the search tree (Brailsford 
et al., 1999). 
To speed up the search, a dynamic backtracking method was introduced (Ginsberg, 
1993), and then partial-order dynamic backtracking (PDB or POB) (Ginsberg and 
McAllester, 1994) and relevance-bounded learning methods (Ginsberg et al., 1998) 
were developed based on the dynamic backtracking method. Dynamic backtracking 
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maintains search information by accumulating a set of nogoods. A nogood is an 
expression of the form: (xi = al) A (x2 = a2) A... A (Xk = ak) -> u# vl, where A means 
"logical and", (xi = al) A (X2 = a2) A... A (Xk = ak) represent a given set of constraints, 
u is a variable, and vl is a value in the domain of u. The above form means that vl 
cannot be assigned to u due to a given set of constraints. New nogoods can be derived 
by resolving old ones. The basic difficulty with maintaining a set of nogoods is that at 
each step in the search a new nogood is added to the list of nogoods. The result of this 
is that the memory used by the program grows linearly with the runtime, which is 
obviously impractical on realistic problem. Dynamic backtracking deals with this by 
discarding those nogoods whose antecedents no longer match the partial solution 
being extended by the search. Ginsberg (1993) suggested that learned nogoods were 
only retained as long as they were relevant to the ongoing search. For example, a 
nogood such as, "If task 32 takes place at time 46 or later, then task 56 cannot be 
scheduled after task 133, " would remain relevant only as long as task 32 were indeed 
scheduled to take place at time 46 or later. With the addition of the relevance 
requirement, Ginsberg (1993) showed that the memory taken is only polynomial in 
the size of the problem (not the run time). However, there is a weakness of dynamic 
backtracking in that it assumes a static variable ordering. Whenever a nogood is added 
to the set of nogoods, the static variable ordering determines the variable that appears 
in the conclusion of the nogood. The most recently tried variable is always selected to 
appear in the conclusion of the new nogood. Partial order dynamic backtracking 
(Ginsberg and McAllester, 1994) replaces the fixed variable ordering which 
constrains dynamic backtracking with a partial order that is dynamically sorted during 
the search. When a new nogood is added to the nogood set, this partial ordering does 
not fix a static sequence on the choice of variable to appear in the nogoods 
conclusion. As it turns out, there is considerable freedom as to the choice of the 
variable whose value is to be changed during backtracking, thereby allowing greater 
control in the directions that the procedure takes in exploring the search space. 
Ginsberg's idea in the dynamic backtracking is also generalized in the relevance- 
bounded learning method (Ginsberg et al., 1998). Instead of requiring that nogoods be 
relevant, it was sufficient to bound the number of search decisions that would need to 
be changed for the rule to become relevant again. As an example, suppose that the 
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antecedent in the above rule was, "If task 32 takes place at time 46 or later, and task 
19 runs on assembly line 12, then task 56 cannot be scheduled after task 133". As 
mentioned, this rule will be relevant only as long as the antecedent is satisfied. But it 
will be one step "away" from relevance if either of the two conditions in the 
antecedent is satisfied. It was observed that the memory requirements of dynamic 
backtracking would remain polynomial if a relevance bound were established, as 
opposed to the original requirement that the learned rules actually be relevant at all 
times ("zero" steps away from relevance, as it were). The performance of the method 
improved substantially, as more information was learned and retained from early 
mistakes in the search. The disadvantage of this method is that it can only be applied 
directly to problems that have been expressed as Boolean satisfiability problems, so 
tests of its applicability have thus far been limited (Ginsberg et al., 1998). 
Brailsford et al. (1999) compared CST with some well-known operational research 
techniques such as branch and bound (B&B) and simulated annealing (SA). It is 
found that CST compares favourably with these techniques in terms of ease of 
implementation and the flexibility to add new constraints. So, CST is quite good to 
solve highly constrained problems. Its performance with respect to solution quality 
and computation time tends to be problem dependent. Since CST relies mainly on 
constraint propagation to restrict the size of the search space and B&B is highly 
dependent on the bounding scheme that is used, it is likely that CST would be more 
efficient if the lower bounds require a significant amount of computation time and are 
not strong enough to allow very much pruning of the search space. CST is unlikely to 
be competitive with the best neighbourhood search methods to find the optimal 
solutions if CST is used in pure form. However, if ideas from neighbourhood search 
are incorporated e. g. some kinds of randomization and restart procedure, then CST 
becomes a serious competitor. Although CST is still relatively in its infancy, whereas 
B&B and SA are well developed and sophisticated, there are problems for which CST 
is competitive. Further improvement to CST is anticipated. 
Constraint satisfaction is a research field that has demonstrated its usefulness and 
competitiveness in scheduling (Brailsford et al., 1999; Tsang, 1995). There are many 
scheduling problems arising in production industries where scheduling is a process in 
which resources are reserved for the activities so that all products can be produced in 
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a timely and cost-effective manner. Scheduling problems are typically characterized 
by constraints such as due dates, maximum resource capacities and operation 
precedence that limit the set of possible schedules. Therefore, it is appropriate to treat 
scheduling problems as CSPs and solve them using CST. Drabble et al. (2000) treated 
scheduling as the problem of assigning a set of activities to a set of resources subject 
to a set of constraints. Examples of scheduling constraints include deadlines, resource 
capacities, precedence constraints on the sequence of activities, and priorities on 
activities. The paper introduced a number of scheduling techniques that have been 
applied to problems in manufacturing and assembly. Two particular scheduling 
techniques, scheduling packing and squeaky wheel optimization, are described by 
using examples. Schedule packing, also known as double-back optimization involves 
"sloshing" a candidate schedule repeatedly, which is analogous to filling a box with 
blocks and then shaking the box. Shaking the box will almost always result in a 
denser packing of blocks. Likewise, in schedules, this technique almost always results 
in a denser packing of activities in a schedule. The denser packing allows for 
activities with few preceding activities to find appropriate holes in the schedule in 
which to be placed. This technique is appropriate for problems with large numbers of 
precedence constraints, e. g. assembly, manufacturing etc. The insight behind squeaky 
wheel optimization (SWO) is that in any real world problem it is impossible to 
capture all associated constraints e. g. context information. SWO uses a priority queue 
to determine the order in which activities should be released to a greedy scheduling 
algorithm. The priority queue is determined by how difficult the activity is to deal 
with. The higher the activity is in the queue the harder it is to find a good resource 
assignment. On each iteration of the algorithm, SWO quickly creates a schedule and 
then examines it to identify the parts that were handled badly, for example, the 
activity was completed too late or assigned to an unsuitable agent. Any activity that 
"squeaks" is promoted up the priority queue, with the distance it is promoted 
determined by the extent of the problem. The new priority queue is then used to 
generate another schedule. This process continues until no significant improvement in 
the schedule is noted over several iterations or a predefined limit is reached i. e. cycle 
count or elapsed time. Two practical examples presented in the paper were solved by 
using the above two techniques respectively. One is an aircraft assembly problem, an 
instance of problems known as resource constrained scheduling. It was solved by 
scheduling packing. The other is a fiber optic cable manufacturing problem and it was 
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solved by SWO. Applying the above two techniques resulted in a number of major 
improvements including reduction in costs of 20% and the ability to tackle problems 
up to 20 times larger (Drabble et al., 2000). 
Syrjanen (1998) states that scheduling basically deals with the following ideas: 
" What has to be done: Which production activity should be performed next. 
9 When it has to be done: When a selected activity should start, and when it 
should end. 
" By whom it has to be done: Which resources are used to perform a given 
activity at a given time. 
These three aspects define a triple of the form (activity, time window, resources). 
When the scheduling problem is treated as a CSP, this triple has to be divided into 
two parts: the variable and the values. Usually activity and resources are considered as 
variables, and the time window is considered as the possible value, which is searched 
for using CST. 
Scheduling involves satisfying a set of goals simultaneously. The processing of these 
goals can be organized in different ways (Syrjanen, 1998). In resource-based 
scheduling, a timetable is generated for one resource at a time. Typically the predicted 
bottleneck resource is scheduled first. This increases the utilization of critical 
resources; hence it improves the throughput of the production process. The activity- 
based scheduling (ABS) method is the newer approach. The basic idea is to take into 
account the interactions between different production cycles, each of which consists 
of some activities used to produce a batch of final products. The most critical activity 
is the first to be scheduled. This may be the activity that is hardest to schedule or that 
is most constrained. The resource and time interval for the activity are selected so as 
to least affect the operations that are yet to be scheduled. ABS in general reduces the 
search time because many of the possible dead ends are avoided and the choices of 
remaining decisions are maximized (Syrjanen, 1998). 
The basis of ABS lies in the theory of CST. The solution mechanisms for ABS are 
based on search, where the variables are assigned values once at a time. Relevant 
constraints are checked after each assignment; if there are violations, the previous 
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assignment is undone and other possible values are tested. As mentioned, the domains 
of variables are typically reduced before the search with various preprocessing 
techniques (so-called consistency checking methods). But consistency checking 
methods typically leave a scheduling problem under-constrained, so the search phase 
may require a considerable amount of work. ABS increases the efficiency of the 
search by recognizing the interactions between the decisions in the search (Syrjanen, 
1998). The basic ABS algorithm is very simple. An activity is selected according to 
the relative strength of its constraints. A time interval is then selected for the activity, 
so that it least constrains future decisions. After a commitment is made, its influences 
are propagated to unscheduled activities. These steps are iterated until all the activities 
have been scheduled. 
2.4 Integrating Planning and Scheduling (IPS) 
Planning and scheduling are normally treated as two separate processes. Recently 
artificial intelligence (AI) community have been active in investigating how the 
planning process can be integrated with the scheduling process to solve planning and 
scheduling problems. A planning problem is usually defined by a domain model, and 
by the initial state and the goal state of that model. The planning process involves 
finding the actions to transform the initial state into the final state, and detecting and 
resolving conflicts between actions to achieve the objectives. Scheduling is the 
process of determining the timing of actions (activities) and allocating resource to 
actions (Aylett et al., 2000; Garrido and Barber, 2001). 
Research in integrating planning and scheduling (IPS) is attracting increasing interest 
because of its immediate application to real problems. Although there have been 
significant advances in planning systems, there have not been the same advances in 
the methods of solving planning and scheduling problems (Garrido and Barber, 2001). 
For many years, there has been a huge gap between planning and scheduling 
processes within the AI area (Smith et al., 2000). Research in planning was focused 
on activity selection, where the only constraints were precedence constraints. 
Moreover, classical planners did not take into account shared resources, metric 
constraints, and optimisation criteria, which had to be considered by a scheduling 
process following the planning stage. Once planning was complete, the scheduler had 
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to reason about the activities, resources, and time, guaranteeing the feasibility of the 
planned activities according to the available resources, and to optimise the schedule 
according to an evaluation function such as due time. This sequential approach of 
planning and scheduling has been widely used due to its simplicity. In this approach, 
the two processes are independent with no relation between them during their 
execution. However, this sequential approach is not always adequate for solving real 
complex problems with a huge number of constraints (Garrido and Barber, 2001). The 
most widely used approach for integrating planning and scheduling is the temporal 
planning approach that is used in O-Plan (Currie and Tate, 1991), parcPLAN (El- 
Kholy & Richards, 1996) and Temporal Graphplan (Smith & Weld, 1999). The basic 
idea of the approach is to include a simple temporal reasoning module, which 
performs the scheduling process, within the planner. Therefore, the temporal planner 
is formed by a traditional planner plus a temporal constraint reasoner. The temporal 
reasoner instantiates activities in time from causal relations and allocates the 
resources according to their use and availability. Activity selection is mainly done 
using heuristics. However, this approach has two important drawbacks (Garrido and 
Barber, 2001): 
" The temporal reasoning of the temporal planner is adequate but limited. The 
management of complex temporal constraints (mainly the disjunctive ones) on 
plans, activities, and shared resources is a very difficult task because there is 
no specific time manager. Furthermore, temporal planners do not take into 
account the temporal knowledge provided by a specific scheduling process. 
Consequently, it is difficult to perform optimization on the plan. Therefore, the 
final plan might not be optimal or efficient. 
" It becomes difficult to determine when the system is planning or scheduling. 
The whole process is a mixture of planning and scheduling, and therefore, it is 
much more difficult to define common heuristic criteria to improve the 
performance of the system. 
Another approach to solve planning and scheduling problems is the integration of 
planning and scheduling (IPS) approach. The following are its main features (Garrido 
and Barber, 2001): 
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" Planning and scheduling processes cooperate as partial stages during the 
problem-solving process. Hence, the integrated approach can take advantage 
of both processes, overlapping the planning of activities with their resource 
allocation in time (by the scheduling process). Once created, the generated 
plan is checked for its feasibility by the scheduling process according to the 
imposed constraints. This way, the problem solving performance is improved 
because any unfeasible plan can be found at an early stage and is excluded 
from the search space. 
" Since the integrated system is formed by a planning module and a scheduling 
module, one can apply heuristic criteria to each process to improve its 
performance. Furthermore, new optimisation criteria can be applied to 
improve the performance of the integrated system that takes into account of 
both processes. 
The IPS approach has been applied to solve different planning and scheduling 
problems (Muscettola, 1994; Garrido et al., 2000; Garrido and Barber, 2001, Tormos 
et al., 2002 etc. ). The utility of the integrated system is clearly demonstrated by HSTS 
(Muscettola, 1994). This system unifies both processes in order to solve planning and 
scheduling tasks for the Hubble Space Telescope on space missions. The principal 
advantage of HSTS is the intrinsic modularity of the representation framework, its 
independence from' the problem solving methodology, and the flexibility of the 
constraint posting and propagation mechanisms. Similar to classical scheduling, 
HSTS decomposes a domain into a vector of state variables continuously evolving 
over time. Similar to planning, HSTS provides general devices for representing 
complex states and causal justifications. Therefore, an integrated planner/scheduler 
has been implemented within this framework. However, there are many aspects that 
need to be improved, e. g. the issue of scalability of the domain models and problem 
solvers, the extension of constraint language and propagation mechanism, the 
development and evaluation of alternative methodologies for capacity analysis etc. 
Based on their previous work (Garrido et al., 2000), Garrido and Barber (2001) 
presented an intuitive way of integrating independent planning and scheduling 
processes, which achieves better performance in the process of solving planning and 
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scheduling problems. The system has the advantage of obtaining a final plan that is 
executable and optimal because the generated plan is checked by the scheduling 
process. Any partial plan is discarded as soon as it becomes invalid, thus improving 
the system's performance. In this system, the planning process tackles the necessary 
actions to achieve the goal, whereas the scheduling process deals with the validation 
of each constraint imposed by the planned action. The processes of planning and 
scheduling start after all the problem objects have been defined. A control module is 
used to manage the interaction between the two processes. When the control module 
has partial plans that include a set of activities, activity orders and the resource 
requirements, then it selects one to be validated by the scheduling process, which 
carries out the resource allocation and the constraint checking. The integrated 
approach works in an incremental way, where the validation of a plan is carried out 
while it is partially generated and not when it is completely generated. The scheduling 
process only needs to guarantee the consistency of all the constraints in each partial 
plan. The appropriate scheduling techniques used are a kind of constraint satisfaction 
techniques that consist of propagating a temporal constraint network in order to 
guarantee the constraint consistency. 
The most interesting contributions of this paper include 1) Any conflict, 
inconsistency, or constraint violation in a partial plan is detected as soon as it appears 
due to the constraint checking by the scheduling process. The unfeasible plan will be 
discarded immediately; 2) The system can manage more complex constraints than 
temporal planners because the integrated system includes a specific scheduling 
process; 3) The scheduling process validates the feasibility of the plan after each 
planning stage, which can guarantee the final plan to be feasible. However, the 
complexity of an integrated planning and scheduling problem still remains very high. 
Garrido and Barber (2001) also admitted that there is still no definitive approach that 
is able to integrate the management of all kinds of planning and scheduling problems. 
Tormos et al. (2002) proposed a model for an integrated system of planning and 
scheduling which, from the problem specification (goals, activities, resources, 
constraints, etc. ), is able to determine the plan of activities needed to reach the goals, 
allocate resources to activities, allocate activities in time, guarantee problem 
constraints and optimise the execution of that plan. The first stage is the planning 
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process that obtains an abstract plan without considering the resources needed and 
temporal constraints to perform the actions. The second stage is a pre-scheduling 
process that characterizes the abstract plan from the first stage by adding types of 
resources, usage cost, set of actions, temporal constraints, etc. The output of this stage 
is a set of action precedence relations and a set of resources needed to perform the 
actions. In the third stage, scheduled dates and execution modes are assigned to each 
action taking into account both precedence relations and the limited shared resources. 
Many problems might arise in the third stage. If the resources needed to perform the 
actions are not available, it is necessary to develop a sub-plan to make them available. 
At this point, planning and scheduling processes must work together, which is the 
fourth stage. Details of this stage were not provided in the paper. Although the model 
was evaluated by using a rescue problem, the results were not presented. The second 
author, Barber, admitted in February of 2003 (by email) that the model was still being 
developed and only approximate results were achieved. 
2.5 Rescheduling Approaches 
A great deal of effort and time has been devoted to the development of production 
schedules in industry. However, production plants frequently face unexpected 
disruptions such as machine breakdown, arrival of an urgent order, power fails etc, 
which invalidates the predictive schedule. In such cases, a simple approach would be 
to gather the data from the plants again when the deviation occurs and generate a new 
schedule completely. However, this approach is not encouraged in industry as the new 
schedule can differ considerably from the old one and many other decisions such as 
assignment of personnel, delivery of raw material and the subsequent processing of 
the jobs in other facilities may be severely disrupted (Raheja and Subramaniam, 
2002). Another alternative rescheduling approach, called reactive scheduling (or 
reactive rescheduling), is to revise a given schedule in real-time (on-line) owing to 
unexpected events occurring during the execution of the schedule. By reactive 
scheduling, the predictive schedule is recovered to accommodate sudden changes 
such as machine breakdown. Reactive scheduling can be seen as an upgrade of the 
predictive schedule with the addition of an on-line schedule recovery strategy built on 
the predictive schedule (Raheja and Subramaniam, 2002). 
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The goal of schedule recovery is to avoid wastage of time and resources without 
rescheduling a production system completely when only a minor disruption occurs. 
When a predictive schedule is repaired, a deviation is caused from the original 
schedule. The performance measures will no longer be optimal after the schedule is 
recovered. One schedule recovery strategy is to minimize deviation from the original 
schedule while incorporating the necessary modifications (Raheja and Subramaniam, 
2002). 
It is becoming increasing clear that recovery-based rescheduling techniques need to 
be developed to improve plant productivity. Spragg and Kelleher (1996) presented a 
reactive rescheduling approach that treats the problem as recovery over time. They 
indicated that from a CSP (constraint satisfaction problem) point of view, 
rescheduling introduces an extra set of constraints that need to be addressed. These 
are related to the need to preserve the old schedule as much as possible. The proposed 
rescheduling approach is based on dynamic backtracking (Ginsberg, 1993) and partial 
order dynamic backtracking (POB) (Ginsberg and McAllester, 1994), which have 
been reviewed in the section on constraint satisfaction techniques. The authors 
showed that POB offered the developed rescheduler a framework for schedule 
recovery, based upon a set of nogoods, which impose a systematic partial order on the 
set of activities to be rescheduled. 
A small example was used to demonstrate rescheduling as partial order backtracking, 
and another job shop problem used to indicate the difficulties POB faces when 
solving a complex problem. The authors indicated that when the number of variables 
was beyond a trivial amount, relevant nogoods would need to be generated from the 
given constraints of the CSP on the fly. At the end of the paper, the authors pointed 
out an interesting observation that the work on POB (partial order dynamic 
backtracking) by Ginsberg and McAllister (1994) makes what maybe called a "strong 
single context assumption" about the maintenance of dependency information in 
supporting rescheduling and it presents the possibility of providing rescheduling 
capability to any scheduling system as an add-on facility. The idea has been carried 
out to solve an industrial problem by Kelleher and Cavichiollo (2001). As POB 
effectively throws away dependency information about everything other than the 
current assumptive context (the assumption made for the particular current solution or 
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partial solution being considered) it can only ever consider information from the 
single context within which it is operating. The motivation behind Ginsberg's work is 
the desire to avoid the overhead in memory of maintaining unwanted dependencies. 
Making this strong single context assumption has an interesting side effect when 
rescheduling is considered. The rescheduling approach developed based on POB 
(Kelleher and Cavichiollo, 2001) is therefore independent of the evolution of the 
schedule. As a consequence the approach may be used to provide rescheduling 
capability for any existing legacy system a factory already has, irrespective of the way 
in which the system operates. Since the dependency information has been thrown 
away during search, one condition to make the add-on rescheduling function work is 
that the original scheduling problem can be described as a CSP (constraint satisfaction 
problem) or the original solution can be translated into a form acceptable to the CSP. 
It is because some information is still required for the proposed rescheduling 
approach, namely a set of constraints and variables describing the initial problem and 
the solution to the scheduling problem being rescheduled. 
A rescheduling problem of tyre production has been solved by the proposed approach 
and the result is satisfactory. The perturbations causing rescheduling are mainly the 
requirement change from customers and machine breakdown. The rescheduling 
system was designed as an "add-on" component of the legacy system. The authors 
admitted that the rescheduling process is similar to the process of generating an initial 
schedule, but has more constraints and scheduling objectives attached to it. The main 
objective on rescheduling is to minimize schedule disruption. But the authors also 
argued that in some cases, using the original scheduling criterion as the rescheduling 
objective, which is minimizing the tardiness of the problem, is also important and the 
user may need to define one as more important than the other according to past 
experience. There are several aspects of their work that need to be improved. The 
approach of applying add-on rescheduling facility needs to be tested in other contexts 
involving large-scale legacy systems. The requirement that the original problem is a 
CSP and/or the solution can be translated to the form acceptable to the CSP indicates 
the advantages of CST in solving rescheduling problems but may also become a limit 
of the proposed approach. The authors also admitted that attempts would be done to 
apply the ideas to the support of rescheduling involving planning domains. In the 
industrial problem solved, the planning process is separated from the scheduling 
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process, and their add-on rescheduling facility was developed mainly on the 
scheduling process. 
Goldman and Boddy (1997) developed a constraint-based scheduler considering 
schedule updating. In fact, it is the least-commitment nature of applied scheduling 
techniques that can adjust the original schedule slightly to respond to the disturbance. 
If the disturbance is serious e. g. machine breakdown, the system may need to be 
rescheduled completely and a different schedule may be generated. Yu et al. (1998) 
proposed a closed loop control strategy and an on-line scheduling algorithm to make 
the original makespan constant even though a disturbance takes place. This approach 
changes the timing of the succeeding activities after the disturbance to reduce the 
effect of disturbance to be zero so as to keep the makespan unchanged. However, this 
approach can only revise a schedule slightly and cannot deal with serious problems 
e. g. machine breakdown. Vin and Ierapetritou (2000) solved the rescheduling problem 
by using MILP techniques. Additional constraints are introduced to represent the 
disturbances in terms of complicated mathematical formulation. Since real scheduling 
problems are usually complex and large, it is not very easy to apply mathematical 
techniques to represent them properly. 
Raheja and Subramaniam (2002) reviewed the literature on the reactive recovery of 
job shop schedules and indicated that the techniques for reactive scheduling could be 
similar to those for predictive scheduling. Many predictive scheduling approaches, 
which might be considered to operate "off-line", were concerned with the iterative 
improvement of some initial schedules. Reactive scheduling could be constructed as a 
similar activity, albeit conducted "on-line" in which the previously schedule was 
repaired by techniques similar to those improving a predictive schedule iteratively 
(Van Bael, 1999). Alternative rescheduling approach is also identified in the literature 
that some unexpected disturbances such as resource breakdown can be represented by 
additional constraints to reschedule a problem (Spragg and Kelleher, 1996; Vin and 
Ierapetritou, 2000; Kelleher and Cavichiollo, ' 2001). A revised solution can be 
generated based on the original solution with the consideration of these additional 
constraints to achieve a rescheduling goal e. g. to find a solution as close as possible to 
the original schedule. So far, the most common used rescheduling strategy is one that 
leads to minimize the deviation from the original solution, but it is better if more 
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options can be available to the users e. g. still using the original scheduling criterion as 
Kelleher and Cavichiollo (2001) argued. 
2.6 Commercial Software References 
There are many commercial software tools available for scheduling. ILOG solver and 
scheduler (2003) are a set of CST-based software tools for building scheduling 
systems. The main features include- declarative and intuitive format for describing 
problems, domain reduction technology for shortening search space, powerful CST 
search algorithms etc. Besides CST, ILOG solver and scheduler have also adopted the 
advantages from other scheduling techniques, e. g. a framework for implementing 
neighbourhood search is also included in the latest versions (from version 5.0 to 5.3). 
ILOG solver and scheduler (version 4.4) are used as a problem solver in this project. 
The introduction of the ILOG tool, especially the techniques used will be given in 
detail in Chapter 4. 
Configuration Solutions (2003) delivers a suite of collaborative configuration 
software for the enterprise. The main product of this company is CS-Enterprise, which 
is an enterprise configuration management system. The system supports APS 
(advance planning and scheduling) and demand flow methodology. A schedule is 
generated by actual demand, and flow & sequence can be determined by daily or 
hourly order mix. Most APS standard products are designed to work with fixed bills 
of materials (BOM), thus calculating a plan in advance. Order promising is usually 
executed using aggregate data about resource and materials availability. CS- 
Enterprise can add capabilities to this scenario by handling the "to-order" products. 
The CS-Enterprise suite includes a Capable-to-Promise feature to quote due dates 
based on the specific configured product's materials and process constraints. The 
configurator generates accurate and detailed BOMs for configured products, too. CS- 
Enterprise series include CS-Quote, CS-Sales, CS-Execute, CS-Connect, CS-Publish, 
and, CS-Flow, and each of them can fit with many existing computing environment 
such as CAD and ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning). 
RSS Solutions Inc. (2003) provides a workflow planning and scheduling solution, 'the 
Resource Scheduling System (RSS). RSS is an APS system that can plan and 
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schedule labour, tooling, material, machine, outsource, and subcontract resource. The 
system also supports theory of constraint scheduling. There are three important 
features in this system: 1) It generates finite capacity schedules based on the actual 
loaded capacity of the facility; 2) The provided manufacturing script language 
precisely models how product flows through the facility; 3) RSS knows the true 
capabilities of workers, machines and all required resources. RSS, founded in March 
2000, has achieved significant success developing and selling the very powerful 
system. On February 3,2003 - RSS Solutions Inc., announced the closing of a $1.6 
million equity investment from EdgeStone Capital Partners, which further proved its 
success. 
Preactor (2003) is a scheduling system that models the constraints of companies' 
operation system, integrates with existing software such as ERP (Enterprise Resource 
Planning), and provides a decision support tool for production planners. Unlike 
wallboards, spreadsheets or simple electronic planning boards, Preactor is interactive, 
intelligent and can be customized to meet the specific needs of the application. 
Scheduling algorithms in all the scheduling tools of Preactor product family use the 
sequential or job at a time scheduling method. Here, each job or order, is loaded in 
sequence, dependent on due date, priority etc and the operations are loaded forward, 
backward or bi-directionally. Preactor product family is mainly regarding FCS (Finite 
Capacity Scheduling) and APS (Advance Planning and Scheduling), and main 
products include Preactor APS, FCS 200 and FCS 300. 
JobTime Systems, Inc. (JSI) (2003) developed the earliest simulation-based Finite 
Capacity Scheduling system in August 1984. Since that time, JSI has specialized in 
scheduling software to improve manufacturing on-time performance, and supports all 
current popular philosophies of scheduling including APS. The latest product of this 
company is JobTime 4. 
There are many commercial software tools for scheduling in the market place. The 
above products are only a few of them. Usually, commercial tools are developed for 
general purpose and cannot be applied to solve some industrial problems directly. For 
example, storage allocation and finite wait policies are important for batch plants, 
integrating routing and scheduling is necessary for scheduling of pipeless batch 
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plants, plant layout needs to be considered when rescheduling pipeless plants etc. 
(these problems will be described in detail in Chapter 3). None of the commercial 
scheduling tools can deal with these problems directly. However, these tools provide 
convenient methods e. g. ILOG scheduling functions and classes, which can be used to 
develop the specific system to solve these industrial problems. 
2.7 Conclusions 
This chapter has enumerated and summarised some of the better-known scheduling 
techniques. The focus has been on the definition and features of these techniques. The 
summary of these techniques is listed in Table 2-2. 
Table 2-2: Summary ofscheduling techniques 
Scheduling Features 
Techniques 
Mixed Integer Linear "A kind of thorough and systematic approach 
Programming " Elaborate mathematical formulations required to represent scheduling 
(MILP) problems 
" Optimal solutions will always be found if they exist 
Mixed Integer Non- " Linear functions required for MILP 
Linear Programming "A lot of simplifying assumptions required when applied to real problems 
(MINLP) " Difficult to formulate complex problems 
" Only suitable to solve small-scale scheduling problems 
" Commercial solvers for M1NLP not widely available 
Branch and Bound " An intelligent and partial enumeration of the set of all possible sequences 
(B&B) " Used to find optimal solutions 
" The efficiency depends heavily on the lower bound estimate procedure that is 
developed separately for different operating policies or configurations 
" The search procedure tends to be complete enumeration if the problem 
becomes complicated 
Tabu Search (TS) " Intelligent optimization techniques 
" Neighbourhood search heuristics 
Simulated Annealing " Repair methods 
(SA) " Search time is often modest 
" Flexible in range of problems, which make them widely used Genetic Algorithms " Near-optimal solutions are often found (GA) 
" SA and TS attempt to escape from local optima 
" SA and GA are stochastic techniques 
" The performance of TS and SA is usually better than that of GA and non- 
trivial time is required by GA in some cases 
" Optimal solutions are not guaranteed 
" The setting of many parameters is crucial to their effectiveness and in many 
cases their effectiveness is sensitive to the choice of these parameter values 
" Struggle with highly constrained problems that are most common in planning 
and scheduling applications 
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Constraint " Constructive methods 
Satisfaction " The problem is represented accurately in a natural way 
Techniques " Ease of implementation 
(CST) " Flexible to add new constraints 
" Have a wide domains of application 
" Consistency checking and backtracking methods used 
" Search procedure is efficient with constraint propagation used 
" Able to solve complex scheduling problems with many constraints 
" Difficult to solve larger-size problems optimally 
From the above table, it can be seen that each technique has its own advantages and 
disadvantages. However, CST is better at representing problems naturally and 
accurately, and can, therefore, represent problems that have many constraints, which 
are very common in scheduling of batch processing plants including pipeless plants. 
The integrated approach of planning and scheduling has also been reviewed in this 
chapter. It is a promising approach for addressing the integrated scheduling and 
routing problem in pipeless batch plants. In most practical environments, rescheduling 
is required due to different reasons. Rescheduling approaches are also reviewed in the 
chapter. One way to solve a rescheduling problem is to introduce additional 
constraints to represent the disturbance and reschedule the problem while making the 
new solution close to the original one. Some references to state-of-the-art commercial 
software in scheduling are also provided. 
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CHAPTER 3 SCHEDULING OF PRODUCTION PLANTS 
This chapter introduces the development of batch processing plants including pipeless 
plants and defines the scheduling problem this project intends to solve. Section 3.1 
introduces batch processes and the related typical problems. Section 3.2 gives an 
overview of batch process scheduling problems and reviews previous research on 
scheduling of batch processes. The development of pipeless batch plants, and their 
advantages and problems are presented in section 3.3. Previous research on 
scheduling of pipeless plants is also reviewed in this section. A comprehensive review 
of AGV-served manufacturing plants is given in section 3.4. It describes the 
integrated scheduling and routing problem and previous attempts in solving the 
problem. Section 3.5 concludes the differences between the researches done on 
different types of plants and highlights the limitations of current approaches. 
3.1 Batch Processes 
3.1.1 Introduction 
Batch processes are typically used in the pharmaceutical, polymer, food and speciality 
chemical industries because they provide the necessary flexibility to accommodate the 
production of a large number of low volume products using the same processing 
facility (Wellons and Reklaitis, 1989a). Benson (1992) also indicated that not only the 
nature of the products to be manufactured, but also the manner in which they will 
have to be delivered to the customer in the future will further favour batch processing. 
Customers' requirements will be more specific and more demanding in respect of 
specification, quality and delivery, requiring manufacturers to be much more flexible 
-a goal that in many cases, though not always, may be more readily achieved in batch 
rather than in continuous production (Rippin, 1993). The importance of batch 
processing is illustrated by a survey (Parakrama, 1985) that covered 99 batch 
processes operated by 74 UK companies. It helped to establish the level of interest in 
the industry sector; it also included questions on the type of process operation/stages 
used, the control systems in operation, the extent of computer use and the R&D and 
design expertise. 
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The survey showed that half of the companies operating batch processes were totally 
dependent on them and that only 6% of the processes were likely to be replaced by 
continuous ones in the near future, even though such a replacement was not 
technically feasible in only 9% of all cases. The reasons for non-replacement were the 
low volume of production or the multi-purpose nature of the plant. Nearly 80% of the 
products made by the batch processes were found to be in steady or growing markets. 
These findings helped to quantify the importance and "permanence" of batch 
processes. According to the National Economic Development Office, the batch 
process sector of the chemical industry was worth £1000 million to the British 
economy in annual sales (Parakrama, 1985). 
One criticism of batch processes has been their lack of reproducibility and resulting 
fluctuations in product quality. These disadvantages are caused mainly due to manual 
operation and they are being solved in many batch plants by using computer- 
controlled operation in which production conditions can remain consistent. The 
survey (Parakrama, 1985) showed that about 30% of computers were for plant design 
and a quarter for production scheduling. An important part of the survey covered the 
opinions of the companies on the needs for computer aids. Scheduling plant 
production was identified as an area of great importance in most companies. 
Liu (1996) indicated that batch operations were being more widely used because of 
movement towards specialization and a far greater range of products. Such changes 
can result in loss of production because of product changeover, higher cleaning costs, 
work in progress, more complex raw material and finished product storage, and 
difficulties in operation with increasing risk of human error. Computer aided batch 
process operation offers the opportunity to address some of these challenges. Rippin 
(1993) argued that any system for producing chemical products had to have three 
necessary components: 
A market for one or more products 
"A sequence of process tasks whereby raw materials are converted into 
products 
9A set of equipment items in which the process tasks are carried out 
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But there are differences in applying these components for batch and continuous 
processes. Rippin (1993) analysed the differences and indicated that the links between 
the above components were firmly established at the design stage. A continuous plant 
is normally designed to produce a single product in large quantities. The process task 
sequence was designed to serve specific market capacities. Equipment was selected or 
specially designed to perform precisely those necessary tasks effectively. 
In a batch production system the equipment components are less specific to a single 
product or operating condition, and the links between them are subject to change. For 
example, the market requirement may be for a range of products of which the relative 
demands are likely to vary and new products are likely to be added. Therefore, 
different process task sequences may have to be considered, which is not the same as 
a large continuous plant that produces a single product. Available equipment must be 
utilized, or new equipment selected from a standard range to serve multiple functions, 
rather than being specially designed. Similarly, the allocation of process tasks to 
equipment items may need to be changed frequently to match the changing 
requirement of the market. This characterization means that there are fundamental 
differences in both design and operation between batch and continuous production 
(Rippin, 1993). 
3.1.2 Problems Related to Batch Processes 
There are many problems related to batch processes that need to be solved. Some of 
them are discussed in this section, but there is no intention to provide a 
comprehensive coverage of the work on any of these problems. Each problem is used 
to illustrate a research field and its trend. The problems are Plant Design, Plant 
Capacity Planning, Short Term Scheduling and Flexibility & Uncertainty (Rippin, 
1993). 
Plant Design 
In the simplest formulation of the multi-product plant the process tasks for each 
product are assigned to a fixed sequence of equipment items. Products are produced in 
sequential campaigns. During the early 1970s equipment sizing procedures were 
developed to cover a restricted number of possibilities. Since that time many authors 
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have contributed new algorithms or mathematical programming formulations to 
provide extensions in different directions, each addressing particular structural 
possibilities until by the 1990s almost all the relevant design alternatives have been 
considered (Rippin, 1993). Progress has been made by individual extension rather 
than by comprehensive reformulation. Therefore progress with this problem has been 
characterized as "filling in the holes" (Rippin, 1993). 
Plant Capacity Planning 
A large proportion of batch products are made in multi-purpose facilities. A set of 
equipment items is available and product routes through the equipment have to be 
determined, as well as the timing of production to meet demand. Several products 
may be produced simultaneously and the same product may follow different routes 
through the equipment at different times. The need to re-plan production campaigns to 
cope with changing demands, the "death" of old products or the "birth" of new ones, 
is likely to arise much more frequently than the need to design a new plant. A 
capacity planning procedure for multi-purpose plants was developed by Mauderli and 
Rippin (1979,1980). The procedure was divided into two parts: 
" The generation of dominant (efficient) single or multi-product campaigns 
9 The allocation of time to selected campaigns to produce any desired mix of 
products in the planning period. 
Mauderli (1979) produced a partly heuristic procedure for campaign generation, 
which proved very effective, although demanding in computing time, followed by an 
exact campaign screening procedure. Lazaro and Puigjaner (1985) describe a 
procedure for generating single product production lines (which they describe as 
dominant). Batches are allocated to these lines by a mathematical programming 
procedure and the selected batches are then scheduled in time. The procedure is 
reviewed in more detail by Reklaitis (1992). Wellons and Reklaitis (1991a, b) 
developed a rigorous method for solving the capacity planning problem formulated by 
Mauderli. A mixed integer programming procedure is used to generate the best single 
product campaigns. From these, dominant multiple product campaigns are generated 
sequentially by repeated application of a further mixed integer programming 
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procedure. Selected dominant campaigns can be combined by a linear programming 
procedure as described earlier in response to any demand situation. 
Rippin (1993) argued that the title of a multi-purpose plant should be reserved for a 
plant intended to meet a range of requirements. The question of how such a plant 
could be designed or how the range of requirements should be specified is open. 
Although some planning problems are solved, more detailed planning considerations 
and the question of design for truly multi-purpose plants are "still in search of a 
solution". 
Short Term Scheduling 
Short-term scheduling requires much closer attention to local, and often temporary, 
circumstances than medium-term capacity planning. The scheduling approach must be 
quickly adaptable to changing circumstances, and the choices available for the 
allocation of plant equipment to different products may, due to established local 
practices, be much more restricted than in medium-term capacity planning. Detailed 
demand requirements for the various products may be specified on a day-to-day basis. 
A production schedule must specify the sequence and manner in which the products 
are to be produced and the times at which the process operations are to be carried out. 
The demand requirements must be met, if possible, having regard to local constraints 
and minimizing the expenditure incurred (Egli and Rippin, 1986). 
Until the early 1980s, there had been considerable work on scheduling in operations 
research, but very little directed to the specific needs of the batch chemical industry. 
This trend changed since 1983 when Rippin (1983b) described the early version of a 
short term scheduling program. Its modified version was published in 1986 (Egli and 
Rippin, 1986). Since then, the research progress on scheduling of batch processes has 
taken on two approaches. One is the development of procedures that are at least partly 
heuristic such as the use of the cumulative demand curve or some types of priority 
rules are applied to solve practical problems. The other is exact integer programming 
algorithms developed for more restricted problems. Which approach to use depends 
upon the nature of the particular batch processing environment (Rippin, 1993). A 
detailed discussion and research review on computer-aided scheduling of batch 
processes will be presented in the next section. 
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Flexibility & Uncertainty 
Maas et al (1972) reported on the design of an industrial multi-product batch plant 
under technical and commercial uncertainty. A decision tree was used for alternative 
selection supplemented by Monte Carlo simulation for risk analysis. The industrial 
plant was not built due to an uncertainty that had not been anticipated in the analysis. 
Reinhart and Rippin (1986,1987) describe three methods for designing multi-product 
plants under uncertainty. A conservative design method ensures that the plant will 
satisfy a set of product scenarios presented to it by introducing a time constraint for 
each scenario into the equipment cost minimization problem. This idea has been 
applied to a more general plant structure by Shah and Pantelides (1992). The second 
method introduces a penalty function for the probability of exceeding the available 
production time. The probability can be generated by standard error propagation 
techniques. A similar idea has been used by Straub and Grossmann (1992) in defining 
an expected stochastic flexibility for multi-product batch plants. They have extended 
the uncertainties to include breakdown of equipment items. The third method seeks to 
optimise expected plant performance (e. g.. profitability) in the face of uncertain 
demand when plant operation can be adjusted in response to each realized demand 
pattern. This is a much more demanding computational problem since integration over 
the multi-dimensional probability distribution of demand uncertainty is required with 
best operating conditions selected at each point. Monte Carlo, structured numerical 
integration and decomposition techniques were investigated. 
Fichtner et al (1990) show how methods of interval mathematics can be applied to 
multi-product plant design under uncertainty. The uncertainties treated in all of these 
cases are of limited scope. They do not address the problem often faced in industry 
when a new multi-product plant is to be built - that a substantial part of the demand 
the plant is to serve over its lifetime may be unknown at the time it is designed. Thus 
instead of relying on specific demand forecasts industry chooses to select a set of 
equipment grouped together in a manner found useful in previous experience. As 
assumed profitability distributions for product demand become progressively wider, it 
seems likely that the benefits of designing for a specific demand pattern rather than 
making an informed choice of equipment based on previous experience are likely to 
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decline. However, it is not clear in what circumstances which of these two 
approaches, or perhaps another completely new approach, might be preferred. 
Progress is still needed in formulating the problem of how to design a batch plant to 
operate with sufficient flexibility in a market characterized by a great deal of 
uncertainty. Thus in simple terms, the problem of design under uncertainty is still 
characterized by the need for "understanding the problem" (Rippin, 1993). 
As mentioned in the beginning of this section, there is no intention to provide a 
comprehensive coverage of the work on any of the above problems. Each problem is 
only used to illustrate a research field, its background and its trend. Many problems 
are beyond the scope of this research. This research mainly focuses on the short-term 
scheduling aspect. Continuous growth in the speciality chemicals, food products and 
pharmaceutical industries has dramatically increased the interest in computer-aided 
scheduling tools so as to meet the need of responding to day-to-day changes in plant 
status (Musier and Evans, 1990). The definition of the batch process scheduling 
problem'and review on previous research will be given in detail in the next section. 
3.2 Computer-Aided Scheduling of Batch Processes 
3.2.1 Batch Process Scheduling Problem 
Batch manufacturing process is a challenging domain for computer-aided scheduling 
systems because, unlike other types of manufacturing, processes are neither 
continuous (there is no steady inflow of raw materials resulting in a steady product 
outflow) nor discrete (there is no manufacture or assembly of individual items). 
Moreover, the plant environment is dynamic, e. g. equipment breaks down and new 
orders come in, and shared resources are required, which results in complicated task 
and resource models (Goldman and Boddy, 1997). 
In a broad sense, manufacturing processes include the production processes of 
chemicals, food, pharmaceutical, polymer, mechanical parts, electrical products and 
so on, which cover the above mentioned three process modes: continuous, batch and 
discrete modes. In a narrow sense, manufacturing plants are usually referred to as 
plants for producing or assembling individual items such as mechanical and electrical 
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products etc. in which discrete processes are mainly applied. These plants belong to 
discrete part industry (Applequist et al., 1997). Correspondingly, batch processes are 
mainly applied in plants where specialty chemicals, food, pharmaceutical and polymer 
are produced. 
Existing models for scheduling problems of manufacturing plants, notably the job- 
shop models, are mainly developed for discrete processes. However, they are too 
simple to describe batch processes accurately (Goldman and Boddy, 1997). 
Ponnambalam et al. (2001) described the job-shop scheduling problem as follows: 
There are a number of different machines and a number of jobs to be scheduled. Each 
job is composed of a set of operations and operation order on machines is pre- 
specified. Each operation is characterized by the required machine and the fixed 
processing time. In the job-shop scheduling literature for manufacturing plants, a job 
is referred to as a set of operations by which a product is produced (the corresponding 
term in a batch plant can be referred to as a batch or a batch production or a batch 
activity). Ponnambalam et al. (2001) identify that the following simplifications are 
often made in job-shop scheduling problems considered in the literature: 
1. A job does not visit the same machines twice; 
2. There are no precedence constraints among operations of different jobs; 
3. Operations cannot be interrupted; 
4. Each machine can process only one job at a time; 
5. Neither release times nor due dates are specified; 
6. Operation order on machines is pre-specified i. e. the operation order of a job is 
fixed and an operation can only select the pre-specified machine to operate. 
In a job-shop model, the optimal objective function used mostly is to minimize 
makespan, which represents the total production time required. 
Although the job-shop model can represent some characteristics of batch processes, it 
is too simple to describe batch processes accurately, and the job-shop model has 
several limiting assumptions from the standpoint of batch processes (Goldman and 
Boddy, 1997): 
" Single-use machines. Producing a product consists of a number of sequential 
steps, each of which requires some machines. In the job-shop model, users are 
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not free to choose machines, but users usually need to do so in many batch 
plants. 
" Single operation sequence. Producing a product in a job-shop consists of a 
simple sequence of operations, yet in many batch recipes there are multiple 
simultaneous activities. It is common in a batch plant that precedence 
constraints among operations of different batch activities are imposed. 
" Simple resource handling. Job-shop model does not include the more complex 
resource types that appear in batch manufacturing processes, e. g. tanks (i. e. 
intermediate storage). Finite storage capacities are usually considered in batch 
plants. The state of the resources may also have restrictions. For example, a 
food-production plant would chose to produce dark products (like chocolate) 
after light one (vanilla) to avoid cleaning the vessels between batches, because 
the cleaning operation can be very time consuming. 
So, a batch model needs to be more flexible and expressive. A typical batch process 
scheduling problem is characterized by (Datta et al., 2001; Reklaitis, 1982): 
"A set of N products or product batches to be produced 
"A set of M available processing units to be selected 
"A performance or cost criterion to be optimized 
"A matrix of processing time associated with each product and processing unit 
"A sequence of operations for each product 
" Application polices of intermediate storage between processing stages 
" Constraints on the production order for some products (precedence constraints) 
" Required transfer times between different processing units 
" Multiple activities taking place simultaneously to produce different products 
" The structure of processing network 
It is necessary to point out that jobs in discrete manufacturing plants can be "batched" 
together to be processed in some cases if they share the same setup on a machine and 
a machine can process several jobs simultaneously i. e. they are "batched" together but 
they are still treated as "individual" items to be manufactured and/or assembled (Potts 
and Kovalyov, 2000). In these cases, the nature of these manufacturing processes is 
still discrete and scheduling models mostly used are still the job-shop models. The 
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limitations mentioned above on these models still exist e. g. more complex resource 
types such as intermediate storage cannot be used. Therefore these models in 
manufacturing plants cannot be treated as truly "batch" models. However, if a batch 
process mode is applied in a manufacturing plant to produce products such as papers, 
polymer etc. and resource types such as intermediate storage is used, from the 
scheduling point of view, there is no significant difference between chemical batch 
plants and other batch manufacturing plants. The important point is which process 
mode is applied (discrete or batch) and which scheduling models can be used (job- 
shop models or batch models). In most cases, discrete process is applied in 
manufacturing plants. 
The solution of a batch scheduling problem is critically affected by the performance 
criterion, the structure of the network and the intermediate storage. In terms of 
performance criterion, different objective functions can be used to minimize: 
" The total time required to produce all products or makespan, which maximizes the 
utilization and productivity of a plant 
9 The flow time (the time required to complete a process) averaged over all 
products, i. e. the mean flow time 
9 The maximum flow time among products 
" The mean tardiness of the schedule, where tardiness is the delay between the 
delivery date of a product and its due date 
" The maximum tardiness 
" The changeover or set up cost incurred as a result of switching production from 
one product to another 
Makespan, mean flow time and maximum tardiness are the most studied objective 
functions in the literature, but the changeover cost and makespan are the two most 
commonly used criteria in industry (Ku et al, 1987). 
Single stage and multistage processing networks have been studied in the literature. 
Since batch manufacturing process often requires multiple operations, the multistage 
configuration is considered more widely. In multistage configurations, systems with a 
series of units in each stage are the most prevalent in batch plants used in the 
production of food, pharmaceuticals, cosmetics, biochemical, polymers, and paper. 
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The staged nature of a processing network, comprised of a number of units in series, 
allows several different storage and waiting options (Datta et al., 2001; Yu et al., 
1998; Kim et al., 1996; Grau et al., 1996; Reklaitis, 1982): 
" Unlimited (infinite number) intermediate storage (UIS) 
" Finite (specified number) intermediate storage (FIS) 
" No intermediate storage (NIS) 
" Unlimited wait (UW) 
" Finite wait (FW) 
" Zero wait (ZW) 
In both the NIS and ZW modes, there is no storage between stages. Storage is 
provided between stages in UIS and FIS modes and storage may be provided in UW 
and FW modes. UW mode means the intermediate material can wait in storage or the 
current processing unit as long as necessary and FW mode means the wait time is 
limited. In fact, NIS is a special case of FIS and ZW is a special case of FW. After a 
batch of material is processed in a unit, the material may be held in the unit 
temporarily in the UIS, FIS, UW, FW or NIS modes, but it must be transferred to the 
downstream unit immediately in the ZW mode. Most chemical batch plants have a 
mixed intermediate storage (MIS) policy i. e. a combination of the FIS, NIS and ZW 
modes. The makespans obtained are different based on the different modes used. 
Storage units can hold intermediate materials so as to reduce idle time by freeing 
processing units to process other batch materials and thus increase the equipment 
utilisation. As the number of storage units increases, the idle time of processing units 
can be reduced greatly. For example, under UIS operation, unlimited storage units are 
available between any two processing units and the processing units can then be used 
efficiently to process as many materials as possible without worrying about where the 
intermediate materials can be stored. Therefore with the same product sequence the 
UIS operation has the shortest makespan, while other operations have longer 
makespans (Ku et al, 1987). 
In chemical batch plants, it is usual to have limited storage capability between stages, 
where FIS (finite intermediate storage) storage policy is applied. The ZW (Zero Wait) 
or FW (Finite Wait) mode of operation is used where unstable intermediate materials 
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must be processed immediately or within a short time after the previous step has been 
completed. FW mode is not only necessary to limit the wait time of intermediate 
materials in a storage unit, but also necessary to limit the wait time in a processing 
unit when no storage is available and the created intermediate materials are unstable. 
Although many papers have considered UIS, FIS, NIS, ZW or MIS policy (Datta et 
al., 2001; Yu et al., 1998; Kim et al., 1996; Reklaitis, 1982), only one paper (Grau et 
al., 1996) has considered FW mode. The FW policy considered letting the 
intermediate material wait in the processing unit temporarily for a limited time, but 
the use of intermediate storage was not considered. In the proposed approach, the wait 
time (WT) of the intermediate material in a process unit was calculated by the 
formula: WT = ST2 - OT1 - STI, where OT, and ST1 represents the operation time 
and the start time respectively of the current activity using the unit to produce the 
intermediate materials, and ST2 represents the start time of the next activity. If the 
wait time exceeds the required limit, STl will be delayed until the wait time is reduced 
to be less than or equal to the time limit. This simple approach cannot be extended to 
limit the wait time of materials in storage. In addition, finite wait is also necessary 
when an activity needs to be constrained to complete within a finite time of its 
previous activity. A more general method to apply the finite wait (FW) policy should 
be addressed. 
3.2.2 Requirement of Computer-Aided Scheduling 
Musier and Evans (1990) indicated that interactive computer-aided scheduling 
approaches were being developed to integrate data ranging from plant status to 
customer requirements. Scheduling problems arise in process plants because the 
production time available on each piece of equipment must be allocated to the 
manufacture of a potentially large number of products within certain production 
constraints. The need to respond to day-to-day changes in plant status, customer 
requirements, and the availability of materials makes short-term industrial scheduling 
a complex problem. The need for computer-aided scheduling approaches has 
increased also because many production schedulers require information from 
sales/service personnel through computer-generated reports on current customer 
orders. On the production side, many schedulers also require information from 
computer-generated reports on inventory levels and plant status. There is a real need 
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for computer-aided scheduling tools that can retrieve such information directly. The 
increased use of computer-based management systems has resulted in a need for 
integrated computer-aided scheduling for a more practical reason. In the past, the 
human plant scheduler frequently communicated face-to-face with co-workers to 
gather the information necessary to perform a task. While a lifetime of plant 
experience makes the scheduler uniquely suited to the task, many plant managers fear 
that retirement or the unexpected departure of a scheduler will cause serious 
production problems. Hence, the use of a computer-aided scheduling tool would allow 
for a more rapid transition and a more standardized scheduling practice (Musier and 
Evans, 1990). 
There are many factors a scheduler needs to consider when generating a production 
schedule. One of them is the availability of raw materials. Quality control also has a 
significant impact on day-to-day scheduling. For example, disturbances may cause 
variability in the batch processing time and product quality, and in some cases the 
production process needs to be rescheduled. Operating preference may influence 
scheduling decisions as well. If a resource is suitable for several production tasks, 
which production task is assigned the resource first depends on the combined effect of 
other constraints and will affect the scheduling results. The scheduler also must keep 
the scheduling objective in mind. In many cases, the most important objective is 
meeting customer deadlines (Musier and Evans, 1990). 
Musier and Evans (1990) argued that industrial scheduling systems must perform 
optimisation. Given a current set of input specifications, the systems will generate a 
proposed schedule using optimisation algorithms. The scheduler will be able to 
modify the proposed schedule for re-optimisation, if necessary. Musier and Evans 
(1990) also proposed that production scheduling systems should be based on 
industrial practice and scheduling research. Their proposals help understanding the 
requirement for computer-aided scheduling from the industrial point of view. Some 
of the requirements are presented here. 
An approximate optimisation algorithm should be used in industrial scheduling 
because methods guaranteeing optimality require unrealistic computation time. 
Solutions for scheduling problems that fall into the class of NP-complete problems 
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cannot be found in polynomial time by using these methods. Although integer 
programming approaches have been used in specific applications, the complexity of 
large-scale problem extends beyond the capabilities of these methods (Musier and 
Evans, 1990). 
Musier and Evans (1990) also indicated that any approximate optimisation method 
should be able to handle realistic plant models and should propose a feasible 
production schedule. The plant scheduler should also be able to modify the proposed 
schedule in order to fulfil some particular and/or unexpected production requirements 
such as the failure of a processing unit. Because no model can completely represent 
every aspect of an actual production process, giving a scheduler the flexibility to 
modify any proposed schedule is important. The ability to reschedule a problem is an 
important feature of a scheduling system to be used on a daily or hourly basis. The 
scheduler may choose to leave a certain portion of the schedule "as is" ("freeze" it) 
and then submit the schedule for re-optimisation. Thus given the alterations, the 
frozen part remains unmodified but the remainder of the schedule may be changed in 
the course of the optimisation. Such features have not been considered in past 
optimisation research but should be incorporated in an industrially useful scheduling 
system. 
Besides the scheduling models and algorithms that have direct relationship with 
scheduling approach, other aspects of a plant were also expected to have links with 
the scheduling tools (Musier and Evans, 1990). A scheduling tool is expected to be 
integrated with in-plant data management and inventory control software. Many 
process plants currently use computer databases to manage customer orders, and some 
also use them to keep track of inventory levels. This information is required input for 
a scheduling system. Facilitating access to this information is not only a scheduling 
problem, but also a system integration problem that will be particular to each 
application because few industrial standards yet exist. How to present plant data is 
also a vital factor. Since a large process plant typically consists of several production 
areas, and each area consists of numerous equipment items, all relevant data cannot be 
shown on the terminal screen simultaneously and a hierarchical decomposition of 
information is necessary. Other aspects such as the appropriate graphics to represent 
production schedule and the customer order information, and the "Zoom" and 
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"Scroll" capacity should also be considered. However, these requirements are beyond 
the scope of this research on the development of models, algorithms and prototype 
scheduling systems. 
3.2.3 Scheduling of Batch Processes 
The research on scheduling of batch processes has become an active area since the 
early 1980s and the development has presented two approaches: exact algorithms and 
heuristics. Egli and Rippin (1986) developed a computer program SRSBP for the 
short-term scheduling of multiproduct batch chemical plants. Given the available 
equipment, product delivery dates and equipment requirements for each product, 
batches are sequenced to meet the delivery dates while taking account of penalties 
associated with product changeovers and storage costs. Constraints on the availability 
of shared resources are considered limiting the operations that can be carried out in 
parallel. 
Ku and Karimi (1988) used mixed integer linear programming (MILP) for scheduling 
multi-product batch plants with intermediate storage. In their paper, production 
scheduling of N products in an M-unit serial multiproduct batch process with no or 
finite intermediate storage was studied under the criterion of minimum makespan, 
which is defined as the elapse time between the beginning of the whole production 
process to its end. In this paper, a mixed integer linear programming formulation was 
developed for solving the problem optimally. In contrast with the heuristic approach, 
the MILP approach is an exact one. The developed MILP formulation is feasible for 
solving problems up to the size of N*M= 30 by using LINDO, a MILP package, on 
a VAX 11/780 computer. Ku and Karimi highlighted that the proposed MILP 
formulation was general and could be extended to accommodate semi-continuous 
units. They also indicated that the presented MILP approach was effective and 
convenient for small size problems. Safety issues such as the finite wait storage 
policies were not considered. 
Ku and Karimi (1991) investigated the usefulness of simulated annealing for solving 
batch process scheduling problems. They developed a simulated annealing 
methodology for minimizing the total time to produce a set of batches in the serial 
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flowshop with unlimited storage. Results indicate that the methodology promises to 
be an effective algorithm for solving a variety of scheduling problems. In contrast to 
the best conventional heuristic algorithms, it almost always gives the best solution, 
and in other cases, it gives nearly the best solution. The algorithm is simple and 
appears to be applicable to different types of scheduling problems. The drawback of 
this approach is the large amount of computational effort required. 
Kondili et al (1993) presented a general MILP formulation for handling a wide range 
of scheduling problems, arising in batch chemical plants. In their paper, a STN (state- 
task network) representation of chemical processes was first proposed. The novel 
feature of this representation is that both the individual batch operations ("task") and 
the feedstock, intermediate and final products ("states") are included explicitly as 
network nodes. The short-term scheduling problem is formulated as a MILP model 
based on a discrete time representation. Flexible equipment allocation, variable batch 
sizes and mixed intermediate storage policies involving both dedicated and 
multipurpose storage vessels are taken into account. Limited availability of raw 
materials, both at the start and during the time horizon of interest, is accommodated. 
Product deliveries may take place at any time during the horizon, and the amount 
involved may be either fixed or variable. The use of utilities by the various tasks may 
vary over the task processing time, and may be constant or proportional to the batch 
size. The availability and/or cost of utilities may vary over the time horizon of 
interest. The objective function is the maximization of a profit function involving the 
value of the products, and the cost of raw materials, utilities and material storage. The 
proposed MILP formulation is a very general MILP model, but the main difficulty of 
the model is the size of the resulting MILP problem. Even the solution of a small 
example using a state-of-the-art generic MILP solver was found to require a 
substantial amount of computation time. Furthermore, the computational cost 
increases rapidly with problem size. For realistic scheduling problems, the MILP may 
involve several thousand binary variables, which by far exceeds the solution 
capabilities of general-purpose methods that are currently available. 
Goldman and Boddy (1997) developed a constraint-based scheduler, Honeywell 
Batch Scheduler, for batch manufacturing processes. The scheduler was built to 
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accommodate the uncertain, dynamic nature of batch processes as well as handle 
complex resource and task models. The scheduler has several components: 
" Scheduler interface. It provides communication between the scheduler and 
other manufacturing information systems including the control system. 
" Batch domain model. It provides the objects used to specify the resources, 
activities, requirements, and constraints, which are assembled into schedules. 
" Common task and resource model. The batch domain model is framed in 
terms of the common task and resource model, which provides core object 
classes like Activity and Resource. 
" Interval constraint engine. A temporal constraint graph is used to represent 
constraints on activities and the interval constraint engine is used to maintain 
this network of constraint objects. 
" Search engine. This is the problem solver and it applies the domain model and 
constraint engine to check solutions for consistency. 
Honeywell Batch Scheduler was developed based on a scheduling technique called 
constraint envelope scheduling, which is a least-commitment approach to constraint- 
based scheduling. By this approach constraints may be in relation between activities 
or in metric time, and constraints are added automatically as needed e. g. to resolve 
resource conflicts. The developed scheduler adopts a partial order representation of 
schedules similar to the partial order representations used in AI planners. By using the 
scheduler, the evolving schedule consists of a partially ordered set of activities, which 
becomes increasingly ordered as additional constraints are added (or less ordered, if 
decisions are rescinded). Goldman and Boddy (1997) admitted that this approach was 
quite similar to previous scheduling systems such as ISIS (Fox, 1994) and HSTS 
(Muscettola, 1994), but they claimed that one of the unique features of the scheduler 
was a set of sophisticated search techniques developed to find solutions rapidly. The 
search techniques are loosely based on an extension to Ginsberg's dynamic 
backtracking (Ginsberg, 1993). The extensions include the ability to 1) handle 
dynamic CSPs, 2) return inconsistent sets of variables on failure, and 3) attempt 
assignments that are not known to be consistent. The authors indicated that the 
scheduler could thus tackle large CSPs efficiently by these search techniques. This is 
the first constraint-based scheduler developed for batch processes in the literature. 
However, there are several aspects of the scheduler that need to be improved. The 
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scheduler did not consider the plant layout and cannot solve the scheduling problems 
of pipeless batch plants, where both scheduling and routing problems should be 
addressed. Constraints such as the finite wait policy for chemical batch plants were 
not considered. The current version of the developed scheduler was created with 
Common Lisp as a prototype environment. The authors indicated that it is difficult to 
develop a reasonably sized runtime system because Lisp images are very large. 
Moreover, conventional software organizations cannot support and maintain Lisp 
code, which prevents it from running on a variety of platforms. 
Das et al. (1998) investigated a simple but typical batch production scheduling 
problem and found it is possible to develop constraint-based scheduling solutions 
within very modest computation time. Huang and Chung (1999) developed a 
constraint model based on CST principles to represent a common class of batch plant 
scheduling problems and a simple scheduling system was produced based on this 
model. Das et al (2000) compared the approach developed by Huang and Chung 
(1999) with established mathematical programming approaches and concluded that it 
is relatively easier to represent complicated batch plant scheduling problems by using 
the constraint-based approach. 
Shaw et al. (1999) reported a scheduling system based on a multi-objective genetic 
algorithm (MOGA) to solve a batch scheduling problem with the aim to optimise five 
objectives simultaneously. The MOGA based system allows the human' interaction 
with the optimization process, including the ability to change priorities of preference 
of these objectives and to change the plant data. The authors indicated that the power 
of the proposed system was particularly due to the flexible and interactive properties 
offered by the implementation. This paper also described the developed evolving 
scheduling builder that allowed a set of allocation rules to be evolved during the 
system run, and demonstrated the improvement of the optimization performance by 
evolution. However, the details on the parameters of the proposed genetic algorithm 
are not clearly described. For example, it is not clear what genetic operators were 
used, and what control parameter values were selected (e. g. crossover rate, mutation 
rate etc. ). Although the authors claimed that the proposed system was promising to 
provide scheduling solutions to highly complex problems, the example used in the 
paper is rather small: only reaction operations with three reactors were considered. 
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The authors also admitted that to solve a scheduling problem considering a complete 
plant is one of their future works. Moreover, reactive rescheduling is not considered. 
Brucker and Hurink (2000) used a two-phase tabu search method to solve a chemical 
batch scheduling problem. In their approach, the minimum number of batches needed 
to satisfy the industrial demands is calculated and then the given problem is 
represented by two models that are the time-lag model and a general shop scheduling 
model. The authors claimed that since the general shop model was too detailed to 
allow tabu search to build up a good solution from scratch in a reasonable time, the 
two-phase tabu search approach was developed, where in the first phase the "rough" 
time-lag model is used to change an initial solution to a better solution and in the 
second phase the general shop model is used to further improve the solution obtained 
after the first phase. The authors admitted that the first numerical tests indicated the 
number of neighbours was often very large for the designed neighbourhood, which 
led to long computational time. They had to define two further neighbourhoods with a 
small number of neighbours. The authors tested their methods by using the data 
provided by their industrial partner and good solutions were obtained. However, the 
production constraints imposed on the problem are relatively simple, considering the 
wide range of constraints typically imposed on a chemical batch scheduling problem. 
The main constraints considered by the paper are the precedence relations between the 
processing tasks, the amount of products to be produced and the deadline. Other 
constraints such as chemical material allocations, intermediate storage policies and 
safety constraints etc., usually important to a chemical plant, are not taken into 
account. 
Rodrigues et al. (2000) considered a short-term scheduling problem in batch 
processing plants where the main objective is adherence to due dates. The proposed 
solution approach involves a two-phase procedure. The first phase, planning stage, 
consists of processing time-windows for all the necessary batches to meet the 
production demand. The obtained results are then used in the second phase, 
scheduling stage. Several techniques, including simulated annealing, are used to solve 
heavily constrained problems to assess the performance of the proposed two-phase 
procedure. Although these techniques can find feasible solutions, the authors 
indicated that simulated annealing generated a large number of infeasible candidates 
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in heavily constrained situations, so the planning phase is essential to filter out these 
infeasible candidates in order that the scheduling phase can focus on generating 
feasible solutions. 
Van Bael and Rijckaert (2000) described a modular algorithm architecture developed 
to solve a scheduling problem of a chemical substance production machine. The 
algorithm is a decomposed iterative improvement scheduling algorithm consisting of 
several modules. Each module optimizes a smaller sub-problem focusing on a specific 
constraint and resulting in a set of feasible solutions. The last module searches the 
optimal solution from the limited set of feasible schedules obtained through the above 
sub-problems. In each sub-problem, a simulated annealing algorithm is developed to 
search for feasible solutions meeting the constraints focused in the sub-problem. The 
authors claimed that the last sub-module should thereby have a simple task to find an 
optimal schedule since the number of feasible solutions is already limited to a small 
subset. This argument is doubtful since a set of feasible solutions for different sub- 
problems may not integrate well to provide a solution to the whole problem. 
Research on the scheduling of batch processes has made important progress during 
the last two decades and many aspects of process plants have been considered. 
However, there is still room for further work. For example, issues such as finite wait 
(FW) constraints should be considered properly. 
3.2.4 Rescheduling of Batch Processes 
Rescheduling is necessary when equipment goes out of service, new orders arrive, or 
delay in process completion time threatens production deadlines. Goldman and Boddy 
(1997) found that the schedule updating was at least as important as generating the 
original schedule. This is true especially for batch processing plants where the 
processes are unpredictable, the environment is dynamic, and the required task and 
resource models are complicated. There is increasing interest from researchers in 
considering the rescheduling problem. 
Ko and Moon (1997) developed rescheduling algorithms to get over the frequent 
process time deviations from the schedule in case of unit failure. The algorithms can 
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be applied to network type batch processes. The main functions are to minimize the 
effects of unexpected events and to modify the schedule corresponding to process 
time variations. As a result, the algorithms generate a new pertinent schedule that is 
close to the original schedule in order to provide an efficient way of responding to the 
variation in the process environment. Unlike most scheduling algorithms that set the 
optimal criterion as minimizing the total production time, their algorithms minimize 
the inventory cost. The algorithms proved to be efficient in a case study using an 
industrial shampoo production process. 
The Honeywell Batch Scheduler (Goldman and Boddy, 1997) mentioned previously 
can also consider schedule updating. The authors wanted the scheduler to distinguish 
between two kinds of schedule updates: schedule modification and rescheduling. 
Schedule modification simply updates predicted start and end times for process steps. 
Rescheduling needs to revisit some or all of the scheduling decisions. Because a least- 
commitment based scheduling approach is applied in the scheduler, schedule 
modification is simpler and tends to have more local effects. The least-commitment 
based scheduling approach explicitly represents partially ordered activities so that the 
scheduler no longer constructs a single timeline representation. Instead, it computes 
bounds on the system's behaviour. The least-commitment nature of scheduling is an 
important advantage in schedule updating. If something is a little bit later than 
expected, that just tightens the bounds on when it occurred (scheduling modification) 
unless some deadline is threatened. If an unexpected event makes a resource 
unavailable, or an ongoing activity takes longer than expected, only activities that are 
related by a chain of constraints to the activities explicitly moved can be affected. 
Moreover, if the set of constraints is consistent with the new unexpected event, the 
scheduler can update the projected effect without any rescheduling at all. In this way, 
the developed scheduler supports both schedule modification and rescheduling. 
However, the authors stressed that rescheduling has a broader scope, possibly 
resulting in gross changes to the current schedules and the developed scheduler will 
avoid rescheduling whenever possible. In fact, no additional rescheduling techniques 
are used in the proposed scheduler. The scheduler only uses the nature of the least- 
commitment based approach to deal with problems mainly about schedule 
modification. If an unexpected event such as machine breakdown takes place, the 
system needs to be rescheduled. The system does not include any method that 
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guarantees minimizing the schedule disruptions or guarantees what happens cannot be 
changed. No rescheduling optimisation criterion is mentioned. 
Yu et al. (1998) developed an on-line scheduling algorithm to consider the effect of 
processing time interval disturbances in the operation of multiproduct batch process 
plants. It is actually a recovery-based rescheduling algorithm that can adjust the 
duration of some activities on line in response to disturbances in the processing time 
intervals of other activities. A closed loop control strategy is proposed within which 
the on-line scheduling algorithm can compensate for process time disturbance to keep 
the makespan constant. This is done by carrying out a new time scheduling of the 
sequence of activities following each disturbance by calculating the timing of 
succeeding activities using critical path analysis. The effect of disturbance on the 
batch plant can be reduced to zero provided the delay of each affected succeeding 
activity is not greater than the float of the activity, which is defined as the maximum 
amount of time by which the start time of the activity can be delayed without delaying 
the whole batch makespan. The proposed on-line scheduling algorithm can only 
slightly adjust the original schedule on-line when a small processing time disturbance 
takes place in order to keep the makespan constant. However if machine breakdown 
happens, the only thing to do is to instruct the operator to change or repair the 
machine and no rescheduling solution will be generated to minimize disruption. In 
addition, although the paper mentions there are different intermediate storage policies 
such as UIS, FIS, NIS, FW, and ZW that can be applied in chemical batch plants, only 
the three types of intermediate storage modes UIS, FIS and NIS are considered in the 
approach. 
Vin and Ierapetritou (2000) formulated the rescheduling problem in multiproduct 
batch plants as a mixed integer linear programming (MILP) problem. Disturbances 
such as machine breakdown are considered. The objective function used allows the 
decision maker to find a solution close to the original schedule i. e. to minimize the 
differences between reschedule and original schedule. Multiple rescheduling is 
considered by treating the previous reschedule as the original schedule for the next 
disturbance. All additional constraints introduced due to the disturbance are 
represented by complicated mathematical formulation. When a problem is 
rescheduled due to machine breakdown, the entire (original) time horizon not the time 
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horizon after the breakdown is considered. By achieving this, the batches that were in 
progress at the time of breakdown at the failed machine are assumed to be discarded 
but have to be repeated after the breakdown period, and the start time of all the 
remaining activities at this breakdown machine are then shifted to take place after the 
breakdown. This assumption is not very realistic in practice since it can only be 
achieved if there are large idle times between activities in the original schedule or the 
duration of activities can be changed a lot, which is unlikely to happen, especially 
when the breakdown period is long or it cannot be recovered at all for the production 
order. One possible way to handle this disturbance should be to move as many 
affected activities as possible to other appropriate machines during the breakdown 
period. In addition, the effect of intermediate storage units on the rescheduling results 
is not clear and the finite wait policy is not considered. 
Despite the recent progress on rescheduling, further research on rescheduling of batch 
plants is still required. Although some storage policies have been considered in 
rescheduling of batch plants, FW (finite wait) storage policy has never been taken into 
account. 
3.3 Pipeless Batch Plants 
3.3.1 Introduction 
Traditional batch processing has been very labour intensive and this makes plant 
operators strive to boost productivity through automation. Plant designers are 
incorporating concepts from factory automation and computer integrated 
manufacturing into design and operation of batch facilities (Zanetti, 1992). The 
concept of pipeless batch plants has been developed in this context. In the early 
1980s, Shell Oil used robots to move vessels around its Shell Haven, UK, lubricating- 
oil plant during the filling, mixing and decanting processes (Chowdhury, 1982). The 
goal of Shell was to reduce the maze of pipes. Since then, the idea to limit piping is 
being intensively developed in Japan. 
The Japanese became interested in pipeless batch plants in 1989, following research 
by the Japanese Soc. of Chemical Engineering (Zanetti, 1992). A survey of 100 
Japanese companies in the chemical process industries (CPI) aimed to determine how 
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batch plants were changing. The finding triggered the new emphasis on pipeless batch 
plants: 31% of the CPI companies were automating their existing batch facilities; 26% 
were making higher-quality products; and 26% were turning out more than one 
product in a single facility. The firms surveyed were striving to cut labour costs, 
minimize raw materials handling, and limit inventories of raw materials and products. 
Their goals were to improve product quality, simplify application software and to be 
able to change production quickly. Japanese engineering and construction firms found 
that as the need for faster and more frequent changeover of product type increased, 
the complexity of the piping layout inhibited the traditional versatility of the batch 
facilities. To solve this problem, pipeless batch plants have been developed by several 
Japanese companies (Zanetti, 1992). 
In pipeless batch plants, a batch operation might be divided into various stages where 
materials are charged, reacted, separated, sampled and discharged. In the final stage, 
moveable vessels are cleaned. Stages may be added or omitted, depending on the 
process (Zanetti, 1992). Material held in the vessel is moved from one processing 
station to another by the transport system according to a predetermined production 
sequence generated by the scheduling software. The automatic transport system is 
capable of attaching the vessel to the stations with great precision. 
All processes in the chemical process industry can be thought of as a combination of 
unit operations. A number of unit operations in pipeless batch plants can be carried 
out in a single moveable vessel connecting to different stations at different times. The 
suitable unit operations that can be carried out in pipeless processes so far are showed 
in Table 3-1 (Niwa, 1993). The merit of such a system is that many types of 
operations can be carried out with only a few pieces of equipment. In order to make 
these unit operations operate properly, programmable logic controllers (PLCs) 
mounted on the station and on the moveable vessel must assure the traverser has 
stopped in the correct position for transferring the vessel to the station platform. The 
tolerance for aligning a vessel on a station is very limited since the vessel must be 
connected to both pipes and power sources. In order to connect the vessel to 
stationary equipment, automatic pipe connectors are necessary. Leak proof pipe 
connections, which combine pneumatically actuated valves with a lever lock system, 
are required when the material being handled is toxic or flammable. Inflation seal 
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connections are recommended for powders, while sleeve types are best suited for 
water and air. Similarly, connections are needed for supplying electric power to the 
agitator and controller. Due to the number of moving parts, a scheduled maintenance 
program is needed to achieve high reliability (Niwa, 1993). 
Table 3-1: Suitable unit operations that can be carried out in pipeless batch plants 
Unit Operation Carried Out in A Moveable Vessel? 
Measuring and charging Yes 
Reaction and heat transfer Yes 
Distillation stripping Yes 
Extraction and separation Yes 
Sampling and analysis Yes 
Cleaning Yes 
Filtration and separation No 
Drying No 
Storage and packing No 
In pipeless batch plants, multiproduct facilities gain flexibility and simplicity by 
moving vessels instead of materials. But the overall productivities and economic 
effectiveness depend critically on the plant production schedule (Ku, 1987). The 
production schedule will determine which mobile vessel should visit which station for 
the most efficient operation. Changing the product or production conditions can be 
achieved by changing the station to be visited or by changing instructions 
programmed into each station. The task of cleaning is vital and will be handled at an 
independent cleaning station without disturbing production. Cleaning is necessary 
only for the mobile vessels and the elimination of cleaning the piping required in 
traditional batch plants improves productivity. 
3.3.2 Existing Pipeless Batch Plants 
In June 1991, the first commercial scale pipeless batch plant was completed for Mitsui 
Toatsu Chemicals Inc. at its Chiba works, Japan, The plant produces nearly 100 types 
of industrial adhesives for the construction industry, at an annual rate of 5,000 metric 
tons. Tokyo Engineering Co. (Tokyo) has delivered three plants using AGV 
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technology for transporting vessel. The plants are being used to manufacture paints, 
adhesives and other products (Shimatani and Okuda, 1992). 
ICI plc (Rouen, France) started up a pipeless batch plant in 1995 to mix, blend and fill 
solvent-borne paints. According to the manager, Martin Blythe, the pipeless concept 
is "significantly cheaper" than traditional plants in comparable applications (Kamiya 
and Fouhy, 1997). 
At Herberts GmbH (Wuppertal), A subsidiary of Hoechst AG's Paints and Coatings, a 
15,000 m. t. /yr pipeless plant making automotive coatings has been running since 1995 
(Kamiya and Fouhy, 1997). This is the first application of the concept in an explosive 
atmosphere. The closed mixing vessels used are mounted on hovercraft vehicles to 
move from station to station. 
Asahi Engineering also developed its own pipeless batch plants to produce various 
chemicals. Its president, Itsuho Aishima, said "Comparing with a traditional batch 
plant, a pipeless batch plant produce less waste and is 20% smaller" (Zanetti, 1992). 
3.3.3 The Advantages and Problems of Pipeless Plants 
After the emergence of pipeless batch plants, some workers compared them with 
traditional batch plants and pointed out their potential advantages over traditional 
batch plants and the disadvantages that need to be overcome by new development. 
When a traditional batch plant is expected to produce a wide variety of products by 
re-connecting the various units in a different way each time a new product is required, 
the result is that the reactors are excessively complex in order to deal with the 
different operating conditions, and piping is like a jungle because of all the different 
connections necessary for multipurpose production (Shimatani and Okuda, 1992). In 
addition, time, energy and raw materials would be wasted as reactors and piping are 
repeatedly filled, emptied and cleaned for different batches. These problems can be 
summed up in the phrase "discrete processes in continuous equipment". 
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The above difficult aspects can be solved by pipeless batch plants because of the 
increased flexibility with respect to material transfers and the reduced downtime of 
processing units caused by product changeover. The flexibility and the localized 
cleaning of the vessels at specialized cleaning station are the key advantages. The 
programmable nature of the vessels allows for re-scheduling in response to unplanned 
variations in processing such as equipment failures and the quick implementation of 
new recipes that may be required for trial batches of new products. Furthermore, the 
transferable vessels within a plant can carry different types of materials. This makes 
pipeless plants particularly suitable to this situation where small amounts of many 
kinds of product have to be produced. The advantage is also important to reduce cost 
in inventories (Pantelides et al, 1995). In fact, the existing pipeless batch plants can 
provide great economic benefits. The Mitsui Toatsu Chemicals Inc., a pipeless batch 
plant, used for the manufacture of a large number of adhesives for the construction 
industry had achieved a labour saving of 50% and a 200% increase in productivity 
(Shimatai and Okuda, 1992). 
Niwa (1993) made a comparison between pipeless processes and traditional batch 
processes for producing 200 different types of petrochemicals in order to show the 
merits and shortcomings of pipeless batch plants. The result indicated that the pipeless 
processes not only have higher production efficiency, but also have lower operating 
costs. However, on the other hand, it should be recognized that pipeless plant 
technology is relatively new and it will entail a larger capital investment than a 
traditional batch plant. The cost includes the need for transport systems, station 
platforms and signal-transmission equipment. 
Altogether, the advantages of pipeless batch plants can be described in terms of: 
" Multi-product flexibility without complicated pipe network 
" Ease of cleaning (due to less pipe network) 
" Reduced labour costs 
" Saving on time (such as product changeover) and energy 
" Simplifying just-in-time processing, thereby reducing inventories 
" Reduced product loss 
" Less waste produced 
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" Reduced environmental damage 
" Reduced cost of piping and valves, flowmeters etc. 
" Reduced risk of product contamination 
Although there are many advantages of pipeless plants compared with traditional 
batch plants, there are still some difficult problems that need to be solved: 
" The initial capital investment is larger 
" Pipeless batch plants are not suitable for producing relatively high volume, low 
margin batch products which normally operate in long production campaigns 
" The increased flexibility imposes more challenges on plant management such as 
production scheduling 
" The routes that moveable vessels pass through need to be planned in order to 
avoid vessel collision i. e. route planning of moveable vessels should be 
considered 
" The scheduling and routing problems need to be addressed simultaneously 
" Safety problems need to be considered for example: 
" Washing dirty vessels before they can be used again 
" The wait time of intermediate material in moveable vessels can be limited 
" Rescheduling production processes in case of the failure of a resource 
3.3.4 Scheduling of Pipeless Batch Plants 
Since it is only relatively recent that pipeless batch plants have appeared on the 
process engineering scene, only a few papers on this subject are available. These 
papers are largely related to production scheduling and this also indicates production 
scheduling is very important to the operation of pipeless batch plants. Unlike 
traditional batch plants, movable vessels are used to transfer material among 
processing stations in pipeless batch plants, therefore the route planning for these 
moveable vessels is vital for getting a feasible schedule. In addition, the application of 
moveable vessels also introduces more potential hazards such as the collision between 
different moveable vessels. However, no published paper has considered production 
scheduling together with route planning for pipeless batch plants. 
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Pantelides et al (1995) presented a systematic and rigorous approach to the optimal 
detailed short-term scheduling of pipeless batch plants. In this paper, the scheduling 
problem was formulated as a MILP (Mixed Integer Linear Programming) problem 
and the resulting mathematical formulation allows recipes of arbitrary complexity to 
be accommodated while exploiting the flexibility of the available plant equipment. 
The formulation not only keeps track of processing station utilization, but also the 
precise location of all transferable vessels. However, the authors admitted that routing 
of moveable vessels and safety issues such as collision avoidance were not 
considered. It was assumed that the detail of the routing of transferable vessels did not 
have to be considered. This assumption is seldom valid, especially if such movements 
take place on tracks. In such a situation, each track segment is a limited resource that 
needs to be taken into account. 
Realff et al (1996) argued that the design of pipeless batch plants interacts strongly 
with plant layout as the latter largely influences the transfer of material between 
stations, therefore design and layout must be considered simultaneously. Furthermore, 
detailed consideration of plant scheduling must be taken into account at the design 
stage in order to ensure that any resources incorporated in the design are used as 
efficiently as possible. The proposed formulation in this paper applied the constraints 
governing the design, layout and operation in terms of parameters and variables 
describing the existence, layout and utilization of processing stations, and the number 
and utilization of the transferable vessels. A decomposition procedure for the solution 
of the large mixed integer optimisation problem resulting from the formulation was 
addressed. This paper made some progress based on their previous work (Pantelides 
et al, 1995) as it extended the scheduling problem to connect with the design of 
layout, and tried to solve the combined problem. Rigorous MILP-Based mathematical 
formulations were proposed to represent the problem. But as the complexity of the 
plant increases, the scheduling problem becomes harder to formulate. Furthermore, 
dynamic route planning within scheduling was not considered. 
Liu and McGreavy (1996) proposed a prototype framework for scheduling the 
operation of pipeless batch plants and for evaluating processing strategies. It provides 
insight into understanding complex reconfigurable design and operation issues of 
pipeless batch plants. Their approach combines a scheduling system with a production 
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activity simulation system to demonstrate whether a schedule is achievable or safe. If 
the simulation shows that a schedule results in collision of vessels then the operator 
has to adjust the parking place or the structure of the track to avoid it. Obviously, 
route planning is not considered during scheduling and any conflict found by the 
simulation needs to be solved by changing the input information, e. g. the reconfigured 
plant layout. However, it is not practical to change the structure of a track or the 
configuration of a plant after it has been constructed. 
Gonzalez and Realff (1998a) proposed an overall approach to the problem of design, 
scheduling and operation of pipeless batch plants. Similar to the work of Liu and 
McGreavy (1996), a discrete event simulator (DES) is coupled to the output of a 
MILP scheduler to simulate plant operation. They concluded that the MILP solution 
must over-estimate vessel transfer time to allow for the resolution of vessel travel 
conflicts. The exact degree to which it should be over-estimated is dependent upon the 
expected number of conflicts. In fact, the approach proposed in this paper focused on 
checking whether the generated MILP schedule is feasible. This is a clear indication 
that the scheduler does not take into account the route planning and track allocation. 
In their second paper, Gonzalez and Realff (1998b) proposed local dispatch rules such 
as nearest station (NS) rule and random station (RS) rule, which determine the station 
a moveable vessel should visit. These local dispatch rules are developed using general 
notions of efficient performance of flexible manufacturing systems combined with 
specific observations of the MILP solutions. But, this approach for scheduling is not 
very efficient. The authors admitted that the initial dispatching rules based on limited 
information performed very poorly when tested on two pipeless plant layouts. The 
more sophisticated dispatch rules performed well only after they included information 
from the MILP schedule. 
Lee et al. (2001) proposed a MILP (mixed integer linear programming) model for 
scheduling of pipeless batch plants. They claimed that previous MILP models were 
developed based on uniform time discretization methods that caused a larger number 
of binary variables and much computational effort. In their paper, the proposed MILP 
model is based on continuous time representation and can reduce the size of model. 
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Although the paper considered the assignment of vessels to products, the route 
planning of moveable vessels is not considered. 
After developing the rescheduling approach for traditional batch plants, Ko et al 
(1999) proposed the rescheduling system for the optimal operation of pipeless plants. 
Ko argued that since the pipeless batch plant relied on moveable vessels for the 
transfer of materials from one stage of processing to another, unexpected events such 
as resource breakdown might occur more often than in any other batch processes. 
Their proposed rescheduling system for pipeless batch plants can overcome these 
events by adjusting the starting time of reactions and re-determining the sequence of 
equipment to be processed. This is the only paper on the rescheduling of pipeless 
plants in the literature. However transportation time of moveable vessels was ignored. 
This means the route planning and plant layout were not actually considered and the 
generated schedule would not be feasible in practice. 
3.4 AGV-served Manufacturing Plants 
One of the features of pipeless plants is that moveable vessels (MVs) are used to 
transfer materials between different stations and route planning (routing) needs to be 
considered when scheduling them. There are similarities to manufacturing plants 
where Automated Guided Vehicles (AGVs) are used to delivered loads to different 
machines. This kind of plant is usually called an AGV-served manufacturing plant. 
The scheduling and routing problems of this kind of plant have been investigated for 
decades and many papers have been reported. This section introduces AGV systems 
and describes the scheduling and routing problems in relation to this kind of 
manufacturing plant. Related research is then reviewed. 
3.4.1 Introduction to AGV Systems 
Automated Guided Vehicle (AGV) systems are an important part of many low to 
medium volume manufacturing operations, including flexible manufacturing systems, 
automated materials handling systems, warehousing, and service industries where 
they are used for moving loads as diverse as mail, laundry and hospital meals. In 
manufacturing plants, they are used to move loads such as mechanical parts between 
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workstations on a factory floor. AGVs are battery-powered driverless vehicles, 
centrally computer-controlled and independently addressable. They move either along 
wire guide paths, or by magnetic or optic guidance. The advantages that AGV 
systems can offer include increased flexibility, better space utilization, improved 
factory floor safety, reduction in overall operating cost, and easier interface with other 
automated systems (Ganesharajah et al, 1998; Qiu et al, 2002). 
The first large-scale manufacturing application of an AGV system was in 1974 at a 
Volvo plant in Kalmar, Sweden. Within a little more than a decade later, about 3,300 
plants worldwide employed more than 15,000 AGVs. The largest application in North 
America is at the truck assembly plant of General Motors in Oshawa, Canada, where 
1,012 AGVs transport truck engines, bodies and chassis across the 2.7 million square 
feet shop floor (Ganesharajah et al, 1998). 
The operation of AGV systems must take flowpath configurations (layouts) into 
account since the layout adopted affects the material transfer greatly. The different 
layouts include linear topology, loop topology and complex network topology (such 
as mesh topology). (Qiu et al, 2002; Ganesharajah et al, 1998). Most AGV systems 
employ one of the above layouts in a traditional way, i. e. a fleet of AGVs serves a set 
of stations that are defined by the location of their pick-up and drop-off (P/D) points. 
Any AGV is allowed to serve any P/D point (or machine). This operating strategy 
requires extensive AGV scheduling, routing and control. In order to make routing 
simple and avoid vehicle collision, a loop topology including single-loops and multi- 
loops, which only employs a few vehicles that move in the same direction within the 
loop, is often used. However, the system throughput may not be very high (Qiu et al, 
2002). Another way to avoid vehicle collision is to design special configurations such 
as segmented floor topology (SFT) and tandem configuration. SFT (Sinriech and 
Tanchoco, 1997; Barad and Sinriech, 1998) denotes a layout network comprising one 
or more zones, each of which is separated into non-overlapping segments with each 
segment serviced by a single AGV. Transfer buffers are located at both ends of each 
segment and serve as interface devices between the segments, where a material 
handing device can drop off loads for another segments and pick up loads from other 
segments. Tandem configuration is designed using a similar idea and the only 
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difference is that non-overlapping single-vehicle closed loops, instead of segments, 
are used with buffers between loops for load transfer (Ganesharajah et al, 1998). 
An AGV system is composed of hardware and software. The former consists of the 
physical components such as AGVs, tracks, controllers, sensors and guidance devices, 
etc. The latter embodies approaches for systematically managing the hardware 
resources so that the whole system can work harmoniously with high efficiency. Two 
of the enabling technologies, scheduling and routing (i. e. route planning) of AGVs, 
have attracted considerable attention and much research work has been reported. 
Some important research work is reviewed and presented in the following sections to 
show the progress made and the problems yet to be solved. 
3.4.2 Scheduling and Routing Problems 
In an AGV-served manufacturing plant, the layout needs to be considered when a 
scheduling problem is investigated and the routing of an AGV is therefore important. 
Under this circumstance, scheduling and routing are two related aspects of an 
integrated problem. Qiu et al (2002) described each aspect as follows. 
" Scheduling 
The aim of AGV scheduling in manufacturing plant is to dispatch a set of 
AGVs to achieve the goals for a batch of pickup/drop-off (or P/D for short) 
jobs under certain constraints such as deadlines, priority, etc. The goals are 
normally related to the processing time or utilization of resources. 
In fact, AGV scheduling is only a part of production scheduling problems arising in 
manufacturing plants. Other aspects include the allocation of machines, material, etc. 
Some researchers consider AGV scheduling together with the other aspects, which is 
referred to as joint scheduling by Ganesharajah et al (1998). 
" Routing 
Once the scheduling decision is made, the purpose of routing is to find a 
suitable route for every AGV from its origin to destination based on the 
current traffic situation. The routing decision involves two issues. First, it 
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should detect whether there exists a route that could lead an AGV from its 
origin to its destination. Second, the route selected for the AGV must be 
conflict free. 
3.4.3 Scheduling and Routing of AGV-served Manufacturing Plants 
Many papers have been reported on scheduling and routing of AGV-served 
manufacturing plants. However, due to the complexity of the problem (De Guzman, 
1997), most of the proposed approaches only solve either the scheduling or routing 
problems. Some researchers reported their work to solve partially integrated problems 
such as joint scheduling problems (mainly for combined machine and AGV 
scheduling). But, no published papers had been found to solve the integrated problem 
successfully of joint scheduling together with AGV routing (Qiu et al, 2002). 
Joint Scheduling 
Bilge and Ulusoy (1995) formulated a joint job and AGV scheduling problem as a 
mixed integer programming problem. The problem is decomposed into two sub- 
problems and solved by using an iterative heuristic. The heuristic is based on three 
components: (a) a procedure that generates machine schedules, (b) a procedure that, 
given a machine schedule, finds a solution to the vehicle scheduling problem, and (c) 
an iterative structure that links the two and facilitates the search for a good solution. 
An example using different layouts of four machines highlights a strong relationship 
between the type of layout and the heuristic performance. The drawback of this study 
is that vehicle collision is not considered and only two AGVs are used in the example. 
Akturk and Yilmaz (1996) proposed an algorithm based on mixed-integer 
programming that combines job and vehicle scheduling into a single algorithm, in 
which both the critical jobs and the travel time of unloaded vehicles are considered 
simultaneously. However, their approach is only applicable for AGV systems with a 
small number of jobs and vehicles. The computation time becomes unacceptably large 
when the number of jobs and the number of vehicles increase. Also, some important 
simplifying assumptions are made. For example, AGVs are assumed to move in a 
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unidirectional guided track and the control at the intersection points of the 
unidirectional guided track is assumed to be sufficient to avoid all collisions. 
Jawahar et al. (1998) attempted to link AGV scheduling with production scheduling. 
A heuristic algorithm is proposed to provide the chronological events of the entire 
operation of the system, which is addressed as an integrated schedule (IS), that 
enables the derivation of an AGV schedule (AGVS) integrated with a modified 
production schedule (MPS). The aim of the work is to find an optimal IS that provides 
a feasible MPS and AGVS. The proposed schedule generation heuristic consists of the 
following steps: 
(a) Initialisation of task list queue of AGV; 
(b) Selection of a task for AGV move and assignment; 
(c) Append the data files for IS, MPS and AGVS; 
(d) Update the status of machine, Job and AGV; 
(e) Repeat step (b) to Step (d) until a termination criterion is reached. 
In the paper, there is only one AGV that operates in a single closed loop. This means 
that routing conflicts between different AGVs were not considered. The authors 
admitted that when the traditional AGV guide-path configuration (layout) was 
followed, the number of AGVs could not be limited to one. They claimed that the 
suggested approach is valid provided the manufacturing system adopts a tandem 
configuration with many cells connected by individual and separate AGV loops, but 
their claim was not verified. 
Anwar and Nagi (1998) addressed the problem of integrated AGV system and 
machine (processor) scheduling in the production of complex assembled products. 
The integrated scheduling problem has been formulated as an integrated mathematical 
programming problem, where both capacity and precedence constraints are 
considered. A heuristic was developed for the simultaneous scheduling of machines 
and AGV systems. The proposed heuristic employs a critical-path-based scheduling 
approach and a just-in-time methodology in which operations are scheduled as late as 
possible (i. e. only when they are required) but without violating due dates, in order to 
minimize the production makespan of large and complex assemblies. The 
performance of the proposed heuristic is compared with the traditional sequential 
scheduling approach. The example results show that the schedule obtained by the 
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proposed integrated approach considerably improves the makespan over the 
sequential one. The authors mentioned one possible further research area is to account 
for conflict-free routing of AGV. 
Lee and Chen (2001) developed mathematical models to represent machine 
scheduling problems with explicit transportation considerations. Their models 
consider two transportation situations. The first situation involves transporting an 
unfinished product from one machine to another for further processing and the second 
situation is the delivering of a finished product to the warehouse. Both transportation 
capacity and transportation times are explicitly taken into account. The authors 
demonstrated that both types of problem were computationally complex. In order to 
make it possible to model these complex scheduling problems, only two machines are 
considered in these models and only one vehicle is used in most cases. Since the focus 
of the paper is on scheduling with transportation constraints, other type of constraints 
such as buffer space are ignored. The transportation time between two machines are 
assumed to be independent of jobs and vehicle routing is not considered. The authors 
admitted that problems with buffer space and vehicle routing will have to be 
addressed in the future if more realistic models are to be created. 
Hall et al (2001) considered practical operational issues that arise in AGV-served 
manufacturing systems using a loop configuration. The scheduling objective 
considered is the minimization of the steady state cycle time required to produce a 
minimal job set. Their results include a complexity map of the possible scheduling 
problems for maximizing throughput that are defined by the number of machines and 
the number of AGVs in the system. A genetic algorithm (GA) that estimates the cycle 
time is proposed. The results show that the proposed GA algorithm can generate 
solutions for problems as large as 10 machines and four AGVs. Since all AGVs are 
assumed to move in a unidirectional single loop, the route planning of AGV is very 
trivial. 
AGV Conflict-Free Routing 
When several AGVs travel along different routes in an AGV-served manufacturing 
plant the issue of AGV conflict avoidance must be addressed. As mentioned before 
one way to avoid AGV collisions is to design special layouts such as segmented floor 
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topology (SFT), where only one AGV travels in one segment at any time, or to 
assume that AGVs move in a unidirectional loop where the route planning problem is 
trivial (Barad and Sinriech, 1998; Qiu et al, 2002). The other way to avoid AGV 
collisions in complex network layouts including bi-directional loops is to develop 
AGV conflict-free routing methods (Ganesharajah et al, 1998). Due to the complexity 
of routing and scheduling problem, most of the papers reviewed next only solve the 
routing problem without considering scheduling or just adopting very simple 
scheduling strategies (Qiu et al, 2002). 
Taghaboni and Tanchoco (1995) proposed an incremental route planning algorithm. 
The algorithm selects the next node for a vehicle to visit so as to reach its destination 
based on the status of neighbouring nodes and information about the global network. 
The next node is selected among all adjacent nodes such that it will result in the 
shortest travel time. The next node selection is repeated until the vehicle reaches its 
destination. The algorithm can work in both unidirectional and bi-directional track 
networks. A congestion control policy was also applied to avoid traffic congestion 
and collision. However, the proposed approach cannot achieve high efficiency when 
the number of tasks and vehicles increases. In the paper, the performance of the 
proposed approach was evaluated and compared with the complete route planner 
developed by the authors previously. The results showed that the complete route 
planner is better than the proposed incremental route planner. In addition, the 
proposed algorithm cannot obtain an optimal route and cannot correctly predict the 
traffic delays in some cases. 
Langevin et al. (1996) considered a manufacturing system served by two AGVs, and 
described a dynamic programming approach to find an integrated optimal solution for 
conflict-free routing and AGV scheduling. The proposed algorithm defines a partial 
transportation plan as a route for each vehicle satisfying a subset of the transportation 
tasks. States are defined corresponding to the partial transportation plans. The 
dynamic programming operations work on the states to find the best final state set that 
contains the optimal solutions. However, as stated in the paper, the number of states 
could be astronomical for a large system. To make it usable, a procedure is designed 
to eliminate some of the states. Even so, the computation is still very expensive. 
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Rajotia et al. (1998) addressed the issue of vehicle route planning in an AGV system. 
The main contribution is the development and testing of a proposed semi-dynamic 
time window constrained routing strategy. In this approach, reserved time windows 
are placed on nodes indicating sequential crossing of nodes by the respective vehicles. 
Free time windows represent empty time slots available for vehicles to cross the 
nodes. Similarly, time windows representing the direction of traffic flow are placed on 
the bi-directional arcs. Based on these time windows, a proposed algorithm is applied 
to find the least congested fastest routes for vehicles. A simulation study of a bi- 
directional flow path is reported and the results show that the proposed routing 
strategy helps in reducing vehicle congestion time. However, in this algorithm, it is 
assumed that adequate vehicle buffering space is available in order to avoid head-on 
vehicle conflicts. This assumption is a weakness and needs to be removed when the 
algorithm is improved. 
3.5 Conclusions 
From the scheduling point of view, there are some similarities between AGV-served 
manufacturing plants and pipeless plants. In both types of plants, material is 
transferred by transporters (such as AGV or MV) to different machines and processed 
before the final product is produced. In order to harmonize the various operations to 
increase productivity, the production process needs to be scheduled to utilize the 
resources. The use of transporters creates a difficult challenge for scheduling as the 
transfer time of material between machines in relation to the layout of a plant needs to 
be considered. Route planning of transporters has significant influences on the 
transfer time of material and needs to be taken into account simultaneously. 
Although there are similarities between AGV-served manufacturing plants and 
pipeless plants, there are two main differences between them. In manufacturing 
plants, AGVs are mostly used to deliver loads (e. g. workpiece) to different machines. 
After an AGV is unloaded, and while the workpiece is being worked on by a machine, 
it becomes idle and can be sent to pick up another load. When many machines 
compete for one AGV or one machine needs to select one AGV from many, the 
scheduling of AGVs becomes important (Ganesharajah, 1998). A simple rule that is 
often used is First-Come-First-Serve. In pipeless batch plant, moveable vessels (MVs) 
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are usually used to transfer a batch of material from one station to another and 
processing takes places in these vessels at each station. Once a MV is allocated to a 
batch production process, it must visit a series of types of stations determined by the 
production process until the final product is produced. Therefore, in pipeless plants, 
production scheduling is closely tied in with MV allocation. Whereas, in AGV-served 
manufacturing plants, production scheduling and AGV allocation are often dealt with 
separately. The other major difference is that waiting policy is very important in 
chemical processing plants. Since some intermediate chemicals are unstable, they can 
only be stored for a limited time before being processed by the next activity. 
However, waiting policy has not been explored in research related to AGV-served 
manufacturing plants. 
A number of storage policies are applied in batch processing plants and some of them 
have been investigated in the literature. One of the most important policies is the 
finite wait policy (FW). It limits unstable material waiting in a processing or storage 
unit for a finite time. However, no scheduler for batch manufacturing process has 
been built to handle FW properly due to modelling difficulties. 
In AGV-served manufacturing plants, in order to avoid AGV collision, special layouts 
are often used, such as segmented floor topology, tandem configuration and loop 
topology with unidirectional flow tracks. In pipeless plants, the herringbone layout is 
popular (Gonzalez and Realff, 1998a). Other than the special layouts, proper route 
planning is essential. Tracks, which make up the routes, become resources that need 
to be allocated over time so as to avoid vessel collision. In the literature for AGV- 
served plants and pipeless plants the integration of scheduling and route planning 
have not been considered properly. 
In the approaches discussed in the last chapter, it is known that IPS (integrating 
planning and scheduling) approach is very active now to solve planning and 
scheduling problems, but it has not been applied to batch plants. A new model can be 
developed based on IPS to solve the integrated scheduling and routing problem in 
pipeless batch plants. In the model, routing can be treated as a kind of planning that 
determines a feasible route (plan) to move a transporter (MV) between two stations 
and solve the collision problems. The initial state is the MV at the start station and the 
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final state is the MV at the destination station. Scheduling is the process of 
determining the timing of activities and allocating resource to activities. 
It is also identified that rescheduling is a neglected area in the research of the 
scheduling of AGV-served plants and pipeless plants, where plant layout needs to be 
considered. 
Although a number of scheduling constraints on batch processes are considered in the 
literature, these constraints are not comprehensive and are fragmented. There is no 
comprehensive gathering, analysis and categorisation of these constraints particularly 
for scheduling of pipeless batch plants. The aim of this project is to develop a general- 
purpose scheduling model for batch processing plants including pipeless plants. Three 
main areas will be considered: production scheduling with the consideration of 
storage policies, integrating routing and scheduling, and rescheduling. Since finite 
wait storage policies have not been applied properly in the literature, this project will 
deal with them. In formulating the production schedule in pipeless batch plants, the 
routes that moveable vessels will take need to be planned to avoid collision. Route 
planning must consider the type of layout selected in pipeless batch plants and has to 
be considered together with production scheduling and track allocation. Therefore, 
another novel feature of this research is that the combined scheduling and routing 
problem of pipeless batch plants is taken into account. The constraint model will also 
show how rescheduling can be handled within the same system. 
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CHAPTER 4 INTRODUCTION TO ILOG 
ILOG optimization suite is a commercial support software tool based on CST 
(constraint satisfaction techniques). ILOG provides a general-purpose library of 
classes and functions for scheduling a problem and the techniques of Object-Oriented 
Programming & Constraint Programming are applied. Some ILOG library classes and 
functions are called by the developed scheduling system, BPS (batch processing 
scheduler), to search for feasible and/or optimal solutions that satisfy all imposed 
constraints simultaneously for a given problem. 
ILOG includes Solver and Scheduler, and both are C++ libraries. A typical scheduling 
problem in batch plants involves the determination of a suitable time window for 
production tasks and the allocation of resources such as material and equipment. 
ILOG Solver and Scheduler offer features specially designed to solve this kind of 
scheduling problems. Since ILOG is packaged as C++ libraries, a system developer 
will find it convenient to use exactly what he wants, no more and no less. 
ILOG Scheduler was designed as an extension of Solver to provide special facilities 
for allocating resources to activities in scheduling problems. In particular, ILOG 
Scheduler provides classes derived from Solver classes, which express constraints 
typical in scheduling. At the same time, ILOG Scheduler itself exploits the most 
efficient and high-performance features of Solver as needed (ILOG Solver 4.4- 
Getting Started, 1999). 
This chapter introduces some background knowledge on the techniques of Object- 
Oriented Programming (OOP) & Constraint Programming (CP) that ILOG uses and 
briefly presents the mechanism of ILOG. 
4.1 Object-Oriented Programming & Constraint Programming 
Object-oriented programming (OOP) is a 'way of implementing an application as a 
collection of cooperative objects. Each object represents an instance of a class and 
each class is part of a hierarchy of classes bound together by inheritance. 
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The emphasis in objected-oriented programs is on the objects, rather than on 
procedures, as the basic building blocks. This has important implications for solving 
scheduling problems. First, designing an accurate and extendable object model of a 
problem is the crucial first step to solve it. Second, the variables, constraints, even the 
algorithms can themselves be objects providing usual means of inheritance and 
derivation. 
ILOG's constraint programming (CP) supports an objected-oriented way of 
expressing and solving constraint satisfaction problems (CSP). The effectiveness of 
constraint programming lies in the fact that it disassociates the representation of a 
problem from the algorithms used to solve it. In this sense, constraint programming 
can be described as declarative operations research. This distinction between 
representation and solution is very practical and useful (ILOG Solver 4.4 - User's 
Manual, 1999). 
In constraint programming, a problem is represented in term of its unknowns, i. e. its 
variables, and in terms of the constraints that must be satisfied by the values that these 
variables take on. In other words, the unknowns of a problem are represented as 
constrained variables. Thus, for a given problem, the problem representation consists 
of declaring the variables and posting the constraints on them. Solving such a problem 
therefore consists in finding a value for each variable while simultaneously satisfying 
all the constraints. Whether there is a solution that satisfies all the constraints of the 
problem is normally not known beforehand. 
It is also possible to search for values that optimise a given function, often called the 
objective function for a problem. This is because there may be more than one 
solution, for the problem and there may be certain criteria that make one solution 
more appropriate than the others. This appropriateness is usually measured in terms of 
the objective function. 
Constraint programming thus entails two relatively distinct activities (ILOG Solver 
4.4 - User's Manual, 1999): 
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" Problem Representation. A problem representation consists of the declaration of 
the unknowns and the constraints of the problem. This representation is specific to 
the problem domain under consideration and requires an expressive language to 
describe the problem easily. The object-orientation of C++ makes this activity 
easier: classes of objects are provided for representing unknowns. These objects 
are called constrained variables. With each of these constrained variables, a set of 
possible values exists and is called the domain of the variable. When the domain 
of a variable contains only one value, the variable is bound. 
" Solution Search. Solving the problem consists of selecting a value in the domain 
of each constrained variable, so that all the constraints are satisfied. Moreover, it 
is also possible to search for a solution that optimizes a given criterion. 
For both theoretical and practical reasons, the representation of the problem is 
separated from the search algorithm. The constraints are used automatically during the 
search to reduce the domain of the constrained variables by removing those values 
that are inconsistent with the constraints. Therefore, users do not have to worry about 
the constraints once they have been articulated in the problem representation. They 
will be handled automatically during the solution search (ILOG Solver 4.4 - User's 
Manual, 1999). 
4.2 Mechanism of ILOG 
4.2.1 Why ILOG? 
ILOG can easily handle small or simple problems, but it also addresses the need for 
very large and difficult problems in widely divergent fields such as planning 
activities, allocating personnel, fulfilling orders, providing resources, predicting 
needs, distributing goods, and so forth. 
In the field of operations research, there are already libraries in procedural languages 
that implement conventional solutions to certain well-known problems involving 
constraints. Some of these libraries are satisfactory in terms of performance for the 
problem or kind of problems they were implemented to solve. However, their 
procedural style means that these libraries result in applications that are cumbersome, 
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difficult to maintain, and hard to adapt as the problem evolves. It is not easy to extend 
such problem-specific tools. 
An approach that shortens development time, reduces maintenance effort, and 
heightens adaptability of an application is needed. ILOG meets these goals while 
providing high execution speed performance. It does so by providing a library of 
classes and functions in C++. The library can be easily integrated with existing 
applications. The object-oriented approach also makes the application system easier to 
maintain and modify. 
ILOG lets the users express constraints independently of the search for a solution so 
that the users can easily separate the representation of their problem from their 
strategies for problem solving. A user can test a variety of search strategies without 
disturbing the stated problem constraints. The separation between the problem model 
and solution search even allows further constraints to be added to the problem without 
having to rewrite the search program. (ILOG Solver 4.4 - Getting Started, 1999). 
ILOG enables very high performance applications to be built since it exploits a 
number of tried-and-tested techniques from the fields of artificial intelligence and 
operations research such as non-determinism, backtracking and logical variables. 
These techniques have at least two obvious effects. First, they make ILOG highly 
efficient even on very general types of problems. When the users use it within their 
own applications, the users are getting a highly efficient search engine. Second, the 
way ILOG implements these techniques makes it feasible to incorporate expertise 
directly into the search for a solution. ILOG search algorithms exploit parameters that 
the users define themselves through functions known as criteria. In that way, the users 
can exploit knowledge of their problems that focuses the search (ILOG Solver 4.4 - 
Getting Started, 1999). 
4.2.2 Variables 
The unknowns of a constraint satisfaction problem are represented by constrained 
variables. For example, in a resource-allocation problem, the machine on which to 
perform a particular task might be represented as a constrained variable; or in a 
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scheduling problem the day on which an activity starts might be represented as a 
constrained variable, subject to the limitation described in the problem. 
In ILOG, constrained variables are C++ objects so they belong to classes, and they 
inherit data structures and member functions. ILOG provides classes of variables to 
represent integers, floating-point numbers, Booleans, and sets, among others. The 
ILOG Solver Reference Manual (1999) documents the complete range of those 
classes. 
Variables can be combined with constants and with one another to form expressions. 
Expressions can be organized into sophisticated data structures, such as arrays and 
sequential tables, which can appear in constraints as well. 
The users can also create objects where the data members are constrained variables. In 
other words, a constrained variable can appear as a data member in another object. 
This makes the objects in the model of a problem very expressive and powerful, since 
even their attributes can be constrained and figure in the search for a solution (ILOG 
Solver 4.4 - Getting Started, 1999). 
4.2.3 Constraints 
A solution to a problem must conform to certain rules in real-world problems. These 
rules are expressed in ILOG as constraints on the variables of the problem. A 
constraint is more than a simple test in ILOG because it is exploited in the search. In 
ILOG, constraints are objects created by the user. Constraints can also be combined 
by means of logical operators to create more complicated constraints. 
ILOG also supports metaconstraints, that is, constraint on constraints. The users can 
use predefined constraints as they would any other objects in their C++ applications. 
The users can also define new constraints, if need be, simply by extending the 
appropriate ILOG classes in the usual way. 
ILOG does not oblige the users to work out in detail the procedure or process for 
imposing a constraint on a variable. In other words, the users do not have to 
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implement the constraints procedurally. Rather, the users declare constraints on 
variables by creating objects, and add the constraints to the model of the problem. 
Various member functions are called to post the constraints. Once the constraints have 
been posted, ILOG will respect them as it searches for a solution. This declarative 
quality in ILOG means that the users can move directly from designing the model for 
the problem to declaring and posting constraints in the implementation. (ILOG Solver 
4.4 - Getting Started, 1999). 
4.2.4 Domain 
As long as the value of a variable is unknown, that variable will be associated with a 
domain i. e. the set of possible values that the variable might assume. For example, in 
a resource allocation problem, the domain of a constrained variable might be 
machines on which a particular task could be performed; or, in a scheduling problem, 
the domain of a constrained variable might be the days of the week when an activity 
might start. 
ILOG works on the domain of a variable by systematically removing the values that 
do not satisfy the constraints imposed on that variable by using constraint 
propagation. This removal of unsatisfactory values is known as domain reduction, and 
since it is a monotonic activity, (that is, domains are always shrinking) it ensures 
termination by either producing a solution or indicating a contradiction among the 
constraints that prevents a satisfactory solution (ILOG Solver 4.4 - Getting Started, 
1999). 
4.2.5 Propagation 
ILOG does not ramble blindly through the entire search space looking for a solution. 
Rather, it searches methodically by considering the constraints of a problem and their 
impact on the pertinent constrained variables. From the domain of each constrained 
variable, ILOG systematically removes the values that do not conform to the 
constraints imposed on that variable and then it considers the repercussions of that 
change on the domains of other related constrained variables. If appropriate, it 
removes values from their domains accordingly. 
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This activity of considering the repercussions of a change on the other domain is one 
of the constructive ways that ILOG exploits the constraints of a problem. This activity 
is known as propagation of the constraints of the problem. 
An example is used to illustrate how constraint propagation works, assuming there are 
three variables, x, y and z, with integer values in the closed interval [L. 10] with the 
constraint y<z. Since y can only take a value among those in the closed interval 
[1.. 10], the value of y is at least 1. Since the constraint states that z must be greater 
than y, z=1 is no longer a possibility and must be removed from the domain of z. 
The domain of z is modified in that way by ILOG so that the domain for z becomes 
[2.. 10]. Similarly, the domain of y becomes [1.. 9]. The domain of x remains 
unchanged at this point since no constraint involves x. 
Let's assume that another constraint, x=y+z, is added to the system. Because the 
minimal possible values for y and z are 1 and 2 respectively, x has to be at least 3. 
The domain of x is reduced to [3... 10]. Furthermore, since the maximal possible value 
for x is 10, the minimal value of y is 1, and z=x-y, the value of z must be at most 9. 
Likewise, y, which is equal to x-z, must be less than or equal to 8. This entire 
process, carried out automatically by ILOG, leads finally to the following domains for 
the variables: x in [3.. 10]; y in [1.. 8]; z in [2.. 9]. Non-linear constraint can also be 
applied. Let's assume that another constraint, y2 # 9, is added to the system. The 
number of 3 is removed from the domain of y and the domain is reduced to 
[1,2,4,5,6,7,8]. 
ILOG carries out constraint propagation thoroughly and efficiently. It offers users a 
uniform interface for declaring and posting constraints, and then it handles all the 
details necessary for efficient and robust constraint propagation. 
The algorithm that ILOG uses for constraint propagation has several highly desirable 
properties: 
" The algorithm always halts. 
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"A constraint, such as an arithmetic constraint, can have more than two variables at 
a time. 
" New constraints can be added dynamically as needed during a search. 
" Regardless of the order in which constraints are considered, the domains of the 
constrained variables will be reduced in the same way. 
(ILOG Solver 4.4 - Getting Started, 1999). 
4.2.6 Tree traversal 
The basic algorithms implemented in ILOG rely on two simple ideas. The first is to 
explicitly represent the set of values that a decision variable can take as illustrated in 
the previous sections. The second is to represent the search for a solution as a tree 
traversal. To get a better idea of how ILOG exploits tree traversal, let's continue with 
that example. 
Constraint propagation alone does not solve a problem completely, since several 
values are still possible for each decision variable. In such a case the second idea of 
tree traversal is applied to get a solution. During the process, constraint propagation is 
still used. 
3 
solution y 
X 
7. 
4 
2 
solution failure 
Fig. 4-1: How ILOG traverses a tree 
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ILOG constructs a tree, as in Fig. 4-1, where each node represents a decision variable, 
and each branch represents a possible value for that variable. Returning to the 
example used in the section of propagation, let's suppose that the search begins with 
the variable x and the root of the tree is labelled x. From the root node, eight branches 
can be created, each one of them labelled by one of the values in the domain of x 
([3.. 10]). Supposing ILOG follows the first branch, and the value 3 is assigned to x 
with the domain of x reduced to [3]. At this point, constraints are automatically used 
by ILOG to reduce the domains of other variables further. Since the domain of x has 
changed, the constraint x=y+z will be propagated. Propagation of this constraint 
reduces the domain of y to [1] and the domain of z to [2]. Since all the decision 
variables have been assigned a value and the problem has a solution, the search stops. 
If another solution is required, ILOG backtracks by undoing the last decision and 
exploring another branch of the tree. When ILOG backtracks, the domains of all the 
variables are restored to the state they were before the decision x=3 was made. The 
domains of the variables are now back to x in [3.. 10], y in [1,2,4,5,6,7,8], and z in 
[2.. 9]. A new branch corresponding to the decision x=4 will be followed. The 
constraints will be propagated again, leading to the domain y in [1.. 2] and z in [2.. 3]. 
A new node will be created, corresponding to y. From this node, two branches, y=1 
and y=2 can be constructed. ILOG follows the first one, leading to the solution x=4, 
y= 1 andz=3. 
The exploration of a branch may lead to an inconsistent state where a decision 
variable has an empty domain. In such a case, where no solution is possible, ILOG 
backtracks to follow another branch. In the example, if y is assigned the value 2, the 
domain of z will become empty. In general, which branch of the tree will be picked 
cannot be determined in advance, so this style of programming is called non- 
deterministic. 
In short, at each new node of the search tree, the constraints are used to reduce 
domains. This domain reduction has two important consequences: 
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" Inconsistencies can be discovered as soon as the domain of a variable becomes 
empty. 
" The search space is reduced because only the values that are still in the domain of 
the variables have to be considered. 
These two consequences are powerful enough to prune very large parts of the search 
tree (ILOG Solver 4.4 - Getting Started, 1999). 
4.2.7 Non-Determinism and Goals 
As discussed earlier, the ILOG constraint propagation algorithm has several desirable 
properties. However, constraint propagation alone is not sufficient to detect all the 
inconsistencies in a problem even though it can greatly reduce the search space. In 
formal terms, constraint propagation alone is incomplete for most problems. 
Incompleteness is the trade off for ILOG's polynomial runtime efficiency. ILOG 
relies on the non-deterministic tree traversal just described to explore the search 
space. 
In ILOG, non-deterministic algorithms are implemented using objects known as 
goals. A goal in ILOG is an object with a particular method that defines how to 
execute it. A goal fails in its execution if an inconsistency is detected among 
constraints. Like other ILOG objects, goals can be defined and extended by users, and 
can also be combined logically to form other, more complex goals (ILOG Solver 4.4 - 
Getting Started, 1999). 
4.2.8 Choice Points and Backtracking 
How does ILOG implement the non-deterministic search mentioned earlier? 
Basically, ILOG sets a choice point, chooses an alternative, and applies the constraint 
propagation. If that propagation leads to a contradiction, ILOG backtracks to the 
choice point and tries another alternative. In more detailed terms, when ILOG sets a 
choice point, it saves the current state, including 
" The current value of each constrained variable that has a value; 
" The current domain of each constrained variable that does not yet have a value; 
" All constraints posted on the variables; 
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" The goals that have been set to guide the search. 
Once a choice point is set, ILOG adds a constraint, which specifies that the chosen 
constrained variable must be equal to the chosen value, and the constraint is 
propagated. If that trial value does not lead to a solution, ILOG restores the state 
saved at the choice point, removes that trial value from the domain of the constrained 
variable, and propagates those effects. This "undoing" is called backtracking. (ILOG 
Solver 4.4 - Getting Started, 1999). 
4.2.9 Exploiting Knowledge about the Problem 
ILOG relies on a general search algorithm that handles a wide variety of problems. In 
principle, it would be possible to build a "black box" problem solver using the same 
general algorithm. Such a problem solver would take a description of the problem as 
input and would produce a solution. It would be a "black box" in the sense that access 
to the internal processes of the problem solver would not be possible. The black box 
approach is not useful in practice, however, because combinatorial problems in the 
worst case require execution time that grows exponentially, based on the initial size of 
the problem. 
Fortunately, ILOG solver is not just a "black box". For a given problem, it is always 
possible to adapt the algorithm in order to achieve better execution time. A user is 
able to improve the algorithm by incorporating knowledge about the problem to be 
solved. The knowledge can be incorporated into ILOG in different ways. 
First, there are some problems for which it is fairly easy to find a solution, but to find 
the optimal solution requires exponential execution time in the worst case. For this 
type of problem, it is easy to implement a search to generate a preliminary solution 
very quickly and then gradually improve that result through further searches. Such a 
search algorithm can be stopped at any time, and the best result so far can be returned. 
Second, the search can be made more efficient by exploiting knowledge about the 
problem. The order in which the choice of variables and values are explored will not 
affect the validity of an answer, but the order may greatly affect the execution time of 
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the search. For example, in scheduling the work of many people over a year, it is 
typical that some parts of the year, such as the traditional periods of holidays and 
vacation, are more difficult to schedule than the other parts. It is reasonable to 
schedule the difficult periods first. This kind of information is also known as strategic 
knowledge since it deals with how the problem should be solved. 
Strategic knowledge is easy to use in ILOG as it amounts to controlling the order in 
which variables are selected in the basic search algorithm. The ability to specify the 
order in which variables should be tried is important; indeed, it is often the key to a 
successful constraint programming application. ILOG provides useful classes and 
functions for this kind of control (ILOG Solver 4.4 - Getting Started, 1999). 
4.3 Conclusions 
The techniques of Object-Oriented Programming & Constraint Programming and the 
mechanism of ILOG are introduced in this chapter. ILOG has the following main 
features (ILOG Solver 4.4-Getting Started, 1999): 
9 It is a C++ library. This means that the user can integrate it with existing 
applications and with other libraries. 
" The library is organized logically so that the user can use as much or as little of it 
as appropriate for a given application. 
9 It is portable across many platforms. 
" It is an open library with provisions for extensions. 
" It provides a user-friendly syntax in a single-language development environment 
(C++) with an object-oriented programming style. 
9 It provides a powerful set of constraints, which are handled as objects. 
" Its memory need is relatively low, and automatic dynamic allocation makes it easy 
to use. 
ILOG provides the building blocks for solving general purpose scheduling problems. 
This research is to produce a general constraint model to represent a common class of 
scheduling problems for batch processing plants and develop a computer scheduling 
system on top of ILOG to implement the developed model. 
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CHAPTER 5 CONSTRAINT MODEL DEVELOPMENT 
This chapter presents the creation of a constraint model that can represent a common 
class of scheduling problems for batch processing plants, including pipeless plants. 
Section 5.1 describes the model for the production scheduling of batch processing 
plants. Section 5.2 extends the model to include constraints on storage and finite wait 
policies. In Section 5.3, the integration of routing and scheduling in pipeless batch 
plants is considered. Constraints on rescheduling are added to the model in Section 
5.4. Constraints proposed in the above sections are categorized according to their 
functions and Section 5.5 illustrates constraint categorizations according to another 
two aspects: plant types and activity groups. Section 5.6 concludes the chapter. 
Before the constraint model is presented, some concepts, which will be used later, are 
explained here first. 
" Cycle 
A production cycle refers to a series of related tasks that produce a batch of final 
product. One or more cycles may be required to produce the required quantities 
for a single product. 
" Production Activity 
A cycle may consist of one or more production activities. A production activity 
is also called a task. Each production activity transforms materials from their 
input states into their output states. 
" Run 
A production activity within a cycle may run once or more times dependent on 
the availability of feed materials from previous tasks of the cycle and the 
capacity of the processing unit used for the particular task under consideration. 
" Job 
Each run of a production activity in a cycle is called a job. The total number of 
jobs is the total number of runs for all production activities in all cycles. 
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5.1 Production Scheduling of Batch Processing Plants 
5.1.1 Operation Description 
The constraint model involves many aspects of production processes for both 
traditional and pipeless batch plants. However, since the pipeless plant technology is 
new and scheduling of pipeless plants is more complicated, the proposed model is 
described with the help of a pipeless batch plant scheduling example. In the example, 
the objective of the process is to blend two materials A and B to produce P. This is 
achieved using five processing stations, one is dedicated to charge A, another to 
charge B, a station for blending A and B, a station for discharging the blended product 
P, and a station to wash the contaminated vessel. The cleaning must be performed 
before a new batch of material can be manufactured using a previously contaminated 
vessel. The process is illustrated in Fig. 5-1. The processing activities are represented 
as rectangles and the states as circles. A batch operation may be divided into various 
stages, such as charging, blending, discharging and cleaning. Stages may be added or 
omitted, depending on a particular production process. Material held in a vessel is 
moved from one processing station to another by the transport system according to a 
predetermined production sequence as specified in a schedule. For the purpose of this 
thesis, it is assumed that: 
" Moveable vessels are equipped with their own locomotion mechanism (built-in 
carts). The batch size for each type of moveable vessel is fixed and known. 
9 The proportions of the different materials fed into or produced by an activity are 
known, and so are the corresponding processing times. 
A (1B 
Product 
A in vessel Imo i A, B in vessel r-- I 
in vessel 
Charge A1 -10 Charge B1 -ºLJ--º31end A+B 
Discharge 
Cleaning Product 
Empty clean Empty dirty 
vessel vessel 
UP 
Fig. 5-1: A simple scheduling example for a pipeless batch plant 
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5.1.2 Variable Declaration 
Producing a batch of products involves a series of related activities. The relations 
among different activities and their required resources impose many constraints on the 
production process. The proposed constraint model is defined to represent these 
relations. Variables representing a job, batch activity, processing station, moveable 
vessel and material are defined as follows: 
" Job (J; ) 
Its meaning has already been defined at the beginning of this chapter. However, it 
should be noted that in pipeless batch plants a production activity within a batch 
of production only runs once. The reason is that, unlike traditional batch plants, a 
batch of materials in a pipeless batch plant is transferred by a moveable vessel and 
processed in the moveable vessel at a number of appropriate stations. At a station, 
all materials in the vessel are transformed from their input states into output states 
for one go, and then these output materials held in the vessel are transferred to the 
next station. The capacity of the vessel is large enough to hold these materials no 
matter which station it is, so a production activity at a station only runs once. J; 
refers to a job. 
" Batch Activity (Br) 
In pipeless batch plants, a production cycle produces a batch of products and may 
consist of a series of related jobs, through which raw materials are converted into 
final products. A batch activity is defined to represent the series of related jobs. A 
moveable vessel is selected by a batch activity to go through a series of processing 
stations to produce the product. The duration of a batch activity covers the 
processing time of all the related jobs and the time a vessel needs to move from 
one station to another. For example, a batch activity for the process shown in 
Fig. 5-1 represents the jobs of Charge A, Charge B, Blend AB, Discharge P and 
Clean the soiled vessel. If several production cycles are required to meet the 
demand for a specific product, several batch activities are needed to represent 
them. The concept of a batch activity is necessary to prevent a vessel from being 
used by more than one batch simultaneously, i. e. once a vessel is selected to 
produce a batch of product then it cannot be used by another batch activity until the 
previous one finishes. Batch activity is only used for scheduling of pipeless batch 
plants. B, refers to a batch activity. 
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" Moveable Vessel (V,, ) 
V. refers to a moveable vessel. A vessel is selected by a batch activity to go 
through a series of processing stations to produce a batch of product. Moveable 
vessels are used in pipeless batch plants only. 
" Processing Station (Sp) 
A processing station is a unit where the material in a vessel is converted from one 
state into another state. Stations are used in pipeless batch plants and the 
corresponding equipment in traditional batch plants is called a machine. Sp refers 
to a processing station or a machine. 
" Material (M) 
M refers to discrete materials in both traditional and pipeless batch plants. 
5.1.3 Constraints 
The constraint model involves many constraints. These constraints are categorized 
under different headings according to their functions. Constraints on Moveable Vessel 
Allocation, Processing Station (Machine) Allocation, Material Allocation, Precedence 
Constraints, Time-Bound Constraints, and Optimal Criterion are introduced in this 
section. Constraints on Storage and Finite Wait, Integrating Routing and Scheduling 
in Pipeless Plants, and Rescheduling are added in the following sections. A 
numbering system is introduced to label these constraints. A summary of the model is 
presented in Appendix 1. 
Let a schedule have n jobs, J1 to J. J; represents a job and J represents another job, 
where iE [1, n] and jE [1, n]. 
Constraints on Moveable Vessel Allocation 
To produce a batch of product, a batch activity requires a suitable vessel. 
Br +- VX (s-1) 
"E--" means "requires". This formula indicates a vessel is required by a batch activity 
to produce a batch of product. 
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After a vessel is allocated to a batch activity, the vessel will be kept for that batch 
from the start time of the first job to the end time of the last job plus the time for the 
vessel to move from the last station (e. g. cleaning station) to the start point of another 
batch production (e. g. charging A station). The period is the duration of a batch 
activity. 
ET(Br) - ST(Br) = ET(Jr) - ST(Jrl) + Tr (5-2) 
JJ and Jrl represent the last job and the first job of a batch respectively. ET and ST 
represent the end time and the start time of a job respectively. Tr represents the 
moving time that a vessel needs from the last station to the start point of another batch 
production. 
Because a moveable vessel is a unary resource, any two batch activities requiring the 
same moveable vessel cannot overlap, i. e. the end time of a batch activity must 
precede the start time of another: 
If V,, (Br) = V,, (BS) then ET(Br) 5 ST(BS) or ET(BS) <_ ST(Br) (5-3) 
Where B. represents another batch activity different from Br. 
Constraints on Processing Station (Machine) Allocation 
There are different types of processing stations (machines) available and different 
types of stations are suitable for different jobs. Sometimes, two or more similar 
stations are provided and can be used to do the same or similar jobs. The intention is 
to speed up the production processes. In short, a suitable station will be required by a 
job. 
J; F-- Sp (5-4) 
Because a processing station (machine) is a unary resource, any two jobs requiring the 
same processing station cannot overlap, i. e. the end time of a job must precede the 
start time of the other: 
If Sp(ii) = Sp(J) then ET(J; ) S ST(J) or ET(J) <_ ST(J; ) (5-5) 
Where J represents a job different from J. 
Under some requirements such as maintenance, a station is not available within a time 
window from Tx to Ty. If the station is required by a job, the job must end before TX, or 
it must start after Ty: 
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If J1 +- Sp and Tx < Ty 
Then ET(J; ) <_ Tx or ST(J; ) z Ty (5-6) 
TX and Ty are the boundaries of the time window during which the station is 
unavailable. 
Constraints on Material Allocation 
Besides the processing stations, a job also requires material and converts it from one 
state to another state. The type and amounts of material required by a job depend on 
the specific production demand. 
J; E-- M (5-7) 
Materials are discrete resources with certain quantity. If the available quantity is 
limited, two and more jobs requiring the same materials at time point T may overlap 
in time as long as their total requirement for the materials does not exceed the limited 
quantity: 
If Q(J, ) <_ Q(M) then ST(J, ) <_ T. <_ ET(Ji) (5-8) 
Where Q(J; ) represents the quantity of material required by the ith job at time point T,, 
and Q(Ji) represents the total required quantity of material at time point T. Q(M) 
represents the total available quantity of this material at time point T. 
Precedence Constraints 
Sometimes; under certain requirements, a job needs to precede another job, then 
ET(J) <_ ST(J) 
Ji is the job that must precede the job J. 
(5-9) 
More than one batch may be needed to meet the required amount of a product. Since 
those jobs comprising each batch production for the specific product are exactly the 
same, a precedence constraint is set to let a job in a batch production start after the 
start of the corresponding job in the previous batch production. 
ST(JBr) S ST(Jar+1) (s-io) 
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JBr is a job in a batch production and JBr+I is the corresponding job in the next batch 
production. This constraint does not affect solutions, but narrows the search space by 
reducing the needless possibilities (choice points) for a solution. 
The start time of a batch activity must be equal to the start time of the first job within 
the batch production. 
ST(Br) = ST(Jrl) 
Time-Bound Constraints 
(5-11) 
There are several general time-bound constraints in the model. The start time of the 
first job of the whole process is the time origin and the end time of any job cannot 
exceed the time horizon: 
ST(Ji) = TO and ET(J; ) S TH (5-12) 
Where TO and TH are the time origin and time horizon of the schedule respectively. 
Time horizon is a constant determined by the user, which represents the upper time 
bound for a schedule. 
Sometimes, a product may be required to be delivered before a time point Td. Any job, 
which is represented by Jd, within a cycle that produces the product is constrained to 
end before Td in order to meet this requirement. 
ET(Jd) <_ Td 
Optimal Criterion 
(5-13) 
The optimal criterion is set to minimize Makespan, which represents the elapse time 
between the beginning of the first job and the end of the last job of the whole 
production process. 
ET(J; ) <_ A (5-14) 
ET(B, ) <_ Ms (5-15) 
Min(MS) (5-16) 
Where J; and Br represent any job and batch activity respectively. Min represents 
"Minimize" and M. represents makespan. 
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5.2 Storage and Finite Wait (FVI9 
A realistic scheduling problem involves the allocation of time and resources such as 
materials, machines and intermediate storage. Intermediate storage can be used to 
reduce idle time by freeing machines to process other batches and thus increase the 
equipment utilization and the productivity of a plant. The constraint model described 
above needs to be extended to consider intermediate storage. 
Various forms of storage are used in batch plants and their absence/presence 
significantly affects the scheduling. As mentioned before, the rules governing the 
transfer of batches between processing stages can be classified into several storage 
policies: 
" Unlimited (infinite number) intermediate storage (UIS) 
" Finite (specified number) intermediate storage (FIS) 
" Unlimited wait (UW) 
" Finite wait (FW) 
" No intermediate storage (NIS) 
" Zero wait or no wait (ZW) 
This section investigates the more realistic problem of scheduling of multiproduct 
batch plants with limited capacities of shared storage operating under a MIS policy. 
Finite wait policies are also considered, which is one of the novel contributions of the 
constraint model. J$ represents a storing job that requires the shared storage to hold 
the intermediate material. There are two assumptions on the storage model: 
"A storage unit is used by a single production schedule at a time and cannot be 
used by multiple production'schedules simultaneously. 
"A storage unit can only be used to hold one kind of intermediate material in a 
schedule 
Intermediate storage may be assigned to a storing job if there is still enough space to 
hold required amount of intermediate material at time point TT: 
If C-S >_ S(J, ) then ST(JS) <- TC <_ ET(JS) (5-17) 
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Where C is the capacity of the storage. ZS represents the total space that is already 
occupied at time point TT and S(JJ) is the space required by the current storing job. ST 
and ET are the start time and end time of the current storing job respectively. 
The duration of the job requiring intermediate storage to hold the intermediate 
material may be limited i. e. the wait time of the intermediate materials in the storage 
may be finite due to some safety reasons e. g. the material is corrosive and can damage 
the storage if staying too long, or the material is unstable and needs to be processed 
by the next job within a finite time etc. The following constraint is created for the 
purpose: 
ET(J$) - ST(J$) 5 Tf (5-18) 
Tf is the finite wait time period that can be decided by the user. If the intermediate 
material does not have special requirement and can stay in the storage as long as 
possible until the downstream machine is available, the user can set Tf equal to the 
time horizon of the schedule. The constraint can be called the first finite wait policy. 
Intermediate materials may also stay in the processing machine temporarily for some 
reasons, e. g no storage is available or storage capacity is insufficient to hold the 
material at the moment. However, the wait time in the machine may be fipite. A 
constraint is produced for this purpose: 
(ý, 
ET(J; ) <_ ST(J; +t) < ET(J; ) + Tf (5-19) 
The constraint means that the current job produces the intermediate material, and 
before the material is taken by the next job to process, it can wait for a finite time in 
the machine temporarily. The next job can start after the end of the current job but 
must start within a finite time of the end of the current job. If the constraint is applied 
to pipeless plant, it means that the intermediate material can only stay in the moveable 
vessel for a finite time between two consecutive production activities. The constraint 
can be called the second finite wait policy. 
Sometimes it may be necessary for the user to set a constraint to ensure that a job 
must end (i. e. complete) within a finite time of the end of, its previous job. For 
example, this is needed if a cleaning job is required to complete within a finite time of 
the previous activity (e. g. mixing) and the end time of cleaning is much more 
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important than the start time of cleaning. The following constraint is created for the 
purpose: 
ET(J; ) 5 ST(J; +t) S ET(J; +i) 5 ET(J; ) + Tf (5-20) 
The constraint can be called the third finite wait policy. 
5.3 Integrating Routing and Scheduling in Pipeless Plants 
The proposed model can handle production scheduling for batch processing plants 
including pipeless plants, however the model does not take the layout of a pipeless 
plant into account. Moveable vessels are used to transfer materials between 
processing stations and plant layout affects the transfer time significantly. Since a 
plant layout may 'be complex, route planning is required to find routes for the 
moveable vessels between any two stations. The feasibility of the routes needs to be 
checked by the scheduling processes. It is important to analyse the routes that 
moveable vessels will take in order to avoid vessel collision. One of the novel aspects 
of this work is to consider integration of routing and scheduling so as to determine the 
allocation of tracks and the transfer time of materials between different processing 
stations. 
5.3.1 Plant Layout 
The common types of layout for pipeless batch plants are "herringbone", "circular" 
and "linear", which are illustrated in Fig. 5-2 and 5-3. The detailed geometry of the 
plant layout is determined by the shape of the available space and/or other 
considerations that are outside the scope of scheduling (Realff et al, 1996). For the 
purpose of scheduling, the plant layout must be known in advance. A layout can be 
represented by a set of connected nodes, which are labelled A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J 
K, L, M, N, 0 and P in the above two figures. The nodes within the rectangles 
represent the places where processing stations can locate. All nodes are connected by 
tracks. For example, the herringbone layout in Fig 5.2 has a total of 11 tracks, which 
are labelled Ho, H1, H2, Vo, V1, V2, V3, V4, V5, V6, and V7. Besides the nodes 
representing the station locations, the other nodes represent the track connection 
points where buffer space for waiting can be located. Splitting the tracks in this 
manner allows the studying of detailed movements of vessels. Travelling vessels are 
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assumed to move at a constant speed on all tracks and the length of track is 
represented in terms of the moving time that a vessel needs to pass through the track. 
The total number of nodes and station locations that a layout can have are not limited 
in the proposed model. 
Station Station Station Station 
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Fig. 5-2: Herringbone layout of pipeless batch plants 
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Fig. 5-3: Other layout examples of pipeless plants 
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(a) Circular layout 
5.3.2 Route Planning 
A route is defined as a path through which a vessel moves from a station location to 
another, and a route may include one or more tracks. The length of each track is 
assumed to be known and can be input by the user. The length of a route can be 
calculated based on the length of the tracks along that route. A route is feasible only 
if it can be scheduled for a vessel to move between the two locations without causing 
any conflicts with the movement of other vessels. 
A route planner is created within the developed scheduling system, BPS (batch 
processing scheduler), to find possible routes for a moveable vessel to transfer 
between two stations. The route planner is developed based on a connectivity table 
approach that can be applied to any plant layout represented by connected nodes. As 
examples, the connectivity tables for the herringbone and circular layouts shown in 
Fig. 5-2 and 5-3 are illustrated in Tables 5-1 and 5-2 respectively. 
Table 5-1: Connectivity table for a herringbone layout with 12 nodes 
Node A B C D E F G H I J K L 
A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
B 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
D 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
E 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0* 
F 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
G 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
I 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
J 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 
K 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 
L 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 
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Table 5-2 - Connectivity table for a circular layout with 16 nodes 
Node A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P 
A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
B 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
D 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
E 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
F 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
G 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
I 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
J 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
K 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 
L 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 
M 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 
N 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 
P 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
In a connectivity table, if two nodes are connected to each other i. e. there is a track 
between them, the connectivity datum is one, otherwise it is zero. Given a layout 
represented by connected nodes and every station locating on a node, the possible 
routes between two stations can be found in terms of the nodes according to the 
connectivity table, provided a node is used only once in a route. The tracks in the 
route can be determined based on the nodes that make up the route. For example, in 
Fig. 5-2, the route from A to F includes the nodes in the order of A, I, J, K and F. 
Therefore, the corresponding tracks are in the order of Vo, Ho, H1 and V5. The 
difference between a herringbone layout and a circular layout is that there is only one 
possible route between any two locations in a herringbone layout but there is more 
than one possible route in a circular layout. 
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The route planner can find all possible routes between any two locations based on the 
connectivity table by using the depth-first traversing method, which is a well- 
developed technique. Since this research focus on how the route planning is integrated 
within the scheduling instead of focusing on the planning itself, the technique is not 
described here and it can be referred to the book by Drozdek and Simon (1995). 
The route planner generates possible routes within the scheduling process and the 
feasibility of the routes is checked by the scheduling process to avoid vessel collision. 
In the scheduling process, once the suitable stations are selected for two consecutive 
jobs, the route planner is called to search for a possible route for a vessel to transfer 
materials between the two stations. Instead of searching for all possible routes 
between two station locations at once, which may consume a large amount of time for 
a complex layout, the route planner generates one route at a time and save the related 
data so that they can be used to search for another route if required. The generated 
route is then checked by the constraints in the scheduling process, which will be 
described in the following sub-sections. If conflicts take place, BPS backtracks to 
trigger the route planner again to search for another route. The procedure repeatedly 
interleaves the scheduling process with the planning process until a feasible route is 
found that leads to a final solution, or no feasible route is found and BPS backtracks 
to select different stations. 
5.3.3 Transfer Time Constraint 
Once a possible route is found by the route planner, scheduling constraints are 
imposed on the route. These constraint instances are generated dynamically during 
run time (search process) and added to the system. One of them is the transfer time 
constraint that determines the temporal relationship between the two consecutive jobs 
by taking into account the generated route based on the two locations of the two 
stations selected by the two jobs. 
Assuming the two consecutive jobs are J; and J; +t respectively. The temporal 
constraint between them, taking the generated route into account, can be obtained by 
the following steps. A suitable station is selected for each job, say, J; E-- Sp and 
Ji+i'c Sq (see formula 5-4), and then the locations that the two stations occupy, e. g. 
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Location a and Location b, are detected. The transfer time of a moveable vessel 
through the route between a and b, i. e. Rab, can be calculated by adding the length of 
all tracks in the route. Considering there are buffers at the track connection points 
where moveable vessels can stay temporarily, the temporal constraint can be 
described by the formula: 
ET(J; ) + Rab <_ ST(J; +i) 
5.3.4 Track Allocation 
(s-21) 
A moveable vessel will go through a route from the upstream station to the 
downstream station. Usually more than one vessel is in operation in a pipeless batch 
plants and different moveable vessels may have different routes. It is possible that 
more than one moveable vessel will require the same track at the same time and they 
move in different directions. It order to ensure that a route is free of conflict, 
constraints are necessary to avoid having more than one vessel going through a track 
simultaneously. An idea to achieve the goal is to treat a track as a unary resource and 
allocate it to a vessel over time. 
A new type of activity called moving activity is proposed. Since a track is a unary 
resource, after it is allocated to a moving activity i. e. used by a vessel, this track 
cannot be used by another moveable vessel during the same period. A route normally 
includes more than one track, therefore more than one moving activity is needed to 
require these tracks one by one. Some new constraints are added to the constraint 
model: 
MA, -Tb TbEK (5-22) 
MAa and Tb represent a moving activity and a track respectively. The above formula 
means that when a moving activity is created it requires a track in a route. K 
represents a domain that includes all the tracks in the route. "TbEK" means Tb is a 
track in the route. 
ET(J; ) S ST(MA1) (5-23) 
ET(MAa) 5 ST(MAa+t) a=1.2... k-1 (5-24) 
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After a job J; finishes at a station, the moveable vessel will move to the downstream 
station. Moving activities are created to require the tracks comprising of the route that 
the vessel will take to the next station. MA1 represents the first created moving activity 
requiring the first track in the route and MAk represents the last one. A moving 
activity except the first one was constrained to start after the end time of its previous 
one. The total number of tracks in the route is k. 
If J; is not the last job of a batch, a constraint is set as 
If J; im then ET(MAk) S ST(J; +1) (5-25) 
If J; is the last job of a batch, a constraint is set as 
If J; = im then ET(MAk) = ET(Br) (5-26) 
The above formulae mean that if the upstream job is not the last job in a batch, the 
downstream job J; +1, which takes place on the downstream station, will start after the 
end of the last moving activity in the route. If J; is the last job of a batch, the 
moveable vessel needs to move back to its start point, so the end time of the last 
moving activity of the route must be equal to the end time of the current batch 
activity. 
5.3.5 Buffer Allocation 
Usually buffers, such as Bi, B2, B3, and B4 in Fig. 5-2, are set at the track connection 
points. Since tracks are treated as unary resources allocated over time, it is possible 
that a moveable vessel may be required to stay in a buffer space temporarily when the 
track it is going to pass is occupied by another vessel. Theoretically, one or more 
vessels may stay in a buffer area simultaneously. However, the size of vessels and 
buffer areas may vary. Therefore, two constraints are introduced: 
MAa F- Bufa (5-27) 
I'Bufa <_ BUfmax (5-28) 
a 
A buffer is treated as a resource and is allocated to a moving activity. BufmaX means 
the capacity of a buffer, which represents the total number of vessels allowed to be in 
the buffer simultaneously. The user can specify the buffer capacity. 
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5.4 Rescheduling Constraints 
Many of the constraints introduced above are for finding a scheduling solution by 
using the plant and production information given by a user. However, information 
may become invalid due to unexpected events during the execution of a schedule. 
Examples of unexpected events include machine breakdown, vessel failure or even 
track breakdown. The consequence is that some resources may not be available for 
certain periods. These events make the original schedule invalid and the schedule 
needs to be corrected as soon as possible to avoid accidents and meet production 
demands. 
These events can be formulated as additional constraints on the original problem, but 
simply scheduling the problem again (also called complete rescheduling), when a 
failure occurs, may generate a totally different solution compared with the original 
one. It will abandon a lot of useful work such as time arrangement and resource 
allocation, which can probably be kept in a rescheduling solution. Therefore in 
practice it is not a good way to completely reschedule a problem and one goal of this 
research is to consider the recovery-based rescheduling approach (also called reactive 
rescheduling). Recovery-based rescheduling must be finding a feasible solution in 
which what has been done before the failure of a resource cannot be changed as if part 
of the original schedule is "frozen", and sometimes it is desirable that the rescheduled 
solution is close to the original one, so rescheduling a problem should be guided by 
the original solution. 
The following constraints are proposed to consider the recovery-based rescheduling 
and they include some layout-related constraints on vessels, tracks and buffers so as to 
reschedule pipeless plants if required. In order to ensure no further production activity 
can use a resource during its failure period, the resource is allocated to a "breakdown" 
activity. In addition, the failure of a resource should not lead to an unlimited increase 
of makespan. The rescheduling optimal criterion can still be the original makespan or 
a new one that represents the number of changes made to the original schedule by 
comparing the start times of all the jobs and batch activities between the original and 
rescheduling solutions. 
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The constraints for rescheduling a problem are shown as follows. 
BA+-Fr (5-29) 
ST(BA) = T. and ET(BA) = Te (5-30) 
Where BA and F, represent the breakdown activity and the failed resource 
respectively. T$ and T. represent the start and end time of the failure period of the 
breakdown resource respectively. The above formulae show that the failed resource is 
allocated to a breakdown activity. Its start and end time are equal to Ts and T. 
respectively. 
If ET(J; ) 
_< 
ST(BA) 
then ST*Q) = ST(J; ), Ef (J; ) = ET(J; ) and Sp*(J; ) = SP(J; ) (5-31) 
This formula means that if in an original solution a job ended before the start time of 
the failure period (T. ), which is equal to the start time of the breakdown activity 
ST(BA), the start and end time of the job as well as the selected station (machine) will 
remain unchanged. ST*(J; ) and Ef(J; ) represent the job's start time and end time 
respectively, and Sp* represents the selected station in the rescheduling solution. 
If ET(Br) <_ ST(BA) 
then ST*(Br) = ST(Br), ET*(Br) = ET(Br) and VX (B, ) = VX (Br) (5-32) 
This formula means that if in an original solution a batch activity ended before TS, the 
start and end time of the batch activity as well as the selected moveable vessel will 
remain unchanged in the rescheduling solution. 
If ET(MAa) < ST(BA) 
then ST"(MAa) = ST(MAa), Ef (MA. ) = ET(MAa), 
Tb"(MA, ) = Tb (MA,, ), and Bufa"(MA, ) = Bufa (MAa) (5-33) 
This formula means that if in an original solution a moving activity ended before Ts, 
the start and end time of the moving activity as well as the selected track and buffer 
will remain unchanged in the rescheduling solution. 
After a problem is rescheduled, the makespan in the new solution is probably 
extended because some activities such as those that required the failed resource during 
the failure period are delayed. In order to avoid an arbitrary increase of the makespan 
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during rescheduling, an upper bound constraint on the makespan needs to be 
introduced. The upper bound is set as the original makespan plus the largest possible 
delay among the activities. There is a possibility that a delayed activity ends just one 
unit time after the start of failure period in the original solution and its duration is the 
largest one among all activities, so the largest possible delay is the failure duration 
plus the activity's duration minus one. 
Ms*<_ M$ + (Te-TS) + Dm -1 (5-34) 
Where Ms. represents the current makespan for rescheduling a problem and MS 
represents the original makespan. D,,, represents the maximum duration among the 
jobs and (Te-Ts) indicates the duration of the breakdown activity i. e. the failure period. 
The rescheduling optimal criterion is either to minimize makespan or to minimize the 
number of changes of the start time of all jobs and batch activities compared with the 
original solution: 
If ST'(J; ) = ST(J; ) then V; =0 else V=1 (5-35) 
If ST"(B, ) = ST(B, ) then V=0 else V=1 (5-36) 
N, = YV, (5-37) 
r=i 
Min (N, ) or Min(MM) (5-38) 
Where V; is a binary variable that represents whether the start time of a job or batch 
activity has changed. If the start time remains the same, then V; is assigned to zero, 
otherwise it is assigned to one. N, represents the total number of changes i. e. the sum 
of V;. Min(N) means to minimize the total number of changes (i. e. NoOfChanges) 
and Min(MS) means to minimize the makespan. 
5.5 Constraint Categorizations 
All the variables and constraints described above form a general constraint model that 
can be used to represent a common class of scheduling problems for batch processing 
plants including pipeless plants. This section illustrates constraint categorizations in 
relation to plant types and activity groups. 
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5.5.1 Plant, Types 
Most of the proposed constraints are the same for both scheduling of traditional batch 
plants and pipeless plants, except some constraints only applicable for pipeless plants. 
Fig. 5-4 shows how the constraints required for the two types of plants overlap. 
Constraints on production scheduling are proposed in section 5-1 and 5-2, where 
formulae 5-1,5-2,5-3 and 5-11 on vessel and batch activity are only applicable to 
pipeless plant and others are applicable to both plants. Constraints on integrating 
routing within scheduling are introduced in section 5-3 and are only applicable to 
pipeless batch plants. Constraints on rescheduling proposed in section 5-4 are suitable 
to both plants except formulae 5-32 and 5-33 on allocation of vessels, tracks and 
buffers that are layout-related and only applicable to pipeless plants. ' 
Scheduling of Batch Processing Plants 
Scheduling of Scheduling of 
Traditional Batch Plants Pipeless Batch Plants 
Production Rescheduling Routing within 
Scheduling Scheduling 
Fig. 5-4: Constraint categorizations for scheduling of batch processing plants 
5.5.2 Activity Groups 
The proposed constraints for the scheduling of batch processing plants works as a 
whole and it involves a number of activities and resources. These constraints can also 
be categorized according to different activity groups. The relationship among 
different activity groups in the integrated model is illustrated in Fig. 5-5. 
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Station/ II Storage/ 
Machine Material 
Moveable 
Vessel 
Formulae 5-2 and 5-11 
Production 
Activity (Job) 
Formulae 
5-31,5-32 
and 5-33 
Breakdown 
Activity 
Failed 
Resource 
Batch Activity 
ormulae 5-23,5-25 Formula 
\ and 5-26 5-26 
Moving Activity 
Track II Buffer 
Fig. 5-5: Relationship among different activity groups 
The network of constraints in the proposed model consists of 4 core activity groups: 
production group, batch group, moving group and breakdown group. Any activity 
may require one or more resources, for example, a production activity requires a 
station and some materials. Production activities are the most important activities that 
involve charging, blending, reacting, storing, packing, discharging, washing and so 
on. The required resources include material, charger, blender, reactor, storage, 
packing line, discharger, washing station and so on. Production activities are the basic 
building blocks to solve scheduling problems of batch plants including pipeless 
plants. Batch group and Moving group are added in order to solve those problems 
arising only in pipeless batch plants, which involve in moveable vessel allocation, 
integrating routing and scheduling and so on. Since the failure of a resource during 
the execution of original schedule is possible, the breakdown group is added so as to 
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reschedule a problem. In the constraint model, resources are only related to activities 
within the same group, but different groups are integrated as a whole by constraining 
activities in different groups. Only those formulae linking different activity groups are 
shown in Fig. 5-5. Other formulae are for relations among activities within the same 
group or for relations between activity and resource. 
Not all activity groups in the model will be required for every individual production 
problem, but the model needs to consider all the different aspects in order to cater for 
all the problems that fall into the common class. 
5.6 Conclusions 
This chapter has described the proposed constraint' model for scheduling of batch 
processing plants including pipeless plants. The scheduling of traditional batch plants, 
where a pipe network is used to transfer material among different equipment, and the 
scheduling of pipeless batch plants, where moveable vessels instead of a pipe network 
are used to transfer material, are both considered. The proposed model includes 
standard constraints for production scheduling of all batch plants, which are mainly 
described in section 5-1, and includes the novel contributions on finite wait, 
integration of routing and scheduling, and recovery-based rescheduling, which are 
mainly described from section 5-2 to 5-4. Section 5-5 categorizes the proposed 
constraints from the standpoints of plant types and activity groups, which has never 
been done before. 
Section 5-1 introduces standard constraints on moveable vessel allocation, processing 
station allocation, material allocation, precedence constraints, time-bound constraints 
and optimal criterion, which are the basic building blocks for a scheduling system for 
batch plants. Storage policies are important for a batch plant and it is also one of the 
critical criteria to judge whether a plant scheduling problem can only be solved by a 
batch model or can also be solved by other relatively simple models such as job shop 
models. The finite wait constraints in section 5-2 are the novel contributions of this 
research because they have never been proposed properly due to modelling 
difficulties. 
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Another novel aspect of this model is to consider production scheduling in relation to 
the layout of a pipeless batch plant so as to determine the route and the transfer time 
of material between different processing stations. The integrated problem of routing 
and scheduling in the pipeless batch plant has been solved properly by integrating 
planning and scheduling processes. A route planner is developed to find possible 
routes for a moveable vessel to transfer materials between two stations. Any time the 
route planner is called, the planning process only generates a possible route and then 
scheduling constraints are applied to check its feasibility by imposing the transfer 
time constraint and allocating tracks and buffers within the route. Actually, these 
constraints are dynamically added into the scheduling process during run time (search 
process) so that they can be removed when the route is found unfeasible and the 
system backtracks to search for another route. These constraints are route dependent 
and possible routes are generated during the search process. 
Rescheduling constraints are also proposed for batch plants, particularly for pipeless 
batch plants, in which production disturbances such as machine breakdown as well as 
the failure of moveable vessels and tracks are considered. The novel aspect of 
rescheduling pipeless batch plants is that the rescheduling process considers layout- 
related constraints, which has not been considered properly before in rescheduling 
literatures. 
This proposed model brings many scheduling constraints together, adds new 
constraints, and categorizes them according to their functions, plant types and activity 
groups respectively. The comprehensive constraint-based scheduling model, including 
the constraints for pipeless plants, has never been presented in the literature. 
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CHAPTER 6 COMPUTER SCHEDULING SYSTEM 
The last chapter presents the development of a general constraint model for the 
scheduling of batch processing plants including pipeless plants. A computer 
scheduling system, named Batch Processing Scheduler (BPS), is produced to apply 
the model. BPS is a CST-based scheduler developed in C++ using the library classes 
and functions from ILOG that is a CST-based commercial software tool. This chapter 
introduces BPS and is structured as follows: Section 6.1 describes BPS in general. 
Section" 6.2 illustrates the format to input the required data on the problem to be 
scheduled. The methods to create a constraint model for a problem within the system 
are illustrated in Section 6.3. Section 6.4 describes the problem solving process and 
the output function. The dynamic feature of BPS used to solve the integrated problem 
of scheduling and route planning is discussed in Section 6.5. Section 6.6 concludes 
this chapter. 
6.1 Overall Description of Batch Processing Scheduler (BPS) 
ILOG tools are based on CST but only provide a library of general-purpose classes 
and functions in C++ for problem solving and scheduling. The library classes and 
functions cannot be used directly to schedule batch plants. Batch Processing 
Scheduler (BPS) was developed in C++ utilizing ILOG tools to implement the 
proposed model for the scheduling of batch processing plants. The whole scheduling 
system is compiled using MS Visual C++ 6.0 and runs under Window NT 4.0. 
Object classes were created to represent scheduling activities and resources. The 
activities are production activity, batch activity, moving activity and breakdown 
activity. The resources are processing station (machine), material, moveable vessel, 
track and buffer. 
The proposed constraint model was implemented in BPS and the constraints can be 
represented in an intuitive way; for example, "activity A starts before the start of 
activity B" and "activity C ends at the end of activity A". Only simple mathematical 
formulae were used to represent the constraints imposed on the production process. 
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The constraints are represented naturally and the possibility of misrepresentation is 
greatly reduced. 
BPS has four main modules as shown in Fig. 6-1. The four modules are Production 
Description, Model Creation, Problem Solving and Solution Output. They will be 
described in detail later. 
Production Description 
The user is required to input information 
to describe the production conditions. 
and demands for a scheduling problem. 
The information will be converted into 
data that are used to produce the 
constraint model later 
Output Solution 
If a solution is found meeting all imposed 
constraints, then the solution is output. 
Otherwise, all possibilities fail and the "no 
solution" message is displayed 
Model Creation 
Classes representing activities and resources 
are produced and the constraint model for the 
problem will be created by using the input 
data 
Problem Solving 
Constraint propagation 
will be triggered and 
search algorithms will 
be applied to search 
for solutions including 
the optimal solution if 
required 
Fig. 6-1: General structure of BPS 
6.2 Production Description 
When BPS is applied to solve a scheduling problem, some data are required to 
describe the production demands and conditions. Data input routine is created in BPS 
to input the required data. The input data are listed in tabular form to show what is 
required. The data usually include three aspects: the general information that is the 
same for every product, specific information for each product, and the information for 
plant layout. Layout information is only needed for pipeless batch plants. 
6.2.1 General information 
The general information required for the production conditions and demands is given 
in the form as shown in Table 6-1. The information contained in the table is used by 
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an example for rescheduling a pipeless batch plant in Chapter 7. Table 6-1 includes 
many fields but not all of them are needed for every scheduling problem and some 
fields are only used for pipeless batch plants. The pipeless plant specific fields are 
Station Position, Total Number of Vessels, Vessel Name and Vessel Capacity. 
All fields in Table 6-1 are explained as follows: 
" Schedule Name: an identifier for the scheduling problem. 
" Total Number of Final Products: production demand. 
" Time Horizon: the maximum production time available for the problem. 
" Is A Pipeless Plant? (YIN): indicate if a pipeless plant is scheduled. If a 
traditional batch plant is scheduled, the field for Station Position described 
later must be blank. 
" Total Number of Limited Materials: limited materials refer to those materials 
of which the available amount is limited; if all the materials required for a 
scheduling problem are not limited then the number must be zero and no 
information is required for the next two fields i. e. material names and 
quantities. 
" Limited Material Name: the names of the limited material. 
" Limited Material Quantity: the available quantity of the limited material. 
" Total Number of Machines (Stations): the total number of processing units; 
machines are used in traditional batch plants and stations are used in pipeless 
batch plants. If the number is zero, no information is required for the 
following five fields i. e. the name, capacity and position for machine (station), 
and their unavailable time windows. 
" Machine (Station) Name: the name of available machines (stations) in a plant. 
" Machine (Station) Capacity: the machine capacity refers to the amount of 
material that can be processed by a machine in a traditional batch plant; in 
pipeless batch plants, the station capacity depends on the size of the moveable 
vessel that is at the station. Since the sizes of vessels vary, the largest capacity 
among all the available vessels is treated as the capacity of the station. 
9 Station Position: the nodal number of a place in which the station is located. If 
a traditional plant is scheduled, this field should be blank. 
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" Total Number of Time Windows for Unavailability: the total number of 
unavailable time windows for a machine (station). A machine (station) can be 
unavailable for some reasons such as maintenance. If no such time window 
exists, zero is input and no data is needed for the following field at the 
corresponding position. 
Time Window: the start and end time for the unavailable time window. 
" Total Number of Vessels: the total number of available moveable vessels. If 
the number is zero, the information for the next two fields i. e. their name and 
capacity is not required. 
" Vessel Name: the name of moveable vessels. 
" Vessel Capacity: the amount of material that can be held by a vessel. 
" Reschedule A Problem?: If a resource fails, the original solution cannot be 
used any more. The problem needs to be rescheduled i. e. rescheduling the 
problem by using the original solution as a guide to ensure what has been done 
cannot be changed. In the meantime, the failed resource cannot be used again 
during the failure period, and other resource and time allocations after the 
breakdown may be affected. 
" Start of Failure: the start time of failure period of the above resource. Since 
BPS does not consider the connection with a control system, the failure period 
of the resource is assumed to know in advance. 
" End of Failure: the end time of failure period of the above resource. 
" Optimal Criterion (M/N): the rescheduling optimal criterion. There are two 
options: to minimize makespan or to minimize the number of changes. "M" 
represents the first one and "N" represents the second one. 
6.2.2 Specific Information for Each Product 
The specific information for each product is given in the form as shown in Table 6-2. 
The information contained in the table is used by an example for rescheduling a 
pipeless batch plant in Chapter 7. 
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Table 6-2 includes many fields, but not every field is needed for a scheduling 
problem. Which field is required depends on the specific problem. These fields are 
explained as follows: 
" Product Name: the name of a specific product. 
" Finish Time: the required delivery time for the product. 
" NPA: the total number of production activities by which a batch of raw 
material is converted into a batch of the final product. 
" Production Activity: the name of production activities. 
" DUR: the duration of production activities. If a storing activity is used, the 
data input here should be the finite wait time of intermediate material in 
storage. If the wait time is unlimited, the time horizon can be input here. 
" RLA: the constraint relation between two consecutive activities. There are 
several options available such as startsAtEnd, startsAfterEnd, and the second 
finite wait (FW) policy and the third FW policy as defined in Chapter 5. 
" FW: the finite wait time period if the second FW policy or the third FW policy 
is applied. Zero is input for other options. 
" NOM: the number of machines (stations) that are suitable for a production 
activity to process material. One of the machines (stations) will be selected 
according to constraint propagation during the system's run time. If the 
number is zero, the corresponding information i. e. the machine name in the 
next field is not required. 
9 Suitable Machines: the names of the suitable machines (stations) for a 
production activity. 
" NRM: the number of different materials required for a production activity. If 
the number is zero, the corresponding information i. e. material name and 
quantity in the next two fields is not required. 
" Material Name: the name of material processed by a production activity. 
" Material Quantity: the quantity of materials" required by the production 
activity. 
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" NOC: the total number of cycles i. e. the total number of batches, which are 
needed to meet the required amount for the final product. 
" RUN: the total number of runs for an activity, it depends on the amount of 
feeding materials to this activity and the capacity of the machine selected to run 
the activity; in a pipeless batch plant, the number is always one since the 
material is held in a vessel and is processed once in a station. 
" NOV: the total number of suitable moveable vessels for producing a specific 
product; this field is only needed in scheduling a pipeless batch plant. If the 
number is zero, no information in the following field is required. 
" Suitable Vessels: the name of these suitable vessels; this field is only needed in 
scheduling a pipeless batch plant. 
6.2.3 Layout Information 
When a pipeless batch plant is scheduled, the information describing the plant layout 
needs to be provided. The information includes data on connectivity table, tracks and 
buffers. The connectivity table describes the layout in terms of the connectivity 
relationship of nodes. The track data mainly indicate the two nodes representing the 
track and the buffer data mainly indicate the node a buffer occupies. The herringbone 
layout shown in Fig. 5-2 is used here as an example. The connectivity table for the 
herringbone layout has been shown as Table 5-1. The corresponding data on tracks and 
buffers can be input as the following two tables. 
Table 6-3: Track data for a herringbone layout with 12 nodes 
Track Name First Node Second Node Track Length 
VO A I 1 
V1 I B 1 
V2 C J 1 
V3 J D 1 
V4 E K 1 
V5 K F 1 
V6 G L 1 
V7 L H 1 
HO I J 1 
H1 J K 1 
H2 K L 1 
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Table 6-4: Buffer data for a herringbone layout with 12 nodes 
Buffer Name Nodal Label Buffer Capacity 
B1 I 1 
B2 J 1 
B3 K 1 
B4 L 1 
6.3 Model Creation 
6.3.1 Activities and Resources 
This section describes how BPS applies the constraint model proposed in the last 
chapter to represent a specific scheduling problem. In the constraint model, variables are 
declared to represent activities and resources such as production activity, batch activity, 
moving activity, breakdown activity, machine/station, moveable vessel, production 
materials and so on. These activities and resources are represented as classes in BPS. 
Instances of these classes are created to represent the specific resources and activities 
required for a scheduling problem. An OOP class contains the data members (variables) 
and methods, which manipulate these data, together. A class may also contain links to 
other related classes. C++ has many features that help to represent a problem. Since 
these features have been briefly introduced in Chapter 4, they will not be given here 
again. 
All resource classes are children of a base class: ResourceBase. The class includes 
common data members that every resource class will have: name and capacity, and 
those methods tackling these data. All resource classes, which are children of 
ResourceBase, will inherit these data and methods automatically and will only need to 
define the specific data and methods related to those resources themselves. The 
ResourceBase class hierarchy is shown in Fig. 6-2. 
ResourceBase 
Machine Material Vessel Track Buffer 
Fig. 6-2: ResourceBase class hierarchy 
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The definitions of the Vessel and Material classes are described here as examples. The 
Vessel class has only one data member and its data type is IlcUnaryResource that is a 
predefined ILOG class. An instance of this class represents a resource with the value of 
capacity equal to one in its definition. From the scheduling point of view, the capacity of 
a vessel is treated as one that means that a vessel cannot be shared by more than one 
activity simultaneously. It will ensure that the time intervals over which two activities 
require a moveable vessel cannot overlap. The constraint that any two batch activities 
requiring the same vessel cannot overlap is applied to the definition of the class. A 
vessel does have a physical capacity that is used to calculate the number of required 
batches for a product. 
The Material class was defined for material. It has one data member and its data type is 
I1cDiscreteResource that is a predefined ILOG class. An instance of the class represents 
a resource with a discrete capacity. Each activity may require some amount of the 
material as long as the material used at a particular point in time does not exceed the 
maximum capacity of the discrete resource. According to the definition of the class, 
when an instance of Material is created, the capacity i. e. quantity available will be 
stored. The constraint on material allocation is applied to the class's definition. Other 
resource classes such as Machine (station), Track and Buffer are defined in a similar 
way as Vessel and Material. 
Similar to resource classes, all activity classes are children of the class ActivityBase. The 
class includes the common data members that every activity will have: the name of the 
final product produced by the batch that the current activity belongs to, and the sequence 
number of the batch. In addition, another data member is used to indicate what kind of 
activity it is. Its data type is ILOG's predefined class IlclntervalActivity. An instance of 
I1clntervalActivity represents an activity that executes without interruption from its start 
time to its end time. By default, it requires a resource from the beginning to the end of 
its execution. Production activity, batch activity and moving activity are this kind of 
activity. Besides the data member, methods dealing with these data are also defined. The 
hierarchy diagram for these activity classes is shown in Fig 6-3. 
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ActivityBase 
Production Activity Batch Activity Moving Activity 
Fig. 6-3: ActivityBase class hierarchy 
Activity Creation 
Suitable Machine (Station) Selection 
Material Requirement 
Fig. 6-4: Initialization of an object of production activity class 
The definition of the class for production activity, which is a child of ActivityBase, is 
described here as example. Besides those data members and member functions it can 
inherit from ActivityBase, it also defines its own data members and methods dealing 
with these data. When an instance of the class is created, the constructor of the class will 
be called to initialize the object. The initialization sequence is shown in Fig. 6-4 and it 
involves creating the production activity, setting constraints to select a suitable machine 
(station) from those available and setting constraints between the production activity and 
required materials. It is seen that some constraints proposed in the constraint model will 
be set during the initialization of the object. The definition of batch activity and moving 
activity is similar to that of production activity. Once an object is created, the 
constructor will be called to initialise the object that involves creating the related 
activity and setting some constraints between the activity and its required resources. 
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Breakdown activity is not shown in Fig. 6-3 as a child of ActivityBase. The reason is that 
the failure of a resource is an unexpected event and it cannot be known in advance in 
which batch the breakdown will take place and what is the batch sequence number. 
Breakdown activity cannot inherit the information from ActivityBase. The information is 
provided as shown in Table 6-1. The failed resource is required by a breakdown activity 
in its duration that is equal to the failure period of the resource. An instance of ILOG 
predefined I1clntervalActivity is created directly to represent a breakdown activity when 
needed. Other main constraints for activities and resources are presented in the next 
section. 
6.3.2 Main Constraints 
For a specific scheduling problem, instances of a variety of classes are declared to 
represent specific resources and activities required, and then constraints among them are 
set. The creation of resources and activities, and the setting of proposed constraints are 
mainly carried out by a function, DefineProblem, using the input information. A 
diagram for object classes with attributes shown in Fig. 6-5 illustrates the relationship 
among these resources and activities defined in the model. 
In this diagram, an object class of activity or resource is represented as a box. The name 
of the object class is in the first (upper) part of the box and the data members of the class 
are listed in the second (lower) part of the box. For example, the data member of 
"Vessel" is "unary resource" and the data member of "Material" is "discrete resource". 
These data members define the attributes of the corresponding classes. The notation for 
drawing the diagram can be referred to the book by Rumbaugh et al. (1991) but it is 
believed that the diagram can be easily understood with the following explanations. 
"Activity Base" is the parent class of "Production Activity" and "Batch Activity". 
"Resource Base" is the parent class of "Vessel", "Material" and "Machine". A batch 
activity consists of one or more production activities. A production activity requires one 
machine, but it requires one or more materials. In addition, a batch activity requires a 
vessel. It can be found from the diagram that the object classes for moving activity, 
track and buffer are not included. This is because the creation of moving activity and the 
allocation of track and buffer to moving activity is carried out during the search process 
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at run time. They cannot be specified by DefineProblem before the run of BPS. This 
dynamic feature of BPS will be discussed in section 6.5 in detail. 
Activity Base 
Interval activity 
Product name 
Batch number 
Production consist of 
Activity 1+ 
Name 
Duration 
Batch 
Activity 
Name 
requires 
requires 
Resource Base 
Name 
Capacity 
F--ýý 
7 Vessel Material Machine 
Resource screte Resource Resource 
requires 
1+ 
Fig. 6-5: Object diagram for resources and activities defined in the model 
The most important and difficult task that the function, DefineProblem, needs to do is to 
create every batch and production activity for a specific problem, and to impose 
corresponding constraints on them. This procedure is achieved by a 4-level iteration 
routine. The routine is shown in pseudocode in Fig. 6-6. The conventions used for the 
pseudocode are defined by Bailey (1989). The reason to use the 4-level iteration routine 
is because products are produced in a cyclic mode in batch processing plants. A batch of 
product is produced by a cycle that consists of a series of related production activities. In 
order to meet the amount requirement for a product, several cycles may be needed. For a 
specific scheduling problem, usually several products are required and production 
processes for them need to be scheduled simultaneously. A production activity may run 
once or more depending on the capacity of equipment and the amount of processed 
material. As mentioned, a run of a production activity is called a job. Any job is 
represented by an object of a production activity in BPS. All the jobs for a scheduling 
problem are generated in an ordered sequence - all jobs for a product are created first, 
then all the jobs for another product, and then the jobs for the third... and so on. For all 
jobs producing a product, those jobs in a cycle are created, and then those jobs for other 
cycles are created... and so on. After each job is created, the related constraints are 
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imposed on it. For example, a job requires a suitable machine and requires one or more 
materials. In addition, each job is constrained to end before the makespan, which is also 
a variable defined in the model. Once all jobs are scheduled, the value of makespan can 
be obtained. Similarly, batch activities are also created in an ordered sequence and 
related constraints are imposed on a batch activity after it is" created. The whole 
procedure is shown in Fig. 6-6. It is necessary to point out that although jobs and batch 
activities are created in an ordered sequence, they are not necessarily performed in the 
same order. The appropriate processing time of these activities are determined by BPS 
according to imposed constraints and an activity created later may be performed earlier. 
Read number of products, 
number of cycles for a product, 
number of production activities in a cycle, 
and 
number of runs of a production activity. 
For each product 
For each product cycle 
If a pipeless batch plant is scheduled, then 
Create a batch activity to require a suitable moveable vessel 
to produce a batch of the product. 
End if 
For each production activity in a cycle 
For each run of a production activity 
Create a job to require suitable stations and 
materials needed. 
Set the current job and batch activity to end 
before makespan. 
Set other related constraints e. g., precedence and 
time-bound constraints on the job and batch activity. 
End loop 
End loop 
End loop 
End loop 
Fig. 6-6: The pseudocode for creation of batch and production activities 
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Rescheduling Constraints 
There are specific constraints on rescheduling a problem in the proposed constraint 
model. These constraints belong to three modules and their relations are shown in 
Fig. 6-7. 
Creation of Set Rescheduling Set Rescheduling 
Breakdown Activity Model Optimal Criterion 
The constraint between the Search for the rescheduling To minimize the total 
breakdown activity and the solution guided by the number of changes or to 
failed resource is set original solution minimize makespan 
Fig. 6-7: The relationship among rescheduling constraints 
After the breakdown activity is created to require the failed resource, the rescheduling 
model is set. During rescheduling, the original solution is used as a guide. BPS will 
ensure what has been done before the failure cannot be changed i. e. the processing 
time of the activities ending before the breakdown and the selected resources by these 
activities remain unchanged. The rescheduling optimal criterion is set either to 
minimize the total number of changes of the start time of production and batch 
activities compared with the original solution, or to minimize the makespan. 
6.4 Problem Solving and Solution Output 
After the constraint model is set for a scheduling problem, BPS will search for 
solutions and then output them if there are solutions. The whole process includes three 
steps: preprocessing, tree traversal and solution output. 
6.4.1 Preprocessing 
Preprocessing propagates imposed constraints to remove unsuitable values from the 
domains of the decision variables. As described before, constraint propagation is 
carried out as thoroughly and efficiently as possible during the preprocessing in order 
to reduce the search space before the tree traversal. A predefined class in ILOG, 
IlcManager, is used by BPS to declare an instance to store all the imposed constraints. 
When an instance of the class is created, it initializes internal data for ILOG solver. 
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That instance, known as a manager, then handles input and output, memory 
allocation, and other general services for all the constrained variables. In fact, when a 
manager is in the Edit mode, the constraint model is set without immediately being 
propagated. Its member function, add, is applied to store the constraints indicated by 
its argument in a list. These constraints need to be satisfied during the search for 
solutions. Constraints remain in the list without being propagated until an explicit first 
call to another member function, nextSolution, which then changes the mode of the 
system from Edit to Search mode, and constraint propagation is triggered 
automatically. 
6.4.2 Selection Algorithm 
Constraint propagation alone does not necessarily solve scheduling problems 
completely as several values are still possible for each decision variable. Under this 
circumstance, tree traversal will be applied by using ILOG pre-defined functions. The 
principle of tree traversal has been described in Chapter 4 and will not be presented 
here again. ILOG relies on a general search algorithm that handles a wide variety of 
problems, but ILOG is not just a "black box", it is always possible to add user-defined 
functions (algorithms) in order to achieve better performance for a given problem. For 
example, the order in which the choice of variable and value is explored will not 
affect the validity of the final answer, but the order may affect the execution time of 
the search. 
A selection algorithm was specifically designed for BPS to set the order for selecting 
the start time variable and value for every activity. The algorithm consists of the 
following steps: 
1. While one or more activities are unscheduled (i. e. its start time variable does not 
have a fixed value), select the most critical unscheduled activity (i. e. the one with 
the minimal float of the start time variable. "Float" means the difference between 
the earliest and latest possible start time). 
2. Schedule the selected activity as early as possible (i. e. assign its earliest possible 
start time as the fixed value of the start time variable, without affecting the 
activities already scheduled). 
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3. Make constraint propagation to reduce the domains of the remaining unscheduled 
activities. 
4. If an inconsistency occurs, then backtrack. If there is no backtrack point i. e. the 
search is exhausted, then no solution is found for this problem. 
5. If no inconsistency occurs and not all activities are scheduled, then go to step 1. If 
no inconsistency occurs and all activities are scheduled, then output solution. 
The reason why BPS selects an activity with a minimal float start time as the next 
activity to be scheduled is based on well established criteria used in scheduling. It can 
be understood that after the most critical activity (i. e. bottleneck) is scheduled other 
unscheduled activities can be scheduled easily. Critical path analysis (CPA), also 
called critical path method (CPM), applies the floats to establish critical activities for 
a scheduling problem (Lucey, 1996; Pinedo and Chao, 1999). Since a scheduling 
problem usually involves a number of related activities and many constraints 
including precedence constraints are imposed on these activities, the relationship 
among these activities can be illustrated by well-developed network analysis 
techniques. The rules and conventions for drawing networks can be found in many 
textbooks on operations research, e. g. by Lucey (1996). 
CPA is usually applied for the basic time estimates of all activities in the network and 
includes two procedures: forward and backward procedures (also called forward and 
backward schedules). Consider a number of activities subject to precedence 
constraints. Forward procedure starts at time zero with the processing of all activities 
that have no predecessors. Every time an activity completes its processing, the 
procedure starts processing all activities whose predecessors have all been completed. 
Forward procedure determines the earliest possible start time (and also the earliest 
possible end time) for all activities based on the simple fact: an activity can start its 
processing only when all its predecessors have been completed. So the earliest 
possible start time of an activity equals the maximum of the earliest possible end 
times of all its predecessors. Correspondingly, Backward procedure determines the 
latest possible start time (and also the latest possible end time) for all activities. 
Backward procedure uses the maximum of the earliest possible end times of all 
activities, which is an output of the forward procedure, as an input parameter and 
works backwards through all activities deducting each activity's duration (i. e. 
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processing time) from the previously calculated latest start time. If an activity is the 
predecessor of two or more activities, it is possible that there are two calculated latest 
start times and the minimum of them is used as the latest possible start time. Forward 
and backward procedures determine the earliest and latest possible start times for all 
activities, therefore determine the float of start times for all activities. In CPA, an 
activity of which the earliest start time is equal to the latest start time (i. e. zero float) 
is referred to as a critical activity, and the set of critical activities form one or more 
critical paths in the network analysis of a scheduling problem (Lucey, 1996; Pinedo 
and Chao, 1999). 
BPS is developed based on CST and uses ILOG as its solver. Due to the features of 
constraint propagation and tree traversal, it is understood that forward and backward 
procedures are carried out automatically when propagating constraints, and the float 
of start time variables can be changed dynamically when new constraints are added or 
removed. The selection algorithm is designed only to set the order for scheduling 
activities, i. e. selecting an activity and assigning a value to the start time variable of 
the activity in order to obtain a solution. Since the floats can decide the critical 
activities, it is reasonable to use the floats to decide the order for scheduling activities. 
6.4.3 Solution Output 
When a solution meeting all imposed constraints is found, a defined function in BPS, 
PrintSolution, is called to output the solution. This function outputs the information 
on activities including the name, start time, duration, end time, allocated resource and 
so on. If more than one solution is found, they are output one by one and the value of 
makespan for each solution is also output. If the optimal criterion is set before the 
search and the optimal solution is found, then it will be printed out as well. If no 
solution is found, a message will appear to notify the user. System information such 
as the total number of backtracks and choice points, the occupied memory required 
will always be printed even when no solution is found. 
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6.5 Dynamic Feature of BPS 
In the field of constraint programming, the problem modelling and solving phases are 
often considered separately. As discussed before, this separation has many 
advantages, e. g. to experiment with different search strategies and algorithms without 
redesigning the model and to add further constraints to the problem without having to 
rewrite search algorithms and/or intervene in the search process. The separation of 
problem modelling and solving is also the fundamental design principle in BPS 
generally. However, under certain circumstances, it is necessary to add constraints 
dynamically during the search process (in run time) in order to solve some 
complicated problems. It is found by this research that the flexibility of CST to add 
constraints dynamically during problem solving time is very useful to handle the 
integrated problem of planning and scheduling. 
In this research, the integrated problem of scheduling and route planning in pipeless 
batch plants cannot be solved by defining a complete specification of the whole 
problem before the run time because a possible route by which a moveable vessel can 
transfer material between two consecutive jobs is only generated during the search 
process. Since a job may have more than one suitable station to select and the 
selection of stations for the two consecutive jobs is carried out during run time, the 
developed route planner is called to establish possible routes between the two selected 
stations during search process. In addition, the feasibility of the generated route needs 
to be checked by adding new constraints dynamically to the scheduling process. For 
example those constraints on the creation of moving activities and on track allocation 
are imposed during run time and these constraints are route dependent. As soon as the 
route is found unfeasible, the system backtracks and all the constraints related to that 
route selection are removed. The route planner will then be called again to generate 
another possible route or, if no route is available, the system undoes the station 
selection and triggers the selection of another station for the two consecutive jobs. 
Based on CST, BPS is developed to allow dynamic addition and deletion of 
constraints during run time, and this makes it achievable to solve the integrated 
problem of scheduling and route planning in pipeless batch plants. 
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6.6 Conclusions 
This chapter presents the structure of the developed scheduling system, BPS, and 
describes the four modules of the system in detail. The four modules are Production 
Description, Model Creation, Problem Solving and Solution Output. 
Production Description inputs information describing the production condition and 
demands for a specific scheduling problem. Once the users provide the required 
information, they are stored by BPS and then converted into data that will be used 
later to create the constraint model for the specific problem. 
Model Creation applies the proposed constraint model by defining activities and 
resources and setting related constraints. The information input through the first 
module is handled here. Every activity such as production activity and batch activity 
and every resource such as station and moveable vessel are defined. Each specific 
activity is represented as an object, i. e. an instance of the corresponding class. The 
constraints among these objects have been illustrated by an object diagram and 
pseudocode. 
Pre-defined general search algorithms such as constraint propagation and tree 
traversal search provided by ILOG are adopted in BPS, but a user-defined selection 
algorithm is also designed to help BPS set the order for scheduling activities. Once a 
solution is found, the user-defined function PrintSolution is called to output the 
solution. 
It is found by this research that the flexibility of CST to add constraints dynamically 
is very useful to solve some hard problems such as the integrated problem of planning 
and scheduling. In this project, BPS is developed based on CST to allow dynamic 
addition and deletion of constraints during run time, and this makes it achievable to 
solve the integrated problem of scheduling and route planning in pipeless batch 
plants. 
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CHAPTER 7 EXAMPLES AND DISCUSSION 
The proposed constraint model and scheduling system, BPS, are general and 
integrated. They can be applied to solve a common class of scheduling problems for 
batch processing plants including pipeless plants. Many examples are applied to 
demonstrate their feasibility. Section 7.1 describes in detail how to solve a scheduling 
problem for a traditional batch plant to obtain feasible solutions meeting all imposed 
constraints. Section 7.2 investigates a typical scheduling example for pipeless batch 
plants in detail considering different plant layouts such as herringbone, circular and 
linear layouts. Rescheduling the above examples is presented in detail in Section 7.3 
to show how the proposed approach works out rescheduling solutions. Section 7.4 
devises a number of examples in order to investigate the performance of the 
developed system as the difficulty of the scheduling problems increases. Section 7.5 
concludes this chapter. 
7.1 Traditional Batch Plants 
BPS can schedule batch plants with intermediate storage. In order to demonstrate the 
system, the example used in a published paper (Das et al, 2000) is selected and 
extended to consider storage policies of finite capacity and finite wait time. 
7.1.1 Production Conditions and Demands 
The production process is to blend two ingredients A and B and the resulting product 
is packed to give 1-kg, 2-kg and 3-kg pack sizes as the final products. There are 60 
tonne of A and 60 tonne of B available. They are consumed in equal proportion by the 
blending task to produce the unpacked product (UPP). Two identical blenders are 
available and each has a capacity of 5 tonne and blending time of 2 hours. The UPP 
can be stored in a storage unit of 15-tonne capacity while waiting to be packed. Due 
to the safety concerns, the UPP can only wait in the storage unit for up to 6 hours. The 
packing tasks are carried out by a single continuous flexible packing line that can 
produce only one pack-size product at any time and has a capacity of 2500 packs per 
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hour for any pack-size. The state-task network of these production processes is shown 
in Fig. 7-1. 
It is desired to schedule the plant operation over a period of 48 hours, during which 20 
tonne 1-kg-pack-size products, 20 tonne 2-kg-pack-size products, and 20 tonne 3-kg- 
pack-size products should be produced as soon as possible. 
The above information regarding production conditions and demands are shown in 
two tables. Table 7-la specifies the general information for the whole process and 
Table 7-lb specifies the information for each product. In the two tables, the weights 
of materials and the capacities of machines or storage units are expressed in Kilogram 
(kg), the international standard unit, instead of tonne. A tonne is equal to 1000 kg. In 
addition, the capacity of PLine (Packing Line) is 2500 packs per hour. 
PackingP 1 [--*-U Pl 
A UPP 
Blending 
PP 
Storing PackingP2 P2 
B 
PackingP3 f -ºV P3 
Fig. 7-1: Production processes of a traditional batch plant 
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7.1.2 Scheduling Analysis and Results 
In this example, materials are blended and then transferred to the storage unit waiting 
to be packed into different final products. These batch processes are operated in a 
cyclic mode in which the same sequence of operations repeats as many times as 
necessary to fulfil product demand. The transfer of materials between processing 
stages is operated under the MIS storage policy. It is assumed that there is only one 
intermediate storage unit under consideration and intermediate materials should only 
be held in the intermediate storage unit. 
The job of storing a batch of intermediate material in a storage unit is a key operation 
during the whole process. The storage unit can hold as many batches of intermediate 
material as possible unless there is not enough space available to hold another batch. 
This can help increase machine utilization and plant productivity. However, the 
intermediate materials can only wait in the storage unit within a finite time and they 
have to be transferred to the downstream unit to be handled before the time limit. 
Although the jobs of storing and packing are continuous activities, in the discrete time 
formulation for the scheduling of batch plants, these continuous tasks are 
approximated as being batch tasks with their durations equal to a chosen time interval. 
In this example, a time interval of one hour is used. This means that a packing task is 
taken to be a batch task of 2500 packs and its duration is one hour. In a similar way, 
the job of storing UPP in the storage can be modelled as a task with duration of one- 
hour or a multiple of one-hour. This implies that changes to the amount of material in 
the storage and in the packing line occur on an hourly basis. 
In this example, there are total 12 batches of products to be produced and the optimal 
criterion is to complete all production processes as soon as possible subject to the time 
horizon, i. e. minimizing the makespan. According to the proposed constraint model 
and the provided input data in the two tables, the solution must meet the following 
constraints: 
Time-Bound Constraint 
" Time origin is zero and time horizon is 48 hours, i. e. TO= zero and TH= 48. 
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" The delivery time constraints for all products are before 48 hours. But these 
products can be produced earlier than that if possible. 
Precedence Constraint 
9 For producing a batch of products, storing must start immediately after 
blending, and packing must start immediately after storing. 
Machine Allocation Constraint 
9 Blenders and the packing line are unary resources that can only be used by one 
activity at any time. 
Material Allocation Constraint 
9 The ingredients A and B are discrete resources, so at any time the total 
required quantity of these materials- cannot exceed the available quantity. 
Intermediate Storage Constraint 
9 The physical capacity of storage is 15 tonne, and one batch of intermediate 
UPP from a blender is 5 tonne. So, the storage can store at most 3 batches of 
intermediate UPP at any time. 
" Storage finite wait constraint is up to 6 hours. The intermediate materials can 
stay in the storage until a downstream unit is ready to deal with it as long as 
these materials do not stay in storage more than 6 hours. 
" Intermediate materials cannot stay in other processing units temporally. 
The solution statistics of this example are shown in Table 7-2 and the optimal solution 
is illustrated in Chart 7-1. 
Table 7-2: Solution statistics for scheduling a traditional batch plant 
Solution Statistics First Solution Last Solution System Termination 
(Confirm Optimal Solution) 
Total Number of Activities 36 36 36 
Number of Choice Points 12 132 4095 
Elapsed Time since Creation 
i. e. running time seconds 
0.04 0.831 23.944 
Makes an (hours) 26 19 19 
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Chart 7-1: The optimal solution for scheduling a traditional batch plant 
The results are generated by running BPS on a PC with a P3 500 MHZ processor. The 
first solution was found in 0.04 seconds and the last solution was found in 0.831 
seconds. Four other solutions were obtained between the first and last solutions. CST- 
based BPS applies a gradual improvement strategy to search for the optimal solution. 
This means that once a solution is found a new constraint is added to the problem 
automatically, which constrains the system to search for another solution at least one 
step better than the previous one according to the optimal criterion unless no further 
solution can be found. So, in this example after the last solution was found, BPS still 
used additional time to confirm that there was no better solution. The system was 
terminated automatically in 23.944 seconds and confirmed that the last solution is the 
optimal solution. It is found from the results that the first feasible solution was 
obtained very quickly and other solutions, including the last solution, were also 
obtained within 1 second. On the contrary, the system spent quite a lot effort in 
confirming that there was no better solution. It indicates that CST-based BPS is very 
useful for finding feasible solutions that meet all imposed constraints, but it may need 
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a great deal more time to find an optimal solution. The scheduling results show that 
both time and resources, including the space of storage, are allocated properly. All the 
imposed constraints including the storage finite wait constraint as well as the 
optimisation criterion are met. The makespans of the first solution and the optimal 
solution is 26 hours and 19 hours respectively. The makespan ratio of the optimal 
solution to the first solution is 73%, which means that the makespan can be reduced 
by 27% from the first solution to the optimal solution. 
Based on the above analysis, the meanings of the following terms are defined here 
and will be used in the rest of the thesis. 
" The running time: the elapsed CPU time since BPS starts scheduling a 
problem. , 
" The running time of the first solution: the running time when the first feasible 
solution meeting all imposed constraints is found. It is 0.04 seconds in the 
above example. 
" The running time of the last solution: the running time when the last solution 
is found. It is 0.831 seconds in the above example. But in fact when this 
solution is found, BPS does not know whether a better solution exists or not 
and it still continues running to confirm this. This solution is known as the last 
solution from the final results. 
" The running time of the optimal solution: the system termination time when 
BPS stop running automatically by ensuring that there is no better solution 
available. It is 23.944 seconds in the above example. The optimal solution is 
actually the last solution, but their running times are different. The running 
time of the optimal solution can be much larger than the running time of the 
last solution. 
" The running time of the best solution: in some examples, a running time limit 
is set to terminate BPS if the running time exceeds the set period. If BPS 
terminates because the time limit is reached, the last solution obtained so far is 
the best solution, but it is not confirmed whether it is the optimal solution. In 
this case, the time limit is the running time of the best solution. 
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For the purpose of research, a default running time limit of three hours (i. e. 10800 
seconds) is set to terminate the system in case that an optimal solution still has not 
been found. The reasons are: (1) Previous example indicates that CST-based BPS is 
able to find a feasible solution very quickly that satisfies all imposed constraints, but 
it may need an excessive amount of time, even exponential time, to find the optimal 
solution due to the gradual improvement strategy; (2) Finding feasible solutions 
quickly is better than finding an optimal solution that requires an unrealistic running 
time from the industrial point of view. It is not worth waiting too long in order to find 
an optimal solution. (3) A number of examples have been devised in this chapter to 
investigate the performance of BPS, so a uniform running time limit is required in 
order to compare the results of these examples to find the trends of the developed 
system. In the above example, the optimal solution was obtained before the time limit 
was reached 
7.2 Pipeless Batch Plants 
As mentioned before, a pipeless batch plant is a kind of batch plant in which materials 
are transported from one processing stage to another in moveable vessels and 
processing takes place at a number of fixed processing stations. The key advantage of 
pipeless batch plants is the flexibility, but obviously it also introduces complexity in 
production process scheduling. This is because plant layout and route planning also 
need to be considered. The task of scheduling pipeless batch plants to meet product 
demands is a challenging one. 
The proposed constraint-based approach can also be applied to solve scheduling 
problems in pipeless batch plants. A typical scheduling example for pipeless batch 
plants (Huang and Chung, 2000) is selected and extended to consider route planning. 
Several layouts such as herringbone and circular layouts are investigated to 
demonstrate the applicability of the proposed approach. 
7.2.1 Production Conditions and Demands 
The process recipe for the various products to be manufactured in a pipeless batch 
plants is given in the form of a State-Task Network (STN) (Kondili et al., 1993). For 
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pipeless batch plants, different states represent different types of materials and/or 
moveable vessels in different conditions (e. g. "Blended AB in vessel", "Empty dirty 
vessel", and "Empty clean vessel"). Production activity (i. e. task) represents a 
transformation from one set of states into another. 
The production processes to be implemented in the plant are shown in Fig. 7-2. 
Circles and rectangles denote states and production activities respectively. The 
process starts with clean vessels being charged with A and B in an appropriate 
amount. The charged vessels are then taken to a blender, where the content is 
homogenized in a blending operation to form material AB. Following this, AB reacts 
with a third raw material C to form another intermediate material, Int.. Three final 
products P1, P2 and P3 are formed by blending Int. with three different additives Al, 
A2 and A3 respectively. The corresponding products P1, P2 and P3 are discharged 
through a discharge station and the empty dirty vessels must be cleaned before they 
can be used again. Finally, the clean vessels must move back to the start point i. e. 
waiting in front of the station where A is charged. The production demands are shown 
in Table 7-3 and it is desired to schedule the whole process within 48 hours, but 
require them to be produced as soon as possible, i. e. the optimal criterion is to 
minimize the makespan. 
AB 
A in vessel 
Charge A Charge B 
Empty 
clean vessel 
Al 
r 
Blend 
Cleaning Al + Int. 
P1 in vessel 
P1 
Discharge 
P1 
A, B in vessel 
-ºLJ-º Blend A+ 
C Reaction 
Int. 
A2 A3 
Blend A3 
A2 + Int. 
P2 in vessel () 
P2 
Q 4ý Discharge 
P2 
Blended AB 
in vessel 
Blend 
A3 + Int. 
P3 in vessel () 
P3 
Discharge 
P3 
dirty vessel 
Fig. 7-2: Production processes of a pipeless batch plant 
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Table 7-3: The production demands for a viveless plant 
Products Amounts m Suitable Vessels 
P1 20 Vessel 1, Vessel 2 
P2 20 Vessel 3 
P3 10 Vessel 1, Vessel 2 
7.2.2 Moveable Vessels and Processing Stations 
Moveable vessels and processing stations are needed in pipeless batch plants. The 
types and capabilities of the processing stations and moveable vessels, and the total 
number of stations and vessels for each type are known in advance and specified in 
the problems. Table 7-3 shows the suitable vessels for different products. In this 
example, there are three vessels available Vessel 1, Vessel 2 and Vessel 3, each with 
10m3 capacity. Only vessel 3 can be used to produce Product 2. This limitation is 
introduced into the problem to test the circumstance that a special vessel is needed for 
a particular product or activity. For example, if the final product P2 is corrosive, a 
special glass-lined vessel such as Vessel 3 might be necessary for holding materials 
undergoing production activities Blend A2 + Int. and Discharge P2, while cheaper 
moveable vessels such as Vessel 1 and Vessel 2 might be adequate for materials 
undergoing Blend Al + Int. and Blend A3 + Int. etc. Since there is normally no 
provision for transferring material directly between moveable vessels, glass-lined 
vessels would also have to be used for the tasks upstream of Blend A2 + Int. even if 
this were not strictly necessary. It is assumed that all vessels are initially empty and 
clean, and lined up in front of the first charging station. 
Eight processing stations of six distinct types are considered in this example. The 
relevant details are shown in Table 7-4. A batch production involves seven activities: 
Charge A, Charge B, Blend A with B, Reaction, Blend Intermediate Material (Int. ) 
with an Additive, Discharge the Product and Clean vessels. There are five batch 
products to be produced and the optimal criterion is to minimize makespan. 
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Table 7-4: Duration and suitable station for each production activity 
Production 
Activity 
Duration 
Hour 
Suitable 
Station 
Charge A 0.5 Charger 1 
Charge B 0.5 Charger 2 
Blend A+B 0.8 Blender 1 
Blender 2 
Reaction 0.8 Reactor 1 
Reactor 2 
Blend 
Additives + Int. 
0.5 Blender 1 
Blender 2 
Discharge 0.5 Discharger 
Cleaning 0.5 Cleaner 
7.2.3 Herringbone Layout 
In pipeless batch plants, plant layout is a very important factor that affects the 
scheduling results. The proposed approach is based on a connectivity table that 
describes the connectivity relations between the nodes of a layout. The approach is 
general and is applicable to any layout that can be represented by connected nodes. As 
mentioned in chapter five, for any layout the actual number of nodes and station 
locations that the approach can consider is not limited. In this sub-section, the 
herringbone layout shown in Fig. 5-2 (of Chapter 5) is used here as an example. The 
connectivity relations between the nodes representing the adopted herringbone layout 
have been shown in Table 5-1. The other layouts such as circular and linear layouts 
will be considered in the next sub-section. 
It is understood that for any layout type the provided stations can be placed in 
different locations. Where these stations should be located is determined by the shape 
of the available space and/or other geometry considerations that are outside the scope 
of scheduling (Realff et al., 1996), and the station locations are assumed to be known 
in advance. 
Fig. 7-3 shows a herringbone layout with the provided stations in a symmetry style, 
where the different stations are distributed over the layout structure. It is used here to 
demonstrate how BPS works out the solutions. Comparing Fig. 5-2 with Fig. 7-3, the 
information on the station positions represented by nodes can be obtained as follows: 
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Chargerl Charger2 Blenderl Blender2 Reactorl Reactor2 Discharge Cleaner 
C D A G B H E F 
The moveable vessels are assumed to have their built-in locomotion mechanisms and 
are also assumed to move on "tracks", whether these are rails or wires buried under 
the floor, and thus cannot pass each other except at designated points. Each station is 
capable of performing a certain production activity and there may be more than one 
station of each type. It is assumed that moveable vessels carrying material to be 
processed at a processing station may wait in a space just before that station. 
Similarly, a vessel loaded with material that has just undergone processing may wait 
in a space immediately after that station. 
Blender! 
Vo 
Bi 
VI 
Reactor l 
Chargerl 
V2 
Ho H1 
B2 
ý)-ý 
V3 
Charger2 
Discharger 
V4 
B3 
V5 
Cleaner 
Blender2 
V6 
H2 
Ba 
Y 
V7 
Reactor2 
Fig. 7-3: Scheduling of a pipeless batch plant in herringbone layout 
In herringbone layouts, both vertical and horizontal distances between any two 
locations are taken into account and the length of a track is represented in terms of the 
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moving time a vessel needs to pass the track. In this example, the length of a piece of 
track is assumed to be 0.1 hours. For examples, the travelling time between two 
stations situated opposite each other would be 0.2 hours and between Blender! and 
Charger2 would be 0.3 hours. 
In this example, buffers such as B1, B2, B3 and B4 are placed at junctions of cross 
tracks. Vessels are only allowed to cross tracks and/or pass each other at these 
junctions. Vessels can stay at these buffers to wait for a track to become available. 
The basic raw materials and additives are assumed to be unlimited. In order to handle 
time easily, one unit of time is set as 0.1 hours. 
The above information for scheduling the pipeless batch plant in herringbone layout 
can be constructed into two tables. Table 7-5a specifies the general information for 
the whole process and Table 7-5b specifies the information for each specific product. 
In the two tables, materials, the capacity of stations and the capacity of vessels are 
expressed in cubic decimeter (dm3) since the Additive is added in a very small amount 
by the activity Blending Int. with Additive. One m3 is equal to 1000 dm3. 
In Table 7-5b, some information for P2 and P3 is represented as "... ", which means 
that the information here is the same as for P1. 
Besides the information provided in Table 7-5, the data on tracks and buffers, 
including the name and the nodes representing them, should also be provided by the 
users. These data are layout-related, so when different layouts are considered, 
corresponding data should be provided. For this example, these data are provided as 
shown in Table 6-3 and 6-4. For one layout, these data only need to be created once in 
text files for BPS. Details of these input file formats are given in Appendix 2. 
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BPS running on a PC machine with a P3 500 MHZ CPU was used to schedule the 
problem. The solution statistics are presented in Table 7-6 and the optimal solution is 
illustrated in Chart 7-2. 
Table 7-6. " Solution statistics for scheduling a pipeless batch plant in herringbone 
layout 
Solution Statistics First Solution Last Solution System Termination 
(Confirm Optimal Solution) 
Total Number of Activities 130 130 130 
Number of Choice Points 53 137383 241586 
Computer running times 0.1 722.599 945.609 
Makes an (unit of 0.1 hour) 177 123 123 
The solution statistics indicate that the first solution was found very quickly. 
However, much more time is needed to find the optimal solution. This example 
involves many activities and the total number is 130. This is because besides 
production and batch activities, the total number of which is 40, many moving 
activities were created during the search process as well. The solution statistics also 
indicate that the makespan of 17.7 hours and 12.3 hours are needed to achieve the 
production demands in the first and optimal solutions respectively. The makespan 
ratio of the optimal solution to the first solution is about 70%. In the optimal solution, 
the total 12.3 hours include the 0.3 hours required to move the vessel back from the 
last station Cleaner to its start point, Charger 1. 
Chart 7-2 illustrates both time and resources are allocated properly. The movement of 
the third vessel is traced to show clearly how the vessel moves from one processing 
stage to another. The utilization of every station as well as that of the vessels is also 
shown in the chart. For the vessels in the chart, the gaps between processing times of 
production activities represent the moving time and waiting time. 
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Chart 7-2: The optimal solution for scheduling a pipeless batch plant in herringbone layout 
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The examined layout is in the symmetry style, where the processing stations are 
evenly distributed over the layout structure. The salient feature of the layout is the 
location of blenders and reactors. Blenderl and Reactor! are located opposite to each 
other on one "side" of the layout structure and Blender2 and Reactor2 are both located 
opposite to each other on the other "side". By tracing the movements of the vessels, it 
can be seen that vessels cycled either on the "left" side or on the "right" side. This 
type of behaviour resulted because all stations needed to complete any product recipe 
existed on either the "left" side or the "right" side. This plant layout can save moving 
time since a set of vessels could produce all three final products while cycling on the 
"left" side of the herringbone layout structure without crossing paths involving track 
HZ, V6 and V7 on the right "side" or vice versa. 
7.2.4 Other Layouts 
The proposed approach is flexible to solve scheduling problems of pipeless batch 
plants in different layouts as long as these layouts can be represented by connected 
nodes as described in Chapter five. The circular layout and linear layout represented 
by a variety of nodes in Fig. 5-3 are adopted here for the above scheduling example. 
Fig. 7-4 and Fig. 7-5 show where the stations are located and what tracks and buffers 
are included for the adopted circular and linear layouts. BPS can be applied to these 
layouts without any change and the users only need to provide the layout-related data 
to BPS through text files. The layout-related data include a connectivity table and 
information on tracks and buffers. The connectivity table representing the circular 
layout in terms of nodes has been shown in Table 5-2. Based on Fig. 5-3 and 7-4, the 
track and buffer data including the occupied nodes for the circular layout can be 
provided in Table 7-7 and 7-8 respectively. The connectivity table and data on track 
and buffer for the linear layout in Fig 5-3 and 7-5 are provided in Table 7-9,7-10 and 
7-11. 
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Table 7-7: Track data for a circular layout with 16 nodes 
Track Name First Node Second Node Track Length 
TO A I 1 
Ti B J 1 
T2 C K 1 
T3 D L 1 
T4 E M 1 
T5 F N 1 
T6 G 0 1 
T7 H P 1 
CO I J 1 
C1 J K 1 
C2 K L 1 
C3 L M 1 
C4 M N 1 
C5 N 0 1 
C6 0 P 1 
C7 P I 1 
Table 7-8: Buffer data for a circular layout with 16 nodes 
Buffer Name Nodal Label Buffer Capacity 
BO I 1 
B1 J 1 
B2 K 1 
B3 L 1 
B4 M 1 
B5 N 1 
B6 0 1 
B7 P 1 
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Table 7-9: Connectivity table for a linear layout with 16 nodes 
Node A B C D E FI GI H I J K L M N 0 P 
A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
B 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
D 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
E 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
F 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
G 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
I 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
J 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
K 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 
L 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 
M 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 
N 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 
P 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
Table 7-10: Track data for a linear layout with 16 nodes 
Track Name First Node Second Node Track Length 
VO A I 1 
V1 B J 1 
V2 C K 1 
V3 D L 1 
V4 E M 1 
V5 F N 1 
V6 G 0 1 
V7 H P 1 
HO I J 1 
H1 J K 1 
H2 K L 1 
H3 L M 1 
H4 M N 1 
F H5 N 0 1 H6 0 P 1 
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Table 7-11: Buffer data for a linear layout with 16 nodes 
Buffer Name Nodal Label Buffer Capacity 
BO I 1 
B1 J 1 
B2 K 1 
B3 L 1 
B4 M 1 
B5 N 1 
B6 0 1 
B7 P 1 
Although the circular and linear layouts are considered here, the production data for 
the scheduling example are assumed to be the same as those for the herringbone 
layout shown in Table 7-5, except the station positions. The data on station positions 
represented by nodes for circular layout should be changed as follows: 
Charger! Charger2 Blender! Blender2 Reactor! Reactor2 Discharge Cleaner 
A B D F C E H G 
The data on station positions for linear layout should be changed as follows: 
Charger! Charger2 Blender! Blender2 Reactor! Reactor2 Discharge Cleaner 
D C B G A H F E 
BPS was applied to solve the scheduling problem taking into account the circular and 
linear layouts. The resulting solution statistics for the two layouts are presented in 
Table 7-12 and 7-13 respectively. 
Table 7-12: Solution statistics for scheduling a nineless batch vlant in circular layout 
Solution Statistics First Solution Last Solution System Termination 
(Confirm Best Solution) 
Total Number of Activities 270 270 270 
Number of Choice Points 53 269622 354221 
Computer Running Times 0.26 8091.15 10800 
Makes an (unit of 0.1 hour) 261 248 248 
TnhIP 7-13: Solution statistics for scheduling a nineless batch plant in linear layout 
Solution Statistics First Solution Last Solution System Termination 
(Confirm Opt mal Solution) 
Total Number of Activities '160 160 160 
Number of Choice Points 53 136606 226281 
Computer Running Times 0.12 876.44 1099.27 
Makes an unit of 0.1 hour) 195 135 135 
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By scheduling the same example in different layouts, it is found that there are 
differences by comparing Table 7-6,7-12 and 7-13, which means that the adopted 
layout affects the scheduling process and results. Optimal solutions can be found for 
the herringbone and linear layouts, but optimal solution cannot be found for the 
circular layout and the system is terminated when the time limit is reached. As 
mentioned in Chapter five, any node within a possible route generated by the route 
planner, between two stations selected by two consecutive production activities, can 
only appear once, therefore two possible routes exist between the two stations in a 
circular layout. Since a batch production includes a number of production activities 
that need to select a number of stations, there are many possible routes between the 
start and end stations for any batch production. Any time the route planner is called, it 
generates a possible route first. The scheduling and route planning process needs to 
store related search information and sets a choice point in case that the generated 
route causes conflicts and the system can backtrack to search for another route. 
Comparing with the herringbone and linear layouts, in the circular layout there are 
more possible routes, which cost more time for solution search. It is also found from 
the scheduling results that the makespan for the circular layout is highest in both the 
first and last solution. It means the production process in circular layout needs the 
most transport time to transfer intermediate materials among stations. 
7.3 Rescheduling 
Rescheduling is necessary to adjust the operating schedule in case of the failure of a 
resource such as a station. It can improve the safety and productivity of a plant by 
reassigning processing time and resources to avoid using the failed resource. 
According to the literature, it is not a good way in practice to completely reschedule a 
problem, so recovery-based rescheduling constraints have been proposed in Chapter 
five. By applying these constraints a new solution is generated by using the original 
solution as a guide. This means that the constraints imposed on the original problem 
still needs to be satisfied but the failed resource cannot be used during the failure 
period. In addition, it must be ensured what has already been done before the failure 
of the resource cannot be changed i. e. the start and end time of activities that end 
before the breakdown and the selected resources by these activities cannot be 
changed. It is one of vital factors for a scheduler to be an on-line system. Although 
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BPS is an off-line scheduling system at the moment, it has the potential to be 
extended as an on-line system in the future. An on-line scheduling system should 
consider the connection with a control system in a plant i. e. the information transfer 
between the scheduling system and a control system should be taken into account. In 
an on-line system, the control system can detect the breakdown of a resource and 
transfer the necessary information to the scheduling system, and then the on-line 
scheduling system can reschedule the problem and generate a revised solution. The 
revised solution is then transferred to the control system for the plant to finish the 
remaining work without using the failed resource. During the above on-line 
scheduling procedure, the feature that the scheduling system reschedules the problem 
using the original schedule as a guide is critical since all the jobs that have been done 
before the failure of the resource cannot be changed. 
In rescheduling a problem, besides the main predefined search algorithms such as 
constraint propagation and tree traversal, another predefined ILOG algorithm is used 
to meet the requirement of using the original solution as a guide. This means that the 
system selects an activity to be scheduled first that has the minimal fixed start time in 
the original solution. For activities that end before the failure of a resource, their 
original start time will be assigned as the start time of these activities again. No 
conflict happens since these activities are not affected by the failed resource. For 
activities that end after the failure of a resource, conflicts may happen and lead to 
backtrack. In this case, constraint propagation is triggered and the system will search 
for another suitable value for these activities according to other constraints. This 
algorithm is applied by using many predefined ILOG functions and classes, and they 
are adopted in BPS. 
The proposed rescheduling approach can be applied to both traditional and pipeless 
batch plants. Especially when a pipeless plant is rescheduled, the layout-related 
constraints need to be taken into account. Previous examples are rescheduled in this 
section in order to have a good comparison. The results are discussed in detail to show 
how the proposed approach works. More examples that are used to investigate the 
system performance on rescheduling will be given in Section 7.4. 
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7.3.1 Rescheduling of Traditional Batch Plants 
The example in Section 7.1 is used in this section to demonstrate that the proposed 
constraint approach can be applied to reschedule a traditional batch plant. All the 
information, which was used in the example and constructed as Table 7-la & Table 7- 
lb in Section 7.1, remains the same except that Blenderl is failed during a time 
period. The following information supplements Table 7-la: 
Reschedule a 
Problem? 
Name of Failed 
Resource 
Start of Failure End of Failure Optimal 
Criterion (M/N) 
Y Blender! 4 8 N 
In rescheduling a problem, an option is provided for the user to select a rescheduling 
optimal criterion. The option is either to minimize the total number of changes (i. e. 
NoOfChanges) of the start time of production activities and batch activities, which is 
represented as "N", or to minimize the makespan, which is represented as "M". This 
first optimal criterion will make BPS search for a solution as close as possible to the 
original solution and the second one will make BPS find a solution with a better 
makespan. The problem is rescheduled by using the optimal criterion first that 
minimizes the total number of changes. The solution statistics are presented in Table 
7-14 and the optimal solution is illustrated in Chart 7-3. 
Table 7-14: Solution statistics for rescheduling a traditional batch plant when using 
the minimization ofNoOfChances as the optimal criterion 
Solution Statistics First Solution Last Solution System Termination 
(Confirm Optimal Solution) 
Computer Running Times 3.986 16.293 34.269 
Makes an (hour) 24 21 21 
Number of Changes 29 5 5 
It is seen that the first solution was found in 3.986 seconds and the last solution in 
16.293 seconds. After this, the system still needs some time to confirm there is no 
better solution than the last one and then terminates automatically in 34.269, which 
shows the similar feature to the scheduling process. However, compared with the 
original scheduling results, the rescheduling process needs relatively more time to 
find the solutions. One probably reason is that it needs the original solution as a guide 
and that costs time. The makespan in first and optimal solution is 24 and 21 
respectively, which is larger than 19 in the original solution, but not that much. Since 
the optimal criterion is to minimize the NoOfChanges, the number of change is 
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reduced a lot from the first solution to the optimal solution. The failure period of 
Blender! is represented by the shaded area in Chart 7-3. The chart clearly illustrates 
that all the original constraints imposed on the production processes are still satisfied. 
For example, the storage finite wait time, which is up to six hours, is still met. In 
addition, the failed station is not used during the failure period and what has been 
done before the breakdown remain unchanged. The utilization of other resources is 
also shown in this chart and it indicates that the recourse allocation is feasible. 
When the optimal criterion is to minimize makespan, different solutions were 
obtained. The solution statistics are presented in Table 7-15 and the optimal solution 
is illustrated in Chart 7-4. 
Table 7-15: Solution statistics for rescheduling a traditional batch plant when using 
the minimization ofmakesnan as the optimal criterion 
Solution Statistics First Solution Last Solution System Termination 
Confirm Optimal Solution) 
Computer Running Times 3.966 4.987 589.528 
Makes an (hour) 24 19 19 
Number of Changes 29 16 16 
It is found that the first solution was found in 3.966 seconds and the last solution in 
4.987, but it needs much more time to confirm the optimal solution. Since the optimal 
criterion is to minimize makespan, the system can find a smaller makespan in the 
optimal solution, which is 19 and is the same to the original solution. It indicates that 
the affected activities due to the breakdown of Blender! are not on the critical path. 
The number of changes is 16 in the optimal solution, which is relatively large 
compared with the corresponding one in Table 7-14. The failure period of Blender! is 
also represented by the shaded area in Chart 7-4. The Chart clearly illustrates that the 
imposed constraints are satisfied, the failed blender is not used during the failure 
period, and what has been done before the breakdown remains unchanged. 
Comparing the results in Table 7-14 and 7-15, it can be found that the first 
rescheduling solution is the same in terms of makespan and NoOfChanges no matter 
which optimal criterion is used. It can be understood because, using the original 
solution as a guide, BPS always finds a feasible rescheduling solution first and then 
search for another improved solution based on the used optimal criterion. Different 
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optimal criteria may drive BPS towards different directions for the optimal solution, 
but the first solution should be the same. It is also found that NoOfChanges can be 
reduced a lot if the optimal criterion is to minimize it. On the contrary, the makespan 
of the first solution is relatively close to that of the optimal solution no matter which 
optimal criterion is used. The reason is that a makespan upper bound is set by a 
constraint (Formula 5-34 in Chapter 5) based on the original makespan, so in any 
rescheduling solution the makespan cannot be a lot larger than the original makespan, 
therefore there is not too much margin for the makespan to be reduced from the first 
solution to the optimal solution. 
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Chart 7-3: The optimal solution for rescheduling a traditional batch plant when using 
the minimization of NoOfChanges as the optimal criterion 
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7.3.2 Rescheduling of Pipeless Batch Plants 
The problem for scheduling a pipeless batch plant in herringbone layout in section 7.2 
is used in this section as an example. The production conditions and demands remain 
the same except that a station has failed. The following information supplements 
Table 7-5a: 
Reschedule a 
Problem? 
Name of Failed 
Resource 
Start of Failure End of Failure Optimal 
Criterion 
Y Reactor! 30 38 N 
The production information used for rescheduling the problem can be constructed as 
shown in Table 6-1 and Table 6-2, which have been used as examples in Chapter 6. In 
this sub-section, the scheduling optimal solution obtained in section 7.2 is used as the 
original solution based on which the problem is rescheduled. 
When the optimal criterion is "N", i. e. minimizing NoOfthanges, the optimal 
solution was found in 3407.04 seconds. The solution statistics are presented in Table 
7-16 and the optimal solution is illustrated in Chart 7-5. When the optimal criterion is 
"M" i. e. minimizing the makespan, the optimal solution was found in 922.085 
seconds. The solution statistics are presented in Table 7-17 and the optimal solution is 
illustrated in Chart 7-6. 
Table 7-16: Solution statistics for rescheduling a pipeless plant in herringbone layout 
when using the minimization ofNoOfChanQes as the ontimal criterion 
Solution Statistics First Solution Last Solution System Termination 
(Confirm Opt mal Solution) 
Computer Running Times 734.296 750.459 3407.04 
Makes an (unit of 0.1 hour) 138 136 136 
' Number of Changes 31 12 12 
The solution statistics in Table 7-16 indicate that the system found the first 
rescheduling solution in 734.296 seconds and the last solution in 750.459 seconds. 
The time difference is only about 15 seconds, during which a number of other 
rescheduling solutions were also found. After the last solution was found, the system 
spends quite a lot of time to confirm there is no better solution available and the last 
solution is the optimal one. The number of changes in the first solution is 31 and that 
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in the optimal solution is 12. This reveals that some activities were affected due to the 
failure of Reactorl. The makespan of the first solution and the optimal solution are 
also longer than that of the original optimal solution. This indicates that the whole 
production process has to be longer since Reactor! is not available for a period. Chart 
7-5 illustrates that time and resources are allocated properly considering the failure of 
Reactor!. The failure period is shown by the shaded area in the chart and the results 
illustrate clearly that Reactor! was not allocated to any production activity during the 
failure period and what happened before the breakdown of Reactorl remains 
unchanged. 
Table 7-17: Solution statistics for rescheduling a pipeless plant in herringbone layout 
when using the minimization ofmakesnan as the optimal criterion 
Solution Statistics First Solution Last Solution System Termination 
(Confirm Optimal Solution) 
Computer Running Times 725.473 749.507 922.085 
Makes an unit of 0.1 hour) 138 126 126 
Number of Changes 31 12 12 
When the optimal criterion is to minimize makespan, different solutions were 
obtained. Results in Table 7-17 indicate that BPS found the first rescheduling solution 
in 725.473 seconds and the last solution in 749.507 seconds. BPS confirms that the 
last solution is the optimal solution in 922.085 seconds. The makespan in the first 
solution is 138 unit time and that in the optimal solution is 126 unit time, which 
means both of them are larger than the makespan of 123 in the original optimal 
solution and this reveals that the failure of Reactor! affects the rescheduling solutions. 
The optimal rescheduling solution is illustrated in Chart 7-6 and it is shown that all 
imposed constraints are satisfied and resources are allocated properly. Comparing 
with Chart 7-2, what has been done before the breakdown of Reactorl remains 
unchanged. It demonstrates that the original solution has been used as a guide when 
BPS searches for the rescheduling solutions. 
Comparing the results in both Table 7-16 and 7-17, it is also identified that the first 
solutions are the same in terms of NoOfChanges and makespan, and in the optimal 
solutions the makespan is relatively not reduced very much but the NoOfChanges is 
reduced a lot. 
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Chart 7-6: The optimal solution for rescheduling a pipeless plant in herringbone layout 
when using the minimization of makespan as the optimal criterion 
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7.4 System Performance Investigation 
Previous examples are used to show how the developed approach can be used to solve 
scheduling and rescheduling problems for both traditional and pipeless batch plants. 
The results are illustrated in detail to demonstrate that all imposed constraints are 
satisfied including constraints that have not been considered in previous research, 
such as storage finite wait time constraint, layout-related constraints, and constraints 
on integration of scheduling and routing. 
However, the system's performance has not so far been tested adequately. In this 
section, more examples are devised in order to investigate the system behaviour as the 
difficulty of the scheduling problems increases. It is also aimed to find some trends in 
using the CST-based system and to identify its strengths and weaknesses. According 
to the above scheduling results, it seems that the first feasible solution can be found 
very quickly, but much more time is required to find the optimal solution. For 
example, in section 7-1 to schedule a traditional plant with four machines and 12- 
batch production (i. e. number of batches, or batch size, is 12), it takes only 0.04 
seconds for the first solution, but needs 23.944 seconds for the optimal solution. In 
this section a number of plants are tested by using different number of batches and 
machines to investigate the trends. Other constraints remain the same as in Section 7- 
1. The running times of the resulting first solutions are presented in Table 7-18. 
Based on these results the number of batches - running time relationship and the 
number of machines - running time relationship are derived and are shown in Chart 7- 
7 and Chart 7-8 respectively. 
Table 7-18: The running times (in seconds) of the first solutions for scheduling a 
number of traditional batch plants 
Number of Batches Number of Machines 
Four Eight Fifteen Twen 
15 0.04 0.1 0.37 0.691 
27 0.1 0.37 1.322 2.683 
39 0.21 0.891 3.374 6.579 
51 0.43 1.722 6.89 13.179 
63 0.721 2.994 11.927 23.864 
75 1.131 4.867 19.227 39.516 
87 1.672 7.29 29.822 62.65 
99 2.343 10.575 43.472 99.733 
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It is understood that the increase of batch size means the increase of the number of 
activities, so the problem difficulty is increased. Two functions are displayed for each 
relationship in the charts. The first is the regression function representing the 
relationship based on the data points in the charts. The second is the fitness function 
representing the fitness of the regression curve and data points. The closer is the 
fitness (represented as R2 in the charts) to one, the better is the fitness. It can be seen 
that the relationship between the running time of the first solution and the number of 
batches is polynomial, no matter how many machines are available. The relationship 
between the running time of the first solution and the number of machines is also 
polynomial, no matter how many batch productions are required. Only 99.733 
seconds are needed to find the feasible solution when scheduling a traditional plant 
with 20 machines and 99-batch production, which is a large size problem. These 
results demonstrate that if the focus is to find a feasible solution that satisfies all 
imposed constraints, CST-based BPS can solve a scheduling problem easily and 
quickly even though it may be a large problem. However, if the focus is to find the 
optimal solution, the results are somehow different because the running time of the 
optimal solution is usually much longer than the running time of the first solution. 
The running times of optimal solutions of relatively small size problems for 
traditional plants can be found within the three-hour running time limit. The running 
times of these optimal solutions are presented in Table 7-19. Based on these results 
the number of batches - running time relationship and number of machines - running 
time relationship are derived and are shown in Chart 7-9 and Chart 7-10 respectively. 
Table 7-19: The running times (in seconds) of the optimal solutions for scheduling a 
number of traditional batch plants 
Number of Batches Number of Machines 
Four Eight Fifteen Twenty 
12 23.944 96.849 326.399 588.826 
13 59.235 239.184 824.465 1481.16 
14 140.822 589.297 2050.92 3668.65 
15 328.582 1430.61 4929.87 8913.49 
16 800.22 3428.9 
17 1851.02 8061.02 
18 4225.34 
19 9864.86 
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It can be seen that the running time of the optimal, solution increases exponentially as 
the number of batches (i. e. batch size) increases. Only scheduling relatively small size 
problems (with up to 19 batches) can find the optimal solutions within the three-hour 
running time limit. So, it is very expensive to find the optimal solution by using the 
CST-based system and only small size problems can be solved if the optimal solution 
is required. It is found that the relationship between the running time of the optimal 
solution and the number of machines is still polynomial. Considering it is also the 
polynomial relationship between the running time of the first solution and the number 
of machines, it is a trend that the number of machines do not affect the running time 
that much. 
Because the batch size doesn't affect the running time of the first solution too much 
but has a heavy influence on the running time of the optimal solution, it is necessary 
to compare the quality of the first solution to that of the optimal solution in terms of 
their optimal criterion, which is makespan. It can be seen from Table 7-19 that for 
traditional plants with four machines, the optimal solution can be found for examples 
with up to 19-batch productions. For these examples, multi-solutions can be found 
between the first and optimal solutions. All solutions are presented in Table 7-20, 
including the running time and makespan for each solution. In this table, system 
termination time is the running time of the optimal solution and the optimal solution is 
the last solution because in these cases BPS stops running automatically before 
reaching the time limit, which is three hours (i. e. 10800 s). The makespan ratio of the 
optimal solution to the first solution is also calculated for each example. It can be 
found that these ratios are all in the range from 70% to 75%, which is a quite small 
range. Compared to the running time increased exponentially as the batch size 
increases, these makespan ratios remain relatively the same. Other examples with 
eight, fifteen and twenty machines in Table 7-19 are also-investigated and it is found 
that there is only one solution eventually obtained for every example, which means 
the first solution is the optimal solution. Therefore, the examples examined so far 
demonstrate that it may be worth waiting for some time to find the optimal solution 
for relatively small size problems, but it is not necessary to wait a long time to get the 
optimal solution for relatively large size problems because the makespan is unlikely to 
be reduced a lot in the optimal solution, and this reduction is not worth the 
exponential running time the system may need. 
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Examples are also investigated in order to check whether there is a relationship 
between the solution sequence number and the running time of the solution. If a 
"turning point" solution exists, which means much more time are needed to find its 
next solution, then it is practical to terminate the system when the "turning point" 
solution is found. For traditional plants with four machines, it seems that the 4`h 
solution is the "turning point" solution, but since there is only one solution for all the 
other plants with eight, fifteen and twenty machines, there is no general trend on this 
issue. So, a practical way to use the CST-based BPS is that unless there is no solution 
at all it is good to find at least one feasible solution and wait a while until the user's 
tolerable time limit is reached. In this way the user can get feasible solutions so far 
meeting all imposed constraints. For example, if the time limit is 5 minutes (300 
seconds), the last solutions for all the examples in Table 7-19 have already been found 
according to the scheduling results. 
The scheduling results of a number of pipeless plant examples also indicate similar 
trends as above. The only difference is that the plant layout is considered. In similar 
situations the running times for scheduling pipeless plants are longer than those of 
traditional plants because the route planning process also consumes time within the 
scheduling system. A number of examples are designed based on the information in 
Section 7-2 including eight stations and three moveable vessels, but the number of 
batches varies. The running times of the first solutions for some of the examples are 
presented in Table 7-21. Based on these results the number of batches - running time 
relationship is derived and is shown in Chart 7-11. 
Table 7-21: The running times (in seconds) of the first solutions for scheduling a 
number ofniveless vlants in different layouts 
Number of Batches Herringbone Layout Linear Layout Circular Layout 
6 0.18 0.16 0.38 
12 0.5 0.661 1.752 
18 1.432 1.392 5.277 
24 2.603 2.834 12.027 
30 4.676 5.137 24.204 
36 7.871 8.572 42.14 
42 12.167 13.189 68.819 
48 18.576 19.878 104.75 
54 26.037 27.92 153.39 
60 36.071 38.445 214.989 
66 48.519 51.394 290.728 
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Chart 7-11: The relationship between number of batches and running time of the first solution 
for scheduling pipcless plants in different layouts 
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The results in Table 7-21 and Chart 7-11 indicate that it is the polynomial relationship 
between the number of batches and the running time of the first feasible solution for 
scheduling pipeless batch plants no matter which plant layout is adopted. For the same 
production requirement, scheduling pipeless plant in circular layout needs the most 
time compared with the other two layouts. This is because there is more than one 
possible route between any two stations and the route planning process needs to create 
more choice points and spend more time in searching. These examples also 
demonstrate the argument that it is good to use CST-based system such as BPS to 
solve a problem with many constraints, including layout-related constraints and those 
on the integration of scheduling and route planning. A feasible solution can be found 
very quickly even for a large size problem. For example, according to Table 7-21, a 
pipeless plant in circular layout with 66-batch production can be solved within 5 
minutes (300 seconds). 
However, if the aim is to find an optimal solution for a pipeless plant, the scheduling 
running time is much longer. Examples are tested and no optimal solution can be 
obtained before reaching the three-hour time limit for scheduling pipeless plants in 
any layout with more than 5-batch production. Since scheduling the pipeless plant 
with 5-batch production in herringbone and linear layout can find the optimal 
solution, which have been illustrated in Section 7-2, there is no doubt that a large 
amount of time is required to find the optimal solution even for relatively small size 
problems. Examples are also tested in order to detect what solutions can be found 
within three hours. An interesting trend is found for pipeless plants in linear and 
herringbone layouts that there is only one solution found for examples ranging from 
6-batch to 12-batch production. If other solutions are assumed to exist, they can only 
be found beyond three-hour running time and may need a very long time. This trend 
means that the first solution is the best solution within three hours and if the time limit 
is set as five minutes the same results are obtained for these examples. Since large 
size problems need more running time, other problems with more than 12-batch 
production are expected to have the similar trend. 
However, a number of solutions have been found within three hours for scheduling a 
pipeless plant in circular layout and the best solutions can be obtained. A number of 
plants in circular layout, ranging from 6-batch to 12-batch production, have been 
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scheduled in order to find the trend on the makespan ratio of the best to the first 
solution. All the solutions found within three hours are presented in Table 7-22. No 
optimal solutions are found for these examples and the system is terminated due to 
reaching the time limit. It is found that these makespan ratios are in the range from 
94% to 97%, which is quite high and means that the makespan is not reduced that 
much in the best solution. It can also seen from the results that most of the solutions 
are found within 5 minutes (300 seconds), so using the three-hour time limit does not 
improve the solution quality too much. However, the makespan ratio of the optimal to 
the first solution is not known since the optimal solution is not found and may be 
much better than the best solution obtained so far. This is a weakness of CST-based 
systems such as BPS. Examples are also tested for pipeless batch plants with more 
than 8 stations such as 15 stations. The obtained trends are similar i. e. the first 
solution is found very quickly and only polynomial time is required as the batch size 
increases, but it is impossible to find any optimal solution within three hours and 
exponential time is expected if the optimal solution is required. 
It is necessary to point out one condition when finding the first feasible solution for 
the above examples. The time horizon of each scheduling example (defined by 
formula 5-12 in Chapter 5), input by the user, must be larger than the makespan of the 
first solution. If it is not, the "natural" first solution won't be found. For example, in 
Table 7-20, if the time horizon is 24 hours instead of 48 hours, the first found solution 
would become the "natural" sixth solution for the example with 15-batch production. 
In this case, the running time of the "natural" sixth solution becomes the running time 
of the first solution, which may be very long. Of course, it is impossible to know the 
makespan of the "natural" first solution before scheduling a problem, so the time 
horizon need to be set by the user according to previous experience. Any value larger 
than the makespan of the "natural" first solution will work and the resulting solutions 
are the same. It is suggested that a relatively large time horizon value is set. 
According to many experimental results it is found that the sum of the durations of all 
production activities is an appropriate time horizon for traditional plants. For pipeless 
plants, five times the sum is appropriate when considering many intermediate moving 
activities created during the solution search. The above condition does not affect the 
optimal solution to which the scheduling process will eventually converge. 
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The system performance on rescheduling batch plants is also investigated. In section 
7.3, a traditional plant with four machines and 12-batch production has been 
rescheduled and the results have been analysed in detail to show how the original 
optimal solution is used as a guide to ensure that the failed resource cannot be used 
during its failure period and what has been done before the failure cannot be changed. 
Based on the examined example, a number of plants are designed by gradually 
increasing the batch size and they are rescheduled by using two optimal criteria 
"minimize NoOfChanges" and "minimize makespan" respectively. It is found from 
the. results that the first rescheduling solution is the same no matter which 
rescheduling optimal criterion is used. This also applies to the examples in Section 
7.3. The possible reason is that CST-based BPS always finds a solution first and then 
search for another solution that is at least one step better than the last one according to 
the optimal criterion. Different rescheduling optimal criteria may drive BPS towards 
different directions, but the first solution is the same. The first solutions for these 
examples are presented in Table 7-23. Although the first solution is the same, there 
are differences in their optimal or best solutions. The optimal solution comparison 
between the two rescheduling criteria is presented in Table 7-24. 
Table 7-23: The first solution for rescheduling a number of traditional plants 
Number o 
Batches 
Running 
Times 
Makespan 
(hours) 
Number of 
Changes 
12 3.986 24 29 
13 21.561 21 20 
14 28.642 22 21 
15 32.227 24 27 
16 1396.74 
- - - 
34 40 
17 0. 8 1 F 34 42 
Table 7-24: The optimal solution comparison between two rescheduling criteria 
Number o 
Batches 
Running Time (s) 
Needed 
Makespan (hours) 
Obtained 
NoOfChanges Obtained 
Minimize 
Makes an 
Minimize 
oOfChan es 
Minimize 
Makes an 
Minimize 
NoOfChanges 
Minimize 
Makes an 
Minimize 
oOfChanges 
12 589.528 34.269 19 21 16 5 
13 6225.63 114.284 21 21 20 4 
14 10800 215.37 22 22 21. 4 
15 10800 680.289 23 23 27 4 
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It can be seen from Table 7-23 that the running time of the first rescheduling solution 
increases sharply as the number of batches increases, which is different from the trend 
found in the scheduling process. It is also identified from Table 7-24 that the running 
time of the optimal rescheduling solution also increases dramatically as the number of 
batches increases. The possible reason is that the original optimal solution is used as a 
guide when the problem is rescheduled. Since the makespan of the original optimal 
solution is the smallest one, the solution is like being "packed" tightly, and it is quite 
hard and time consuming to find spare time slots or resources to revise the solution 
satisfying all imposed constraints. If the original solution is the first scheduling 
solution, the trend may be different and this will be examined later. According to 
Table 7-24, in most cases the makespan is the same no matter which optimal criterion 
is used and they are only slightly smaller than the corresponding makespan in the first 
solution shown in Table 7-23. The trend has also been identified in the examples in 
Section 7-3. As mentioned, the reason is that a makespan upper bound has already 
been set as a rescheduling constraint (Formula 5-34 in Chapter 5) based on the 
original makespan, so in any rescheduling solution, the resulting makespan cannot be 
too much larger than the original makespan. On the contrary, the NoOfChanges is 
quite large in the first solution and can be reduced a lot in the optimal solution. 
Therefore, it is not so significant to reschedule a problem by using "minimize 
makespan" as the rescheduling optimal criterion compared to "minimize 
NoOfChanges". 
BPS can also reschedule a problem by using another scheduling solution as a guide, 
e. g. the first solution. In section 7.2, a pipeless plant in circular layout is scheduled as 
an example and based on this plant a number of problems are designed by gradually 
increasing the number of batches. These examples are rescheduled by using their 
original first solutions as a guide. It is specified that the resource "Reactor! " fails to 
work from 30 to 38 unit of time, which is the same failure applied to the rescheduling 
example in Section 7.3.2. The rescheduling optimal criterion is "minimize 
NoOfChanges". The running times of the first and optimal solutions are presented in 
Table 7-25. Based on these results the number of batches - running time relationship 
is derived and is shown in Chart 7-12. It can be seen that it 'is the polynomial 
relationship for both the first and optimal solutions. As discussed earlier, scheduling 
and rescheduling pipeless batch plants need a lot of running time, and the running 
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time increases dramatically as the batch size increases if the optimal solution is 
considered. The trend obtained here is different. This is because the original first 
scheduling solution is used as a guide when the problem is rescheduled. In the 
original first solution, the makespan is relatively large and the allocation oi' time and 
resources is relatively "loose", so the system can easily and quickly revise the 
schedule and reallocate other time slots and/or resource (such as "Reactor2" in these 
examples) to activities that are affected by the breakdown of "Rcactorl F. Because a 
number of intermediate scheduling solutions may be found between the first and 
optimal solution for a problem, and it is possible for any solution to be used as a guide 
to reschedule the problem, the trend on rescheduling a problem is solution-dependent. 
But, it is reasonable to predict that if the original solution used to guide the 
rescheduling process is close to the original first solution, the rescheduling process is 
easier and quicker, and if the original solution used is close to the original optimal 
solution, the rescheduling process is harder and slower. 
Table 7-25: The running times of the, firsi and optimal solutions by rescheduling a 
number ofpipeless plants in circular lavout 
Number of 
Batches 
First Solution 
(seconds) 
Optimal Solution 
(seconds) 
5 0.24 79.164 
6 0.371 135.195 
7 0.531 259.003 
8 0.691 381.909 
9 0.931 653.019 
10 1.252 1047.24 
11 1.502 1273.73 
12 1.883 1827.91 
(a) First rescheduling solutions 
2000 ----- ... -_- --- 
=y= 33.721x2 - 328.37x + 884.97 
d 1500 - R7 = 0.9948 
1000 
S 
c 500 
S 
e: 
0 
05 10 15 
Number of Batches 
(h) Optimal rescheduling solutions 
Chart 7-12: Number of batches - running time relationship of the first and optimal solution 
for rescheduling pipeless plants in circular layout based on original first solution 
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7.5 Conclusions 
Many examples are applied to test the proposed constraint-based approach and the 
developed system, BPS, and the results are analyzed and discussed. These examples 
demonstrate that the developed approach and system can solve a common class of 
scheduling problems of batch processing plants including pipeless plants. Feasible 
solutions can be found that satisfy the imposed constraints. 
It is identified that the CST-based approach and system can schedule complex 
examples and large-size problems by finding a feasible solution meeting all imposed 
constraints including finite wait time constraints, layout-related constraints and 
constraints on integration of scheduling and route planning. The examined examples 
show that the first feasible solution for a scheduling problem can be found very 
quickly and only polynomial time is needed as the batch size increases. The test 
results also illustrate that the number of adopted machines does not affect the running 
time very much and only polynomial time is required for both the first and optimal 
solutions. These examples also demonstrate that the developed system can schedule 
and reschedule pipeless batch plants with different layouts. 
It is also identified that the proposed approach can reschedule traditional and pipeless 
batch plants in case of the breakdown of a resource. The example results indicate that 
the failed resource is not used again during its failure period and what has been done 
before the resource failure remain unchanged. Two rescheduling optimal criteria are 
provided but it is found that it is not very significant to use "minimize makespan" as 
the criterion because a makespan upper bound constraint has already been considered 
when a problem is rescheduled. When a problem is rescheduled, an original 
scheduling solution is used as a guide and which original solution is used is important. 
The system performance on rescheduling is solution-dependent and it is relatively 
time-consuming to reschedule a problem using the original optimal solution as a 
guide. 
The weakness of the CST-based system is also identified. It takes a lot more time to 
find the optimal solution for a scheduling problem compared to the time needed to 
find the first solution. The system can only solve relatively small size problems 
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optimally. For some complex and large size problems, it is just simply impossible to 
find the optimal solution. 
It is suggested that a practical way to use the CST-based system is to find at least a 
feasible solution and then terminate the system according to the user's tolerable time 
limit. The user can obtain the feasible solutions meeting all imposed constraints 
before the time limit. According to the test results, if the system is terminated in 5 
minutes (300 seconds), feasible solutions can be found for most of the examples. 
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CHAPTER 8 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
8.1 Conclusions 
Scheduling production processes by using computer-aided systems is important for 
improving the productivity of batch plants since it harmonizes the entire plant 
operation efficiently to achieve production goals. Pipeless batch plants have recently 
been developed to introduce more flexibility to batch plants in order to adapt to the 
fast changing market. Although many papers are reported on the scheduling of batch 
processing plants, limitations of current scheduling approaches exist, particularly for 
pipeless batch plants. For example, finite wait storage policies have not been 
considered properly due to modelling difficulties. Integrating scheduling and route 
planning has not yet been taken into account for scheduling pipeless plants because no 
appropriate approach is developed to solve the dynamic integrated problem of 
scheduling and planning. Rescheduling of pipeless batch plants is also a neglected 
area in the literature. 
The main objective of this project is to develop a general-purpose methodology to 
solve a common class of scheduling problems for batch processing plants including 
pipeless plants. Three main areas have been taken into account: production scheduling 
with the consideration of finite wait storage policies, integrating routing and 
scheduling in pipeless plants, and rescheduling. Although a number of better-known 
scheduling techniques have been reviewed in detail and every technique has its own 
advantages and disadvantages, CST (constraint satisfaction techniques) is adopted by 
this research. CST is better at representing scheduling problems naturally and 
accurately, and can, therefore, solve problems with many constraints, which are very 
common in scheduling batch processing plants particularly for pipeless plants. 
A number of original contributions have been made by this research. The main 
contribution is the creation of a general constraint model for scheduling of batch 
processing plants including pipeless plants. Although some constraints have been 
considered before, they were not comprehensive and also fragmented. The proposed 
constraint model analyzes and brings together these scheduling constraints, adds new 
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constraints and categorizes them according to their functions, plant types and activity 
groups respectively. The comprehensive constraint-based scheduling model, including 
the constraints for pipeless plants, has never been presented in the literature. 
In this model, the consideration of finite wait policies for production scheduling is an 
original contribution for scheduling of chemical batch plants. Because unstable and/or 
corrosive intermediate materials may be produced, it is important to limit the waiting 
time of intermediate materials in storage or processing units, but these constraints are 
not considered properly in the literature due to modelling difficulties. 
Another novel aspect of the proposed scheduling model is to solve the integrated 
problem of routing and scheduling in pipeless batch plants, which has never been 
addressed before. When a pipeless batch plants is scheduled, the planning process can 
generate a possible route between two stations and then scheduling constraints are 
applied to check its feasibility by imposing the transfer time constraint and allocating 
tracks and buffers within the route. Actually, these constraints are dynamically added 
into the scheduling process during run time so that they can be removed when the 
route is found to be infeasible and the system backtracks to search for another route. 
These constraints are route dependent and possible routes and the associated 
constraints are generated during search time. 
Recovery-based rescheduling constraints are also proposed in the model to deal with 
resource breakdown during production process for batch plants, particularly for 
pipeless plants. The novel aspect is to take plant layout into account when 
rescheduling pipeless plants and layout-related resources and constraints on vessels 
and tracks are considered, therefore pipeless batch plants in different layouts can be 
rescheduled. The proposed constraints can also make sure that the failed resource 
cannot be used again during its failure period and a certain portion of the original 
solution can remain the same in the new solution, e. g. what has been done before the 
failure of a resource remain unchanged. To achieve this, the original solution is used 
as a guide when the plant is rescheduled. 
A prototype scheduling system, BPS (batch processing scheduler), was developed in 
C++ to apply the proposed constraint model based on CST. After the user inputs 
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required information to describe a problem, a specific scheduling model is produced 
by BPS to represent the problem, and then the solution is searched for. A route 
planner was developed within BPS to help generate the possible routes between two 
processing stations for scheduling pipeless batch plants. One of the original findings 
by this research is to identify that the flexibility of CST to add constraints 
dynamically is very useful to solve the integrated problem of planning and 
scheduling. BPS is made, based on this feature, to allow dynamic addition and 
deletion of constraints during run time and this feature makes it feasible to solve the 
integrated problem of scheduling and route planning in pipeless batch plants. The 
dynamic aspect of the integrated problem cannot be solved using techniques that 
require a complete specification of the problem prior to run time. 
A number of examples have been designed to investigate the performance of the 
proposed approach and the developed system BPS, and the results have been analysed 
and discussed. These examples demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed 
methodology. It is found that the CST-based approach and system can schedule 
complex plants and solve large-size problems by finding a feasible solution that 
satisfies all imposed constraints, including finite wait time constraints, layout-related 
constraints, and constraints on integration of scheduling and route planning. It is also 
identified that the first feasible solution can be found very quickly but much more 
time, even exponential running time, is required to find the optimal solution 
particularly for complex and large-size problems. One of the contributions of the 
research is to demonstrate that a CST-based system such as BPS is suitable to find 
feasible solutions for scheduling a complex problem with many constraints, but it is 
not good to solve a problem optimally. 
8.2 Suggestions for Future Work 
This study is an initial exploration to develop a general-purpose constraint approach 
for the scheduling of batch processing plants including pipeless plants. It has been 
noted that there are many challenges to be met in developing a system in solving real 
and large-scale industrial problems. Although the proposed constraint model has 
taken many constraints into account, no model can completely represent every aspect 
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of a production process. There are still some limitations in the proposed model and 
the developed prototype system, BPS, which need to be solved in the future: 
1. The production conditions and requirements for a batch plant need to be, 
explored in more detail and more constraints on production processes need to 
be included in this model. For example, the consideration of set up time of a 
station or machine will make a scheduling problem even harder to be 
represented, but it is necessary when developing a real and practical 
scheduling system for industrial applications. 
2. In the proposed model, only one scheduling optimal criterion, which is to 
minimize the makespan, was set. However, other scheduling optimal criteria 
should also be considered and provided to the user as options. Another 
research direction in the future can also be the consideration of multiple 
objectives for optimization. 
3. Although BPS provides an interface for the user to input information 
describing a specific scheduling problem, it is not a graphical interface. A 
graphical interface can provide a friendly interactive means to communicate 
with the user and can greatly reduce the possibility of the user 
misunderstanding and misrepresenting the required information. Creating a 
graphical interface for BPS to input data requires a significant amount of 
development efforts. 
4. Another limitation of BPS is that the scheduling results are output to a text 
file. The system is not able to display the output in graphical form. A graphical 
viewer for the scheduling results needs to be developed in the future. It will be 
very helpful if the scheduling results could be shown in a style that the user 
wants and all required information could be illustrated on the screen 
graphically. 
5. Links with other on-line data management systems, such as a control system, 
were not considered in this study. The connection with a control system of a 
plant is crucial in developing an on-line scheduling system in the future. In 
this research, the failure of a resource and its failure period has to be typed 
into the system manually, but in practice, the corresponding information 
should be detected by the control system and transferred to the scheduling 
system to generate a revised schedule. 
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6. One weakness of a CST-based system such as BPS is that it cannot solve 
complex and large-size problems optimally within a reasonable time. One 
possible way to handle this problem could be a combined approach to consider 
the CST techniques together with other scheduling techniques such as the 
neighborhood search techniques including Tabu Search (TS), Simulated 
Annealing (SA) and Genetic Algorithms (GA). CST-based approaches can be 
used to find a feasible solution quickly and then the principles of other 
scheduling techniques can be applied to improve the feasible solution towards 
the optimal solution. A significant amount of effort is expected to develop 
such a combined scheduling approach for batch processing plants. 
Although some improvements can be made, the current research results are quite 
stimulating. The general-purpose constraint model and the scheduling system, BPS, 
have been developed to solve a common class scheduling problems for batch 
processing plants including pipeless plants. It is also demonstrated by this study that 
the CST-based system is able to find feasible solutions quickly for complex examples 
with many constraints. Therefore, it is potential for BPS to be extended in the future 
to solve real and large-scale industrial problems that usually involve many constraints. 
This research also reveals that the flexibility of CST to add constraints dynamically is 
very helpful to solve the integrated problem of planning and scheduling. Based on the 
feature, BPS is enabled to schedule pipeless batch plants taking into account the 
integration of routing and scheduling. This approach can be used as a reference for 
solving other planning and scheduling problems in the future. 
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APPENDIX I SUMMARY OF CONSTRAINT MODEL 
Formula Formulae Implication 
Number 
Constraints on Moveable Vessel Allocation 
5-1 Br F- VX A vessel is required by a batch 
activity to produce a batch of 
product. 
5-2 E7(Br) - ST(B, ) = ET(Jr) - ST(J I) + Tr The duration of a batch activity 
is equal to the end time of last 
job minus the start time of first 
job within the batch production 
plus the moving time a vessel 
needs from the last station to its 
start point. 
5-3 If V,, (B1) = VX(B. ) then Since a moveable vessel is a 
ET(B, ) S ST(BS) or ET(B, ) 5 ST(B, ) unary resource, any two batch 
activities requiring the same 
moveable vessel cannot overlap. 
Constraints on Processing Station Allocation 
5-4 J; E- Sp A processing station or a 
machine required by a job to 
process material. 
5-5 If SP(J; ) = SPVi) Since a processing station is a 
Then ET(J; ) S ST(J) or ET(J) S ST(J; ) unary resource, any two jobs 
requiring the same processing 
station cannot overlap. 
5-6 If J; E- Sp and T, < Ty If a station is required by a job 
and the station is unavailable in Then ET(J; ) S Tx or ST(J; ) ? Ty a time window from Tx to Ty, 
either the job ends before TX or 
starts after T, 
Constraints on Material Al location 
5-7 J; M Discrete material is required by 
a job. 
5-8 If Q(J; ) <Q(MM) Since material is a discrete 
resource with certain quantity, 
Then ST(J; ) 5 T <_ET(J; ) two and more jobs requiring the 
same material at time T may 
overlap in time as long as their 
total requirement for this 
material do not exceed the 
available quantity. 
Precedence Constraints 
5-9 ET(J; ) S ST(J) A job needs to precede another 
one if required. 
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5-10 ST(JBr) S ST(JB, +1) If more than one batch product 
is needed, a job in the current 
batch activity starts after the 
start time of its correspondent 
job in the previous batch 
activity in order to reduce the 
search space. 
5-11 ST(Br) = ST(Jrl) The start time of a batch activity 
must be equal to the start time 
of the first job within this batch 
production. 
Time-Bound Constraints 
5-12 ST(Ji) = TO and ET(J; ) <_ TH The start time of the first job of 
the whole process is the time 
origin and the end time of any 
job cannot exceed the time 
horizon. 
5-13 ET(Jd) S Td A product is required to be 
delivered before a time Td. 
Optimal Criterion 
5-14 ET(J; ) <- MS Any job should end before 
makes an. 
5-15 ET(B1) <- Ms Any batch activity should end 
before makes an 
5-16 Min(Ms) Makespan is set as an objective 
function to be minimized. 
Storage and Finite Wait 
5-17 If C- J]S> S(JJ) then Intermediate storage may be 
assigned to a storing job if there ST(J$) 
- 
Tý 
- 
ET(JS) is still enough space to hold 
required amount of intermediate 
material at time point T. 
5-18 ET(J$) - ST(JS) <- Tf The wait time of the 
intermediate material in the 
storage may be finite due to 
some safety reasons 
5-19 E7(J; ) <_ ST(J; +1) ET(J; ) + Tf Intermediate materials may also 
stay in the processing machine 
temporally for a finite time 
5-20 E7'(J; ) S ST(J; +1) 5 ET(J; +1) <_ ET(J; ) + Sometimes it may be necessary 
Tf for the user to set a constraint to 
ensure that a job must end (i. e. 
complete) within a finite time of 
the end of its previous job. 
Integrating Routing and Scheduling in Pipeless Plants 
5-21 E J; + Rab SSJ; +, Transfer time constraint 
5-22 MAat--Tb Tb EK A moving activity is created to 
require a track in a route 
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5-23 E7(J; ) S ST(MA1) The first moving activity in a 
route starts after the end of the 
upstream job. 
5-24 E7IMA, ) S S7lMA8+i) a=1.2... k-1 Other moving activities then run 
in turn to require those tracks 
comprising a route. 
5-25 If J; 0 im If J; is not the last job in a batch 
Then ET(MAk) S ST(J; +1) production, the downstream job 
J; +1, which takes place on the 
next location, will start after the 
end of the last moving activity 
in a route. 
5-26 If J; = im If J; is the last job of a batch 
Then E7(MAk) = E7(Br) production, say, the moveable 
vessel needs to move back to its 
start point, the end time of the 
last moving activity of the route 
must be equal to the end time of 
the batch activity that produces 
the batch of product. 
5-27 MA, E- Bufa A buffer is required by a 
moving activity 
5-28 The total requirement for a 
Buff S Bufmax buffer by moving activities at a 
a time cannot exceed the capacity 
of the buffer. 
Rescheduling Constra ints 
5-29 BA+-Fr A failed resource is required by 
a breakdown activity 
5-30 S7(BA) = T8 and ET(BA) = Te The start and end time of the 
failure period of a resource are 
equal to the start and end time 
of breakdown activity 
respectively 
5-31 If ET(J; ) <_ ST(BA) If in an original solution, a job 
ended before TS (i. e. the start 
Then STT (J; ) = ST(J; ), time of breakdown activity), the 
E7 (J; ) = EI(J; ) and start and end time of the job, 
Sp (J; ) = SP(J; ) and the selected station by the 
job will remain unchanged. 
5-32 If ET(BI) 
_< 
ST(BA) If in an original solution a batch 
" then ST (Bf) = ST(Bý), 
activity ended before TS, the 
Ei (Br) = ET(B1) and 
start and end time of the batch 
Vx (B`) - VX (B`) 
activity as well as the selected 
moveable vessel will remain 
unchanged in the rescheduled 
solution. 
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5-33 If E7(MA, ) <_ S7(BA) If in an original solution a 
then ST (MA, ) = S7ýMA, ), 
moving activity ended before 
Ts, the start and end time of the 
E7r(MA. ) = E7(MA, ), moving activity as well as the 
Tb (MA, ) = Tb (MA, ), and 
selected track and buffer will 
Buj, (MA, ) = Buf, (MA 
remain unchanged in the 
rescheduled solution. 
5-34 M, ': 5 M, + (TT-T, ) + D.,. -1 When rescheduling a problem, 
the makespan in the new 
solution is constrained to be less 
than or equal to an upper bound, 
which is the original makespan 
plus the failure period of a 
resource plus the maximum 
duration among jobs minus one. 
5-35 If ST (J; ) = ST(J; ) If the start time of a job remains 
Then Vi = 0, unchanged in the rescheduled 
Else Vj =1 solution, the related change 
variable is assigned to zero; 
otherwise it is assigned to one. 
5-36 If ST (B, ) = ST(B, ) If the start time of a batch 
Then Vi = 0, activity remains unchanged, the 
Else V; =I change variable is assigned to 
zero; otherwise it is assigned to 
one. 
5-37 The total number of changes is 
N _ V, obtained by summing all change 
''' variables. 
5-38 Min(N) The rescheduling optimal 
Or criterion is either to minimize 
Min(M. ) the number of changes or to 
minimize the makes an. 
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APPENDIX 2 HOW TO RUN BPS 
Appendix 2.1 Creation of Input Files 
The required production information for a scheduling problem is stored in a text file, 
and layout-related data are stored in another three text files if a pipeless plant is 
scheduled. When BPS is executed, it will read the input data from these text files. The 
example input files for scheduling a pipeless batch plant in herringbone layout in 
Section 7.2 are shown next. Fig. A2-1 shows the format of the input file including the 
production data that have been given in Table 7-5a and Table 7-5b. 
ScheduleAPipelessPlantlnHerringboneLayout 
3 
480 
Y 
0 
8 
Chargerl Charger2 Blender! Blender2 Reactorl Reactor2 Discharger Cleaner 
10000 10000 10000 10000 10000 10000 10000 10000 
23061745 
00000000 
3 
Vessel! Vessel2 Vessel3 
10000 10000 10000 
N 
P1 
480 
7 
ChargeA ChargeB BlendAB Reaction BlendAlInt DischargePl Cleaning 
5588555 
acccccc 
0000000 
1122211 
Charger! Charger2 Blender! Blender2 Reactor! Reactor2 Blender! Blender2 Discharger Cleaner 
1122210 
ABABAB CIntAl PI 
4000 4000 4000 4000 8000 2000 10000 110000 
2 
1111111 
2 
Vessel! Vessel2 
P2 
480 
7 
ChargeA ChargeB BlendAB Reaction BlendA2Int DischargeP2 Cleaning 
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5588555 
acccccc 
0000000 
1122211 
Charger! Charger2 Blender! Blender2 Reactor! Reactor2 Blender! Blender2 Discharger Cleaner 
1122210 
ABAB AB C Int A2 P2 
4000 4000 4000 4000 8000 2000 10000 1 10000 
2 
1111111 
1 
Vessel3 
P3 
480 
7 
ChargeA ChargeB BlendAB Reaction BlendA31nt DischargeP3 Cleaning 
5588555 
acccccc 
0000000 
1122211 
Charger! Charger2 Blender! Blender2 Reactorl Reactor2 Blender! Blender2 Discharger Cleaner 
1122210 
ABABABCIntA3P3 
4000 4000 4000 4000 8000 2000 10000 1 10000 
1111111 
2 
Vessel! Vessel2 
Fig. A2-1: The input file format for production data 
In the input file, at least one white space is needed between any two values. 
Additional spaces are allowed to format the input data based on the Table 7-5a and 
Table 7-5b. The general data in Table 7-5a should be at the beginning of the file, and 
followed by the specific information in Table 7-5b. For Table 7-5b, all information 
for a single product is grouped together, with one product following another. For 
example, all information for PI is input first, and then the information for P2, and 
then for P3. 
It is necessary to point out that in the main text of this thesis the connected nodes 
representing the plant layout are labelled by capital letters for the purpose of easier 
understanding and explanation. As mentioned in the thesis, the number of nodes 
included in a plant layout is not limited in the proposed approach. However the total 
number of available letters is not infinite. For the general purpose, the connected 
nodes are actually represented by non-negative integers such as 0,1,2 etc. in BPS. 
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So, in the input files, every node should be represented by a non-negative integer. The 
relationship between the capital letters and the non-negative integer is that A is 
converted to zero, B converted to one, ..., Z converted to 25. This is the reason why 
every station position in Fig. A2-1 is represented by a non-negative integer instead of 
a capital letter. 
When a pipeless plant is scheduled, the layout-related input data are also needed 
besides the production information. These data include the connectivity table, track 
data and buffer data. Fig A2-2, A2-3 and A2-4 show the format of input files 
including the layout-related data for the above example, which have been given in 
Table 5-1, Table 6-3 and Table 6-4 respectively. 
12 
000000001000 
000000001000 
000000000100 
000000000100 
000000000010 
000000000010 
000000000001 
000000000001 
110000000100 
001100001010 
000011000101 
000000110010 
Fig. A2-2: The input file format for the connectivity table 
11 
VO 0 8 1 
V1 8 1 1 
V2 2 9 1 
V3 9. 3 1 
V4 4 10 1 
V5 10 5 1 
V6 6_ 11 1 
V7 11 7 1 
HO 8 9 1 
H1 9 10 1 
H2 10 11 1 
Fig. A2-3: The input file format for track data 
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4 
B1 8 1 
B2 9 1 
B3 10 1 
B4 11 1 
Fig. A2-4: The input file format for buffer data 
In Fig. A2-2, the first integer, 12, represents the total number of nodes included in the 
layout. Other data represent the connectivity relationship between these nodes. The 
first integer in Fig. A2-3 represents the total number of tracks and the first integer in 
Fig. A2-4 represents the total number of buffers. Other data indicate the name and 
occupied nodes of these tracks and buffers, which have been described in Table 6-3 
and Table 6-4. The only difference is that the nodes are labelled by non-negative 
integers instead of capital letters. The described layout-related input file formats are 
applicable not only to a herringbone layout, but also to any layout represented by 
connected nodes. 
Appendix 2.2 How to Run BPS 
BPS is compiled as an executable file, bps. exe. It is run in the Window's Command 
Prompt. The operating system is Windows NT 4. The executable file and all input 
files should be in the same directory. Since BPS will call some ILOG library classes 
and functions, ILOG software tool must be installed on the same computer. When the 
executable file is run, it will check the ILOG license. The running will be terminated 
if there is no valid license on the computer. Assume "input. txt", "table. txt", 
"tracks. txt" and "buffers. txt" are the names of files storing the production data, the 
connectivity table, track data and buffer data respectively. The file names of 
"table. txt", "tracks. txt" and "buffers. txt" should be put in the order in another text file 
"AGateFileForLayout. txt" in order that the user can use different layout-related input 
files for different problems without changing the codes of BPS. The following 
command should be typed to schedule a problem: 
bps <input. txt >output. txt 
"output. txt" is a file where all the scheduling results will be put. 
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